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Abstract
This study presents and compares the marine and atmospheric discharges_ with an
attempt to assess the environmental effects resulting from AI-Jubail MSF desalination
plant. the largest in the world. producing 253.5 million gallons of desalinated .....ater per
day. For the analyses of air pollution. AERMOD. an air dispersion model. is used to
simulate the ambient concentrations of sulfur dio~ide. o~ide of nitrogen. and fine
particulate matter. The emission results/pollutant levels wcre compared with the
Meteorological and Environmental Protection Agency (MEPA) standards.
Similarly, for brine discharge. CORJ\lIX a hydrodynamic mi~ing model is used for the
prroiction of plume dilution. Thennal effects and elevated total dissolved solids
concentration in brine discharge were also simulated and the results .....ere compared with
the U.S. EPA approved Surface Water Quality Standards. II has been found in this study
thai the plume elevated temperature drops to ambient temperature within five minutes.
traveling a distance of 101.4 melers along the downstream. and the IDS concentrations
in the brine plume drops to 4700 ppm above the ambient concentration, while traveling a
distance of 217 meters, downstream. which is 10 percent above the ambient
concentration. which shows that both the pollutants (eleVtlted temperature and elevated
TDS) were within the limits as specified by the Surface Water Quality Standards.
However, a det<tiled information regarding the site specific mcteorological data. fuel and
brine characteristics, and pial'll specific information should be carried out.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background History
In March 2002. the United Nations Secretary General Kofi Annan stated that more than
six billion people live on this planet earth, out of which approximately 1.1 billion people
lack access to safe drinking water, and by the end of 2025, two thirds of the world's
population is likely 10 live with moderate or severe water shonage (Annan, 2002). Water
scarcity is considered to be a sleeping tiger for most of the environmental problems, and
this tiger is waking up (Sandra, 1999).
Gelick in 1996 mentioned that each person consumed a minimum of 50 liters ofwaler per
day, excluding the water required for irrigation. The distribution of this 50 liters daily
water consumption is as follows: 5 liters are used for drinking, 20 liters for sanitation, 15
liters for bathing, 3nd 10 lilers for food preparation.
Considering the above facts and the scarcity of renewable fresh water rcsources on per
capita basis, Falkenmark in1989, has distributed the water scarce countries under one of
the five water competition categories:
Limited water problem coun.tries • Countries having more than 10.000 m3per
person per year renewable water resources.
2. Gen.eral waLer problem countries - Countries having water availability between
1670 to 10,000 m3 per person per year renewable water resources.
3. Water Stressed Countries - Countries having water availability between 1000 to
1670 m3 per person per year renewable water resources.
4. Chronic Water Scarcity Countries - Countries having water availability between
_~_~_an~ ~~ ~3yer ~r~o~_~! ~_ea~_re~~w~ble ,!,a_'er ~s~u~e~:_
5. Beyond "water barrier" countries Countries having less than 500 m3 per person
per year renewable water resources
All of the above classification is based on the nct stream flow measurement within each
country in considemtion, after adjusting for evaporation and other losses.
Water scarcity is a major political, economical and environmental problem in the world
and in the Middle East. The shortage of natuml fresh water supply for domestic purposes
is very acute for the Arabian Peninsula (Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain. Qatar, the United
Arab Emirates, Oman, and Yemen). In these countries the demand for domestic water
increases at the rate of 3% or more annually. These countries consume about 60% of the
total world desalting water; therefore they are mostly dependent on brackish and seawater
desalination to meet their water demands (AI-Mumtaz & Wagialla. 1988, AI·Sahlawi
M.A. 1999). The limitation of fresh ground water supply has led the Middle East
countries to become increasingly dependent on desalination.
The Middle East countries are facing acUie water shortage because of hot and arid
climatic conditions, increase in per capita water demand due to high standard of living,
and rapid population growth. Despite the shortage, counlries in the region have initiated
ambitious agricultural development plan with the concept of self-sufficiency in food, As
a result, a significant amount of non-renewable c:k:cp groundwater resources has been
mined causing water quality deterioration and significant depletion of non-renewable
water resources in aquifers. To meet this increasing demand of high quality potable
water, oil rich Gulf countries have heavily invested in seawater desalination. More than
40% of the world's desalination capacity is concentrated in the Gulf region of which
Saudi Ambia shares more than two-third capacity. Saudi Arabia has become the world's
major producer of desalinated water (Al-Sahlawi, 1999).
Saudi Arabia, with an area of about 865,000 square miles, occupies the major ponion of
the Arabian Peninsula. It is roughly one-third the size of the United States, and the same
size as all of Western Europe. Saudi Arabia lies at the crossroads of three continents:
Europe, Asia, and Africa. It extends from the Red Sea on the west to the Arabian Gulf in
the east. To the north it borders on Jordan, Iraq, and Kuwait, and to the south, on Yemen
and the Sultanate of Oman. Towards the east lie the United Arab Emirates, Qatar, and the
island state of Bahrain as shown in Figure 1. L
Figure 1.]
Map ofSaudi Arabia
Saudi Ambia's terrain is varied bUI on the whole fairly barren and harsh, with salt flats,
gravel plains, and sand dunes bUl few lakes or pennanent streams. In the south is the Rub
Al-Khali (Empty Quarter), the largest sand desert in the world. In the southwest, the
mountain range of Asir Province rises to over 9,000 feet. Saudi Arabia is one of the arid
countries in the world, with an average ntinfall of less than 5 inches per year. The climate
is principally detennined by the southerly shift in wind patterns during the winter months,
which brings rain and cool weather.
Summer in Saudi Arabia is hot with temperatures in some areas reaching 49°C (120°F).
Winter is mild with an average temperature of 2rC (74°F) in Jeddah and 14°C (58"F) in
Riyadh. From June through August, midday temperatures in the desert can reach/soar to
50°C (122"F). In contrast to this wcatherin Olher pans of the country like in the nonhern
and centrJ.1 regions the temperature may drop to below freezing.
The shamal, sand-laden winds from the nonhern desens, is most frequent in early
summer and can blow for days at 25-30 miles an houT. Rainfall ranges from none at all
for up to 10 inches a years in the Rub Al-Khali, to 20 inches a year in the mountains of
Asir Province. Temperature between October and May is generally pleasant with cool
nights and sunny days. Night temperatures in the coastal areas may dip into the 4.4°C
(4ifF). From April to November, on the other hand, temperatures are considerably higher
and life without air-conditioning would be very unpleasant indeed.
Due to extreme climatic and geographical conditions, there is a dearth of water resources
in the kingdom. Because of the harsh climatic situations there exist a rapid increase in
demand for the water in Ihe Arabian Gulf countries. Saudi Arabia' Kuwait, the United
Arab Emirates, Qalar, Bahrain, and Oman where conventional water resources such as
fresh sulfaee waler and renewable groundwater are eXlremely limited, other alternatives
such as wastewater reclamation and desalinalion have been adopted since 1960s.
Countries such as Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qalar, and Bahrain all use nonrenewable
groundwater resources in large quantity, causing depletion of these valuable resources
and deterioration in the quality of water. In some of the more arid parts of the Middle
Eas!, in particular the Gulf states, where good quality water is not available or is
extremely limited, desalination of seawater has been commonly used to solve the
problems of water supply for municipal and industrial uses (Al-Quarashi and Husain,
200t)
Saudi Arabia entered the desalinated waler field in 1970. Since then it has constructed
desalination plants on both the Red Sea and the Gulf coasts as shown in Figure 1.2.
Realizing the need of water for the continuous growth of the country, the Saudi
government constituted the Saline Water Conversion Corporation (SWCC) to meet its
water needs. The SWCC has so far 23 plants, distributed at fifteen locations along the
Eastern and Western Coast of Saudi Ambia. 19 of these are on the Red Sea Coast and the
remaining 4 on the Persian GulfCoasl. Table 1.1 will describe the 23 plants, which are in
operdtion in the Kingdom. The IOtal production of desalinated water is estimated 10 be
2.16 million mJ (572 million [US] gal.) per day including a facility at AI-Jubail producing
I million m) per day, which is currently the world's largest distill3tion plant. The Al-
Jubail desalination plant supplies water to the capital city Riyadh. while the Makkah and
other Holy places are supplied by AI-Shoaibah plant, which has the daily production
capacity of 48 million gallons of water.

Figure i .2, shows the location of main desalination plants in the kingdom of Saudi
Arabia. Four new desalination and power production plants are now under construction,
two of these are on Red Sea Coast, the AI-Medinah Yanbu Plant (Phase-TI) and the Al-
Shoaibah plant (Phase-II). The other two projects are on the Arabian Gulf Coast; these
are Al-Jubail Plant (Reverse Osmosis), and the AI-Khobar Plant (Phase-nI). Complete
information about these four plams is provided in Table 1.2. In response to its need and
carc about the future consumption of sweet water, the SWCC is now studying fifteen
more desalination plants in Saudi Arabia.
Table 1.2
Desalination Plants Under Construction
S.No Name
f--"D,"'ily'"'W;;:_=-----.-,E1"'~=_=.~=--I BENIFIClARY cmFS
Cubil.- Meter Gallons Megawatt
1 MadinaW
YanbuPhasell
60.000.000 1227.272
I
35 Madinah. Yanbu. AI·
Bahr. Badr. Al-Rayes.
Mufrohal, AI.Harnra. Al-
Frish.Mulailaih.Khief.
Al·Khulami.AI·
MUS<li'ccd
AI·Jubail R.O 24.015.000 90,'Xl9
Desalinated
Plant
AI-Khobar Phase 60.000.000 227.272
III
AI-Slloabah 100.000.000 378,787
PIla~lI
Adopted From SWCC, 1995
370
InlcriorLocalions.
Qassim,Sudair.Washcm
Al-Khobar. Dammam,
Dhahran. Qalif. Saihal.
Rahjma. Al-Ahsa. Buoa;
J<".ddah. Makl:ah. Taif
Figure 1.2 SWCC Desalination Plants Across the Kingdom (Adoplcd from SWcc. 1995)
Most of the above desalination plants are multistage nash (MSF) types, which use a
significant amount of energy to produce high quality drinking water from seawater.
Although these desalination plants are equipped with the latest technology and due
consideration is given to protect the environment and coastal ecosystems. but despite all
these measures and control technologies employed, the potential coastal zone impact
from these plants cannot be completely avoided (Husain, 200 I"·b).
1.2 Desalination
Desalting/desalination/desaJinization refers to the method or water treatment process in
which salt is removed from water. This process can be used in different ways but the end
rcsull will always be the same, fresh water.
The process of desalination has been practiced for more than 50 years (Wagnick, 1996,
1998) and is a well-established means of water supply in many countries. In nature, the
water evaporates from the seas, giving rise to the clouds and then subsequently condenses
back in as rainwater. Rainwater is almost pure and all this process of rainmaking is a true
physical liquid and solid phase separation in seawater.
Desalination is also an ongoing process in the polar region of the eanh where the
seawater freezes; the ice crystals produced are pure water and cuntain none of the salt
present in seawater. The basis of all desalination processes is conversion of pan of the
seawater into fresh water. While looking at the above natural processes one can
understand that the process of distillation/desalination technique is based on evaporation
and condensation (Al·Mumtaz & Wagialla, 1988; AI-Sahlawi. 1999).
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Membrane separation techniques of electrodialysis and reverse osmosis also occur in
nature, and its development into commercially viable processes is a recent success of
undcrstanding of physical chemistry of phase separation by membranes.
The economical production of fresh waler from seawater became possible in 1957 with
the advcnt of multistage flash process (MSF) (IDA, 1998). The MSF process brings a
dramatic change in the cost of desalination water. Table 1.3 shows the statistics for the
global production of desalinated water, by process and plant capacity ODA. 1998). It
shows that MSF plants have a higher lotal production capacity than any othcr proccss,
despite the larger number of reverse osmosis plants. Table 1.3 shows that, of the larger
desalination plants (>4000 m] d'[), MSF plants make up 64 per cent of the total capacity.
About 67.6% of the tolal capacity installed in the gulf countries are of the multi-stage
flash type. The capacily of the large plants installed during the eighties were as follows:
Al-Jubail Plant, Saudi Ambia
Jeddah IV, Saudi Arabia
Al-Khobar II, Saudi Ambia
Urn EI-NaT Plant, Abu Dhabi
253.5 million gallons per day
58.0 million gallons per day
51.0 million gallons per day
95.0 million gallons per day
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Table 1.3
Sumnuuy of Worldwide Desalination capadty Split by Plant Type and Proct'ss Capacity
Jbnge
H brid
Others
))(!;salting
p""""
1033
3835
2200
1782
10.00
8.10
46.8
37.9
Penentage of Capacity Capacity No. of plants
Using (l<fm3 d-1) (to'gald-J )
Tet>hnolo les
44.4 10.02 2204 1244
39.1 8.83 1943 7851
4.1 0.92 202 682
'.6 1.27 279 1470
43 0.97 213 903
2.0 0.45 99 101
0.2 0.05 11 62
0.3 0.06 13 120
100.0 22.57 4965 12433
Mullisiiii:eflash
Reverse osmosis
Tot,]
UnitClipacity
5OO..(j() 000 mJd· l
Electrodial sis
vilOOr comoression
Membrane
softenin
Unit Capacity
100-60.000 mJd"'
Mllitista eflash
Reverse osmosis
Multi Ie effect
Multi leeffeCl
Electrodial sis
Va rcom ressioll
3.8
4.7
4.2
0.81
1.00
0.90
178
220
198
653
230
486
Membrane
50ftenin
H'brid
Others
Total
UnitCapacily
4000-60.(XXl mJd"
Muhis;a;eflash
Reverse osmosis
Multi leeffe;:t
2.1
0.2
0.28
100.0
64.0
25.7
3.6
0.45
0.04
0.06
21.36
9.27
3.72
0.52
99
9
13
4699
2039
818
114
64
27
108
6436
496
613
48
60
42
'0
68
62
79
0.31
0.28
0.36
2.1
1.9
2
EJeclrodial sis
Va reo rcssion
Membrane
softcnin"
H brid 0.02
Others 0.00
Total 100.0 14.48 3186 1311
Source. InternatIOnal DesahnallOn ASSOCiation. Topsfield. MA. 1998. WorldWide Desaltmg
Plall1s1nvenIOry Repon No. 15
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Table 1.4, as shown below. gives more information regarding lhe large share of the
world's desalination capacity, which is in the Arab states, and particularly in the Persian
Gulf.
SummaI)' of Worldwide Desalination Capacit,. (1998), Showing Contribution Made b,.
Arab NatioDS
DesaltiagproctSl!i Capaclty
to' d·1
44.4 10.02 2204
39.1 8.83 19'3
4.1 0.92 202
'.6 1.27 279
4.3 0.91 213
2.0 0.45 99
0.2 0.05 II
0.3 0.07
"100.0 22~'
""GCCStatts
37.6 •.so 1810
12.0 2.10
""~ 0.12 26
16 0.35 77
16 0.36 79
00 0.00 0
0.0 om 2
0.0 0.00 0
S23 12.04 2649
35.0 7.90 1738
9.1 2.05 451
0.2 0.05 II
0.5 0.12 26
1.0 0.22 48
O.U 0.0 0.0
0.0 0,0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
Toul 45.8 10.34 2215
AGeC = Arabian Gulf Co-Operalion Council
Adopted from: Inlem:uioBaI DesaliBalion Association. Topsfield. MA. 1998. Worldwide
Dc:sal1irll P1anu..ln,·c:ntoryReportNo.15
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ll1erefore, it is clear from 1M literature sean::h that in the arid Arabian Peninsula region
tM seawater desalination process is becoming increasingly important to satisfy the
growing needs of domestic, agricultural. and industrial sectors (EI-Nashar and Ali, 1989).
Table 1.3 and 1.4, depieu thlll the three main types of desalination plants are reverse
osmosis (RO), elcctro-dialysis (ED) and multi stage flash (MSF) desalination. All of the
above three desalination processes use fossil fuel as an energy driver. Burning fossil fuel
produces the usual gaseous effluents along with paniculatc matter, because of these
environmental issues the three desalination processes are evaluated and rated. as shown
in Table 1.5, using the pseudo--quantitative scale where high (H=3). medium (M=2), and
low (L= I). On this scale lIle RO seems to be close to ED and both are preferred to MSF
from safety, health. and environmental point of view. However these factors arc
considered to be not exclush'e (Sabri el al., 1980).
Ratingor Various Desalination Processes
EFFECrS RO MSF ED
Noise H M L
WalcrEffiuenl M H M
ProduelWaterlmpurilies
1. MicroeJemenls L H L
2. TOllie materials M H M
AirPolJution L H M
Industrial Risk M H M
T"'~ 8 17 10
Source. Sabn et al" 1980
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From Tables 1.3 to L5, it has become obvious that the multistage nash (MSF)
desalination plants are among the major source of potable water in the Amb Gulf
countries and also in the world and is of major coneern relaling the environment.
The MSF are large, complex and expensive plants, which will be explained in more
detailed in chapter 2. The MSF pfO{;ess consists of a series of stages, in which "nash"
evaporation takes place from brine flowing through the bottom of the stage. with the
vapour condensing to produce water on heat transfer tubes at Ihe lop of Ihe stage. The
transfer of latent heat heats seawater or brine flowing through the tubes. The heal to
operate Ihe process is supplied by Sleam condensing in the brinc heater (or heat input
section). MSF desalination process consumes large amount of seawater, with that a large
amount of concentrated brine are disposed of into the ocean. This brine discharge from
Ihe MSF desalination plants is known to impact upon the marine organism in a number of
ways. For instance, elevated lemper<ltures and increased salinity reduce the overall
concentration of dissolved oxygen in water, which restrieL" the life fonns 10 those, which
exist at low oxygen levels. Furthermore, at the level of individual organism, extreme
temperatures may result in death; at the species levcl, excessive temperatures may lead to
changes in individual abundance and population diversity (Morton et aI., 1996).
Desalination plants are usually located on or near to the ocean. The most common and
least expensive brine disposal method is ocean discharge. Just like other environmental
regulatory guidelines, the U.S EPA Clean Water Act in 1977. classified the brine
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discharge (saline water) as conventional and non-conventional (and non toxic). and it sels
the numeric limits or guidelines for conventional and non-conventional type of effluents,
except for salinity. The U.S EPA Clean Water Act does not specifically identify brine
total dissolved solids (TDS) as a pollutant. However, extremely low salinities (near zero)
or extremely high salinities (twice the ocean ambient) can impact ocean biota jf the biota
is exposed for an extended period of time (Del Bene et aI., 1994).
To study the concentration of TDS/salinity and temperature pattern/profile of the brine
discharge from AI-Jubail desalination plam an EPA computer code will be used. Several
hydrodynamic mixing models are in use for the evaluation of brine discharge in the
surrounding body of water. The most popular of these are the PLUMES code from the
EPA Pacific Ecosystems Branch in Newport. Oregon, and the CORMIX code from the
EPA Environmental Research Laboratory in Athens, Georgia (Del Bene et aI., 1994).
In this thesis in addition to detailed air pollution study, an effon will also be made while
using the EPA CQRMIX computer code to enable the modeling of submerge brine
discharge, to suggest the mixing zone and dilution criteria in the Persian gulf.
Another feature characteristics of MSF desalination process is that it requires a large
amount of energy input in order to achieve separation of fresh water from saline or
seawater, this energy is mostly in the form of steam, condensing in the brine heater. In
almost all instances, the energy required to run these plants is ultimately derived from the
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combustion of fossil fuels. Air pollutants are emitted from the stacks while burning fossil
fuel to attain the energy required fOf" desalination plants. 1be principal atmospheric
pollutants generated by burning the fossil fuel are:
Sulfur dioxide (SOu
Ox.ides of nitrogen (NO.)
Suspended particulate mailer (SPM)
Carbon dioxide (C02), and
Carbon Monoxide (CO)
All these pollutants are responsible for changing our atmosphere and affecting all foons
of life and the environment. Studies have shown lhal air pollutants adversely affect
human health. Mild imtatien, severe asthmatic sickness and sometimes-<:hronic
carcinogenic effects are all because of air pollutants. Children, elderly people and people
with respiratory problems such as asthma, bronchitis, and people involved in vigorous
ouldoor activities are more susceptible to the adverse effects of air pollUlion. Thousands
of people die prematurely each year because of air pollution (Husain. 200 I~.
Besides affecting lhe human health lhe air pollution affects the environment by acidifying
the water bodies creating photochemical smog, depiction of slratospheric ozone, and
global wanning.
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Air pollutant<; are transported hundreds and thousands of mi les away from the source by
wind. These pollutants go through various physical and chemical processes before they
finally are deposited. Meteorological and topographical conditions greatly influence the
transportation, dispersion and deposition of air pollutants, The main factors effecting the
deposition and dispersion of air pollutants are wind speed and direction, turbulence,
temperature, topography, meteorological parameters, atmospheric moisture content and
stabiJitycondition of the air.
In 1990, Zannetti characterized air pollution transport as:
Near Field Tram'fWrt: Where building aerodynamics causes effects of the
plume
Short Range Transport: Within 10 km from the source and in this region the
primary pollutants are known to have ma:\imum ground Icvel impact.
Intermediate Transport: Between 10 km and 100 km from the source, where
the chemical reactions plays and important role in the transfonnation of
pollutants
Long Range Transport: Range more than 100 Km from the source, in this
case large-scale meteorological effecL<; and deposition and transfonnation
rates play a signific3nt role.
To study the detrimental affects caused by these air pollutants from an existing or
proposed facility, the monitoring and controlling agencies propose two basic techniques,
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which are monitoring and modeling of the site. As the cost of monitoring is very high.
therefore modeling is considered to be the most viable effective and economical tool,
which is also widely used and highly recommended by the USEPA for such purposes. In
this thesis work an EPA air dispersion model AERMOD will be used 10 simulate the
current physical and chemical processes and predict the future concentrations of
pollutants in the almosphere. An effort will be made to control and reduce further
deterioration of the aunosphere
1.3 Objectives
AI-Mutaz and Wagialla. in 1988, stated that the desalination capacity in the Ar.tbian
Peninsula has increased from 0.5 x 106 m3/d in 1973 to 5.8 x 106 m3/d in 1984 almost a
ten fold increase. AI-Sahlawi. in 1999. reported that in Arabian Peninsula which
comprises of Saudi Ambia, Kuwait. Bahrain. Qatar, the United Arab Emirates, Oman.
and Yemen, there is a 3% or more annual increase of water demand. which clearly shows
the increasing demand for desalination plants in that area, comparing to the world
desalination capacity, aboul70% of large MSF plants are installed in Saudi Arabia.
A great deal of expansion is taking place in Saudi Arabia in the area of desalination. All
of these desalination plants require an input of thennal or mechanical energy in order to
achieve separation of fresh water from the seawlltcr. The main consequences of such
input of energy are an increase in the tempemture of the brine discharge and the
atmospheric emission. Therefore. this research will attempt to assess the environmental
effects by MSF desalination process. Appropriate modeling techniques will be used to
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estimate the air emission and water pollutants from these plams, which will help in future
expansion and reduction in the emission from these plants.
1.4 Thesis Layout
11lere are eight chapters altogether in this thesis. covering the methods, formulation and
analysis of work. Chapter I brieny discusses the world and Middle East waler
shonage'crises. desalination, air and brine discharge problems from desalination plants
and objectives of the study. Chapler 2 covers an ex-tensive literalure search related to
desalination melhods and processes. Chapter 3 represents an overview of air pollution
and lheir effects on human health. Air pollution model selection and comparison criteria
are also discussed in this ch3pter. Brief description of AERMOD model. formulation.
data aetjuisition, emission inventory of AI-lubail desalination pl3nt. and receplor grid
infonnation about the site is discussed in chapter 4. Ch3pter 5 presents the background
infonnation about the study area. The results genel"'"dted by AERMOD, their analysis with
scientific and technical interpretation and discussions are presenled in chapler 6.
Chapter 7 brieny ex-plains the CORMIX system, the geographical description of the site,
and the results and analysis of the brine discharge from AI·Jubail desalination plant.
Finally, in chapter 8, the findings and limitations were presented, and recommendations
for the future work are make.
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Chapter II
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Desalination Process
In August 1999. the world population reached \0 six billion. As a ~ull of rapid
population growth. the need for water is rapidly increasing. and current freshwater
resources will not be able to meet all the R::quirements. Water cannot be considered now
as a low cost resource and easily accessible to all. Many years of drought at various
locations, followed by desenilication and movement of the population towards this
essential resource calls for different considerations in terms of economic. environmental,
and social effects (Semial, 2(00). The hydrological cycle provides the eanh wilh a
continuous supply of fresh water. Basically, the sun creates the cycle by providing the
energy to evaporate water from ocean and from water bodies on land. This walcr vapor.
which accumulates as clouds, condenses in the cooler upper atmosphere and falls 10 the
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Earth's surfuce in the fonn of rain or snow. Man has distilled freshwater from seawater
for many centuries. Egyptiun, Persiun, Hebrew, and Greek civilization all used various
forms of desalination processes.
Worldwide supplies of saline water, and critical needs for fresh water ha...·e led 10 a
substuntial growth in the desalination technologies. By desalination we mean primarily
the production, from saline water, of product waler, which is suitable for human
consumption. Even though desalted water represenls only a small portion of water used,
the impacts of these plants are expected 10 be considerable. This is especially truc when it
is coupled with the growth of industries and human population in the arid regions of the
world.
2.1.1 Thermal Process
Over 60% of the world's desahed water is produced with heal to distill fresh water from
seawater. In laboratory or in industrial plants, the water is heated to a boiling point to
produce max.imum quantity of water vapors.
Economically in the desalination plants adjusting the atmospheric pressure of the water
controls the boiling poinl. The temperature required to boil water decreases as one moves
from sea level to a higher elevation because of the reduced atmospheric pressure on the
water. Thus water at a height of 6200 meters from seu level can be boiled ut 16 C' less
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than boiling at sea level. The reduction in boiling point is important factor in desalination
process for two major reasons:
I. Multiple boiling
2, Scale control
The important condition to boiled water is the proper temperature relative to its ambient
pressure and enough energy for vaporization. For example, if the water is heated to its
boiling point, and then the heat is turned off the water will continue to boil for a shon
time, but will need additional energy (the heat of vaporization) to continue boiling, which
can achieved by either providing more heat or by reducing the ambient pressure above
the water. By reducing the ambient pressure above the water one can reduce the
temperature at which the water boils, as shown in Figure 2.1.
Ik>ilingl""nlforS.l;nc
WattJ(SoIutioo»
Figure 2.1 Phase Diagram for Saline Water and Pure Water
(Adopted from Spiegler and Laird. 1980)
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The phase diagram (Figure 2.1) shows that by reducing the pressure the boiling point of
water can be reduced. The point 'a' in Figure 2.1 is called the triple point. at this point
pUtt water under equilibrium state can exist in three phases (solid, liquid, and gases) at an
absolute pressure of 4.58 mm Hg (millimeter of mercury) and a temperature of a.OIOC,
Where for saline or seawater the triple point is shifted from '8' to's", the degree of shift
depends upon Ihe salinity of water, Point 'b' represents the boiling point of pure water,
while 'b" boiling point for saline water, at a pressure if I atmospheric or 760 mm Hg. In
Figure 2.1, the points 'b' & 'b" repre!ients the boiling point elevation aTb
To significantly reduce the amount of energy or heat nceded for vaporizalion, thc
desalting process usually uses multiple boiling in successive stages, each operating at a
lower temperature and pressure,
Scale fannation is encountered in most of the desalination plants. and is basically formed
from water. which contains ions (like calcium. magnesium. sulfate, and carbonate). 'These
ions in waler are capable of creating supersaturated molecules of materials. which are
slightly soluble in water. 11lese supersaturated materials lend to precipitale and produces
a hanl and adherent layer of Ihe chemical, which drops OUI of the solution in the
desalination process. This layer is referred 10 as "scale". In all desalination plants lhe
scales can be fanned on any heat transfer surface, and can interfere with the heat flow
between the surface and the liquid, and also with the movement of liquid through these
surfaces (Howe, 1974).
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The major types of scale fonning salts in seawater desaJination are CaC03, Mg{OHh,
and Ca SO~. The solubility of Cae03, and Mg(OH)2, vary widely with the alkalinity of
the solution as measured by the pH value, but the solubility of the three forms of CaSO~
are nearly independent of the pH value. Therefore, in each case the scaJe formation
control in desalination plants are treated in two parts. the first one is treating alkaline
components and the other one is the control of sulfate scale componenL~.
Sulfuric acid is the cheapest source/method of removing alkaline hardness (the
bicarbonate ions), followed by aenltion to remove the carbon dioxide. The action of
hydrogen ion on the bicarbonate ion can be weJl understood from the following reaction:
(2.1)
In the same way the CaS04 hardness is removed by introducing some vegetable extract,
or the use of ion exchange mClhod 10 replace either the calcium ions with sodium ions or
sulfate ions with chloride ions. In scale control technologies the operational temperature
in desalination plants are kepi below the poin! where CaS04 and its hydrales become
soluble.
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The concept of reducing pressure and temperature has made distillation a successful
process around the world The process, which accounts for most oftne desalting capacity
is the multi-stage flash distillation/desalination, commonly referred to as MSF process.
2.1.1.1 MULTISTAGE FLASH DESALINATION (MSF) PROCESSES
In MSF desalination process the water is heated and vapors are condensed to collect fresh
water. There are four main types of MSF processes namely:
I. Multistage nash desalination process with brine circulation (MSF) system
2. Multistage nash desalination process with once through (MSF-OT) system
3. Multistage nash desalination process with brine mixing (MSF-M) system
4. Multistage nash desalination process with brine circulation and vapor
compression system.
2.1.1.1.1 Multistage Flash (MSF) Desalination Process wilh Brine
Circulation
In nash desalination process lhe vapors are produced by sudden release of pressure: on hot
water. which is at ils boiling temperature. The moment when the maximum boiling
temperature has reached/achieved in the system. the pressure on the liquid in different
stages is reduced, and at each slagclstep with the reduction of pressure the vapours are
fonned by nashing. which are then collected as a distillate (Howe, 1974).
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Figure 2.1, shows the essential features of MSF desalination with brine circulation
process. U consists of five main streams including the intake stream. the distillate
product, the concentrate OUl, the brine recycle, and the healing system. As a whole, the
system includes the flashing chambers/stages, the brine heater, the pumping units, the
venting system, the pretreatment compartment, and the primary steam source.
In the system the flashing chambers are divided into two seclions, the heat recovery and
the heat rejection. The heal rejection section is basically limited to 3-stages, while in the
heat recovery section the flashing stages vary between 21 and 40. The intake seawater is
treated first at the pre-treatment companment with waler treatment chemicals (like anti-
scaling etc.), after treatment the water is then introduced inside into the
preheated/condenser tubes in the last flashing stage of the heat rejection section as shown
in the Figure 2.1. At the same time the brine recycle stream is introduced inside into the
prcheaterlcondensor tubes of the last flashing slage of the heat rejection section (AI-
Wazzan, and Al-Modaf, 2001; Semiat. 2000).
The pre-treated seawater enters into the condenser tubes at stage 'n' and is heated by
condensation of the vapors rising from the flash chamber of this stage. Euch stage
consists of flash chambers below the condenser lube. The seawater from this stage is
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mixed with wann brine by thc rc-circulating pump to conserve heat, and pass
successively through the other stages. In the heat recovery section, the heat is transfcrred
from steam condensing on outside of the tubes while the water is flowing inside the
tubes, The brine~seawater mix then enters the brine healer from the first stage of flash
chambers. The brine heater is heated with the saturated steam at a tempemlUre from 97 to
l17C' (from a primary steam source). The heated steam flows outside of the brine heater
tubes while the brine stream flows inside the tubes. As thc heated steam condenses, the
brine stream absorbs Ihe latem heat of condensation and its temperature reaches the
desired top brine temperature. The hoi brine then enters the first flashing stage, where a
small product of vapor is fonned. The flashing process reduces the temperature of the
un-evaporated brine. This temperature reduction across the stages is due to the drop in the
atmospheric pressure, for pure water this pressure drop ranges from 760 mm Hg to 4.58
mm Hg, while in saline water it depends upon the percentage of salinity present in the
water.
The highest pressure is found in the first stage after the brine heater and the lowest
pressure is at the las! stage 'n'. In each stage the flashed off vapors arc condensed on the
outer surface of the pre-heater/condenser tubes, The condensation process releases the
latent heat of vaporization, which is used to preheat the brine recycle stream in the heat
recovery section, After leaving the heat recovery section the water enters into the heat
rejection seelion and splits imo two Slreams. The first into the cooling seawater stream,
which is rejected back to the sea, and the second to the feed seawater stream, which is
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mixed back. into the seawater at the last flashing SUlgt in the heat rejection section, and
pan of it is rejected as a concentrate out to the ocean. The distillate is collected in the
collection trays. which are provided in each sUlge of lhe desalination plant. Additional
units can be introduced into lhe desalination plants for the pretreatment of feed and intake
seawater streams. Mostly, the treatment of intake seawater is limited 10 simple screening
and fillT3.tion.
The three most important steps involved in producing distilled water in MSF desalination
systems arc:
1. Vapor formation by the addition of heat to a body of saline water
2. Removal of this vapor by contacting with the liquid from which it came. and
3. Condensation of vapors by removal of heat. usually it is done by contacting these
vapon wilh cooled surface.
2.1.1.1.2 Multiple·Effect OistillationlEvaporation
From literature. it is clear thai one can easily multiply the amount of vapors produced by
placing several evaporators in series. while keeping the evaporating sides at low pressure
values to ensure proper heat flow (Howe. 1974). The MED process has been used for a
long time in the industrial sector. The MED process takes place in a series of vessels
(effects), just like MSF. Similarly 10 MSF, in MED the ambient pressure is reduced in
Ihese vessels (effecls). which basically provides the seawater intake 10 undergo a multiple
boiling without supplying Ihe additional heal after the firsl stage/effect.
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As shown in Figure 2.3, the seawater enters into the condenser sector first, 10 gain
temperature and produce vapors. Seawater from the condenser enters into the first effect
of the MED system. At this section/stage the temperature of seawater is raised to its
ooiling point, all this heat is provided by an external steam source, as shown in Figure
. 2.3. The seaW<lter is then either sprayed or distributed on the surface of evaporator tubes
to achieve rapid boiling or evaporation. The condensate from the boiler steam is recyclcd
back to the boiler for reuse. In the first effect when the seawater is heated to its boiling
point, only a ponion of it is evaporated and the rest of thc seawater is fed 10 the second
effect as brine (as shown in Figure 2.3). At the second stage/effect the ambient pressure is
reduced, to reduce the boiling point, the seawater is again spraycd on a bundle of
evaporators. which is then condensate to fresh water (distillate). In the same fashion this
process can be continued for several effects, usually 8 to 16 stages/effects are used in the
typical large plants.
Figure 2.3 Schematic of Multi-Effec:t Distillation Plant
(Source: University of Waterloo, 2000)
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TIle main differences between the MSF and MID distillation plants are:
I. 1bc amount of water flowing in through a MSF plant is several times
greater than the distillate formed in the MEO process.
2. 1bc gain output ratio (GOR), which is equal to the amount of distillate
produced, divided by the amount of heating steam used in the high-
pressure evaporalor, is higher in MSF system than in MID system (Howe,
1974).
2.1.1.1.3 Vapor Compression Method
The vapor compression (VC) distillation process is generally used for small-and mcdium-
scale seawater desalting units. The hear for evaporating the water in this system is
generated from the compression of vapor rather than the direct exchange of heat from
steam, produced in the boiler. The plants using this process are generally designed to take
advantage of the principle of reducing the boiling point temperature by reducing the
pressure.
In vapor compression system, the driving force is established by creating a higher
saturated pressun:: through compression process. Figure 2.4 represents a conventional
vapor compression system operating above the ambient temperature. In Ihis, a
mechanical compressor is used to generate the heat for evaporation. The compressor
creates a vacuum in the vessel and then compresses the vapor taken from the vessel and
condenses it inside of a tube bundle also in the same vessel. $cawater is sprayed on
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outside of the heated tube bundle where it boils and partially evaporales, producing more
water (Spielgler and Laird. 1980).
In vapor compression system, generally two primary methods are used to condense vapor
to produce enough heal to evaporate incoming seawater, these are mechanical compressor
or a steam jet. The mechanical compressor is usually electrically driven, allowing the sole
use of electrical power to produce waler by distillation. VC units have been built in a
variety of configurations to promote the exchange of heat to evaporate the seawater.
VC units are usually built in the range of 20- 2000 m3/d (0.005- to 0.5-mgd). They are
oflen used for resons, industries. and drilling siles where fresh water is nOI readily
available.
Io"ig. 2.4 A Conventional Vapor Compression (VC) System
(Source: Spielgler & Laird, 1980)
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2.1.2 MEMBRANE PROCESSES
Membrane processes arc currently the fastest growing techniques in water desalination.
The two main membrane desalination processes are:
Reverse osmosis (RG), and
2. Electordialysis (ED)
Both these processes have been in use for many years. There has been faster development
in the area of ED than RO, but still RO has been considered to be more sound and simple
water distillation process as compared 10 ED (Dukhin et aI., 1991).
In the early 60s, the only process that was used in the industries was ED. There were no
RQ units at all in that era (Pilat, 2001). but with the invcnlionltcchnology of organic
synthesis the RO system has become dominated in the membrane processes.
Both of the above processes (i.e. reverse osmosis and electrodialysis) will be discussed
briefly in the next sections.
2.1.2.1 Reverse Osmosis (KO)
If a solution, for example salt water, is placed on one side of semi-permeable membrane
and water is placed on the other side, then there develop a natuml tendency, termed
'·osmosis", in which the water has to diffuse through the membrane to the solute side
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until an equilibrium osmotic pressure is achieved. Now if pressure is applied to the solute
side, substantially greater than the osmotic pressure, then water will diffuse from the
solution through the membrane to the freshwater side. This is called reverse osmosis
(RO). In this process as shown in Figure 2.5, the water flow passes through the
membrane under pressure
Membrane
Fig. 2.5 Principle of Water Movement in Reverse Osmosis
(Adopted from Pilat, 2001)
The process is continuous and the membrane separates the feed fluid imo two streams; 1I
concentrated one containing impurities. and pure water called permeme (Faller, 1999).
The RO membrane technique is considered to be very effective for brackish and seawater
desalination (Furukawa, 1997).
Figure 2.6. shows the schematic presentation of RO desalination plant. The process takes
place in ambient temperature. The only electrical energy required is for pumping the
water to a relatively high operating pressure. Some times special energy recovery
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Post Tre~lmenl
turbines are used 10 reclaim part of the energy. Operating pressure varies between 10-25
bars for brackish water and 50-80 bars for seawater.
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\~-7y\ ~ ProdUoC'r ~,=~, ""'
Feed Water _ D ProdlJ("lwater
HIgh Pressltre PIlmp Energy Rcoovery
Turbine
Fig. 2.6 &:hemalic Presentation or a Reverse Osmosis Desalination Plant
(Semiat, 2000)
2.1.2.2 Electrodialysis (ED)
Electrodialysis (ED) or more widespread Reversible Electrodialysis (RED) system is the
system in which ions are forced to pass by means of DC electrical power through semi-
penneable membranes into the concentrated streams leaving behind diluted salt solutions.
The main principle of water flow movement towards membranes in electro-dialysis unit
is presented in Figure 2.7 (Pilat. 2001, Semiat. 2000).
Basically, the anions and cations migrate through a membr,mc thc main watcr flow
moves parallel with the membrane (tangentially in relation to migration ions). This
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system has a nominal initial brackish water recovery. in the ronge of 80% to 90% (Pilat,
20(1).
cations
Waterflow
anions
Fig. 2.7 Principle or Water Movement in Electro-Oialysis Units
(Pilat..,200l)
In recent years. large varielY of processes have been developed in which different types
and combinalions of membranes have been uniquely arranged. in an attempt to enh:mce
!he performance of, or to simplify the equipments needs ror the practical application and
use of electro-dialysis (Shaffer and Mintz, 1980). All of these processes usc the same
principle as described in Figure 2.7.
Figure 2.8, shows the conventional e1cetro-dialysis system. in which, both the cation-
permeable and anion-permeable membranes are used, these arc arranged in an alternating
pallem. Arrangements are made in such a way that two salts depleted boundary layers
and two salt concentmted boundary layers are formed in alternate companments. The
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water flows across these companments or membranes and the salt is removed in this
process. The end result is water with an acceptable concentration of total dissolved
solids/salls.
t t t
c~r
t
Electrode
reilClion
product
Fig. 2.8 Conventional Electro-diulysis; A, Anion-Pcrmeablc Mcmbranc; C,
Cation-Permcablc Membrane (Sahffer and MinlZ, 1980)
2.1.3 FREEZING PROCESS
Extensive work has been done in the late 50s and 60s w invent a freezing desalination
process. During this process the dissolved salts are naturally excluded in the fonmltion of
ice crystals. Desalination can be achieved by cooling the water to form crystals under
controlled conditions. Before the entire mass of water has been frozen, the mixture is
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usually washed and rinsed to remove the salts in the remaining water, or adhering to the
ice crystals. The ice is then melted to produce fresh water.
Theoretically, freezing has some advantages over distillation. These advantages include a
lower theoretical energy requirement. minimal potential for corrosion, and little scaling
or precipitation. The disadvantage is that it involves handling ice and water mixtures that
are mechanically complex to move and process.
A small number of plants have been built over the past 40 years, but the process has not
been a commercial success in the production of fresh water for municipal purposes. The
most recent significant example of freezing desalting was an experimental solar-powered
unit constructed in Saudi Arabia in the lale 1980s. The experimental work has been
concluded, and the plant disassembled. At Ihis stage, freezing desalting technology
probably has a beller application in the treatment of industrial wastes rather than the
production of municipal drinking water.
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Chapter III
AIR POLLUTION· AN OVERVIEW
3.1 Introduction
Air pollution is a problem for all of us. It has been reponed that an average adult breathes
20 m3of air every day. Children breathe even more air per pound of body weight and are
more susceptible to air pollution. Many air pollutants, like urban smog and toxic
compounds will remain in the environment for a longer period of time and are carried by
the winds hundreds of miles from their origin.
Millions of people live in areas where urban smog, particulate matters and toxic
pollutants pose serious health concerns. People exposed to high levels of air pollutants
may experience burning eyes, irritated throat, or breathing difficulties. Long-term
exposure to aiT pollution can cause cancer, and long-teon damage 10 the immune,
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neurological, reproductive. and respiratOf)" s~tcms. In extreme cases. it can e ....en cause
The U.S Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has set National Ambient Air Quality
Standards (NAAQS) for the following five common pollutants;
1. Sulfur Dioxide (SOl)
2. Nitrogen Dioxide (NO..)
3. Carbon Monoxide (CO)
4. Particulate Matter (PM)
5. Ozone (03)
3.1.1 Sulfur Dioxide (S02)
S02 is a colorless gas .....ith pungent suffocating smell. which. belongs to the family of
sulfur oxide gases (SOJ. It can easily be dissolved in water vapor to fonn acid. When
fuel-containing sulfur is burned. it ....ill generate 502 gas. Sulfur is basically present in
raw malerials like gas, crude oil. coal. and ore (containing metal like aluminum. copper.
zinc. lead. and iron).
Pollutants. such as sulfate particles are formed from SOl. These pollutants can be
transported and deposited over a long distances from the point of origin. This means that
pollutants created by SOl is not confined only to the place of origin from where it is
emitted. Studies show that about 65% of S02 is released into the air (i.e. more than 13
41
million tons per year), ha~ been produced by the electric generating utilities, and
especially those Ihat bum coal and crude oil as fuel (Heinsohn and Kabel, 1999).
3.1.1.1. Health and Environmental Impacts of S02
S02 causes a wide variety of health and environmental impacls, panicularly with asthma
among children, the elderly, and people with hean and lung diseases. Sulfur dioxide can
cause temporary breathing difficulty for people with asthma who are active outdoors.
Long-tenn ex.posure to high levels of Sal gas aggravates ex.isting heart diseases. Sulfate
particles, which are produced from sulfur dioxide when inhaled, deposited in the lungs
causes difficulty in breathing and premature death (Amin and Husain, 1994). Sulfate
panicle arc responsible for reducing the visibility. S02 react wi!h other substances in the
air to fonn acids which, falls down on the eanh as acid rain, damaging forests and crops,
changes the makeup of soil, and make lakes and streams acidic and unsuitable for fish. It
also accelerates thc decay of building materials and paints.
3.1.2 Nitrogen Oxide (NO.\;)
Nitrogen oxide belongs to a family of highly reactive gases, which contains oxygen and
nitrogen in different proponion. NO, arc basically colorless and odorless in nature, bUI
NO! along with panicles in the air can be seen as a reddish-brown layer ovcr many urban
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The nitrogen oxides (NO and N0 2) are the principal species in tropospheric chemistry
generated entirely by combustion processes. Thus the main source of nitrogen oxides is
stationary and mobile combustion sources (Butler, 1979).
3.1.2.1 Health and Environmental Impacts of Nitrogen Oxide (NOx)
Studies have shown that high levels of nitrogen oxides can cause lung damage and other
respiratory illnesses, particularly in children and people suffering from asthma (American
Lung Association. 1993). NO. is considered to be one of the main ingredients involved in
the formalion of ground level ozone. Nilrogen oxides are also a contributing agent in
forming acid rain and deposition, which affects the plant and aquatic life and material.
Also it is considered that nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide can have an adverse human
health effects (Amin and Husuin. 1994). Nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (N02)
react in air to produce ozone and other pollutants that lead to the production of smog,
affecting plants and causing udverse human health effects like eye initation. shortness of
breath, increased respiratory illness and decrcascd lung function, also reduced the
resistance to infections (Gardner. D.E.. 1984 and Pennington, 1988).
3.1.3. Carbon Monoxide (CO)
Carbon monoxide is a colorless, odorless gas that fonned when carbon in fuel is not
burned completely. About 56% of all CO emission is contributed by motor vehicle
exhaust. Other sources emissions are residential wood burning. gas stoves, and cigarette
smoke. The highest levels of CO in Ihe outside air typically occur in colder months of the
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year when inversion conditions are more frequent. The air pollution is trapped ncar the
ground beneath a layer of warm air. CO is considered to be a poisonous gas even to
healthy people if in high levels in the air. It can also affect the hean disease and can
damage the central nervous system (Butler, 1979).
3.1.3.1 Health and Environmental Impacts of Carbon Monoxide (CO)
Carbon dioxide (CO) can cause hannful heallh effects to the hean, brain, and tissues by
reducing the supply of oxygen to these organs. CO is considered to be a toxic gas because
of the facl that hemoglobin absorbs CO more readily then oxygen and as a result the brain
does not receive enough oxygen. It can produce adverse effects such as reduced visual
acuity. psychomotor skill, and pulmonary function, and can also cause death. CO can also
aggravate angina problem, a pain in the chest and left ann due to the sudden decrease in
blood supply to the heart muscle (McCanncy, 1990).
3.1.4. Particulate Matter (PM)
Paniculate matter can be described as anything that is airborne. and are microscopic in
size. PM include dust, din, soot, and smoke. Particles might be suspended in air for Jong
periods of time; they might be dark enough to be seen as soot or smoke. or sometimes
microscopic in size. Most of these particles are directly emiued from factories. cars, and
burning of fuel. Most of panicles may be fanned in air from the chemical change of
gases, when they react with sunlight and water vapor. PM can be differentiated into
Coarse and fine particulates, anything Jess than 10 microns and greater than 2.5 microns
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in size are considered as coarse PM or PM lO• PM less than 2.5 microns in size arc
considered as fine PM or PMB. Both PM 10 and PM25 are of great concern to human
health, and visibility. PM's can cause a serious health problem to people with sensitivity
if exposed to high levels of PM for several days in a row.
3.1.4.1 Health & Environmental Impacts of Particulate Matter (PM)
Paniculate matter is considered to be creating a lot of environmental and health impacts.
Scientific studies and researches have shown that inhaling PM can cau~e a series of
health problems like aggravating asthma. increase in respiratory symptoms like coughing
and pain breathing. chronic bronchitis, decrease lung function, and premature death.
Particulate matter is one of the major causes of reduced visibility (haze). Panicles are
also camed over to a longer distances by wind which Ihen settle down on ground and
water effecting the pH of lakes and stream, changing the nutrient balance of coastal
waters, large rivers basins and soil, and also affecting the diversity of ecosystems. Fine
particulate in the form of soot, stains and damages the aesthetic view of the monuments
and materials (Environment Canada, 1998: U.S EPA, 2001)
Ozone is a colorless, odorless gas basically composed of three oxygen atoms. Ozone can
be found at two different altitudes in the atmosphere, stratospheric ozone occurs naturally
in the stratosphere approximately 10 to 30 miles above the earth's sulface and forms a
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layer that protects the life on earth from hannful ultraviolet radiation from the sun. While
the ground level ozone, which is basically generated by a chemical reaction between
oxides of nitrogen (NOx) and volatile organic compounds (VOC) in the presence of heat
and sunlight, are considered to be harmful to human health.
Ozone is a photochemical oxidant and is a major constituent of smog. The ground level
ozone causes a variety of health problems, even at very low levels can cause permanent
lung damage after a long-term exposure (Tilton, 1989 & Lipmann, 1991). Ozone is also
responsible for damaging plants and the ecosystem.
3.2 Relennce to Society
In all decision-making processes, great importance has been given to the environmental
issues. Environmental Impacts due to human activities on air, water, and soil are the
factors that have been quantified in many ways to identify, regulate, and control allihese
kinds of activities. In all these, air has been documented 10 have a considerable impact on
the quality of human life. As mentioned before, people who are sensitive to irritation of
bronchial tubes may suffer more because of air pollution. Also compounds like ozone,
sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides in air may reduce the growth of plants and trees.
Sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides are the major constituents of acid deposition, the
sulfur dioxide emission is considered to be a factor that is too high in Europe and in the
Middle East.
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Mostly. on a local scale. individual sources have occasionally proven to cause large
problems. The pathway of pollulants in the air on a local scale is presented in Figure 3.1
(Erbrink. 1995).
Various government organizations in the world have issued a lot of measures for the
reduction of air pollution and to monitor air quality. In doing so. air quality standards
have been introduced to check the hourly or daily mean mallimum concentration during a
year. All these standards are evaluated by means of measurements or by applying
dispersion models (for future emissions). It has been considered necessary that for all
rationale the dispersion model for stack emissions is an important factor. All these
models are implemented on computers in which the tmnsport and dispersion of air
pollutants is described. Therefore. for these kinds of models the meteorological sciences
are of importance and are frequently applied to air pollution studies.
AJlthe processes in the atmosphere are basically started by the incoming radiation from
the sun. The sun continuously disturbs the tendency of the atmosphere 10 keep things in
balance by restoring equilibrium or at least achieving a stationary situation. Usually due
to unequal heating of the earth surface, pressure gmdients arc developed, which force the
air to move from one place to another.
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Figu~ 3.1 The Path",-ay of Pollutants in the Air on a Local Scale
(Source: Etbrink. 1995)
The pollutants emiued from the source. into the atmosphere. experience the innuence of
molecular diffusion. turbulcnt dispersion and transport with the mean wind field (speed
and direction). In describing the plumdpollutants dispersion twO basic subject-fields have
to be considered:
I. The meteorological processes that act on a local scale. and
2. The boundary layer metcorology and the conccntration distribution of
plumes on a local scale
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The term "local" means to include distances up to several tens of kilometers. In many
instances the chemical reactions determine the local concentrations. creating a third field
of research to be considered: atmospheric chemistry. which describe a chain of reactions
in roth gas-phase and liquid phase (Erbrink, 1995).
3.3 Boundary Layer Meteorological Concept for Plume Dispersion
ln all air pollution studies. the basic parameters of concerned are the wind profile (Wind
speed and direction. determining the transport process), the degree of turbulence ncar the
surface (responsible for the spreading and dilution of the plume) and the height of the
boundary layer. The later parameter determines the extent or the height the pollUlants
may be carried up into the atmosphere. Turbulence and boundary layer parameters are not
measured on a routine basis: therefore, indirect methods are applied to determine these
parameters from heat, moisture, and fiuxes at the surface of the earth.
To describe the structure of boundary layer. it is import<lnt to know the routine
measurements carried out at the surface of the earth. Monin and Obukhov in 1954
presented a theory in this area, which is considered to be the most widely accepted
theories in the field of plume dispersion modeling. Their theory basically claims that
fiuxes of heat, momentum and moisture are the functions of two scaling parameters,
which are roughness length of the surface, and the length scale for instability. As their
theory predicts parameter values at various heights with similar parameters measured at
the surface. this theory is also sometimes called similarity theory (Erbrink. 1995).
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Monin-Obukhov theory made it possible to calculate the profiles of wind speed and
turbulence. which are the crucial parameters in the area of air pollution modeling.
Although the Monin-ObuIrnov theory strictly applies to the surface layer (roughly 10% of
height of the almospheric boundary layer). it is also frequently applied to greater heights
with considerable success (Barnd. 1958; Businger et at. 1971: Kaimal et at. 1972 and
1976).
Dcardortf in 1974 suggested that heat flux and height of the boundary layer are the only
two parameters that can determine the properties of the milled layer. Hc introduces thc
convective velocity scale. which is considered 10 be the most important parameter. His
theory applies not only to the surface layer but also to the whole convccti\'e boundary
layer.
A simple procedure is to account for the various degrees of turbulence. which consists of
the use: of stability classes. 1lle concept of stability classes has played a major role in the
dispersion modeling for many y~ani. Classification of meteorological parameters 10
general was necessary in thc carly phase of dispersion modeling because: of the fact thut
computation were not always carried out on computcrs but by means of nomograms
(Erbrink,I995).
The degree and nature of atmospheric turbulence is the most important parameter.
Pasquill in 1961 gavc a simple method for the stability classification, modified by Tumcr
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in 1967 and Gifford in 1976, and is known as Pasquill-Tumer-Gifford method. The
method is principaJly based on observations of the standard deviation of the wind
direction on paper recorders, and was widely used in the fonn of a scheme derived from
observations of cloud cover and wind speed
Figure 3.2, shows the different aspects of atmospheric stabilily. It shows that during the
day when the sky conditions are clear and the net radiation is more towards the earth
surface and less reflection back 10 the sky (i.e. smaJl radiation is reflected back from the
earth surface), turbulence and the boundary layer will be at the maximum as shown in the
Figure 3.2, and the stability class will be ··unstable", While at night when the sky is
clear, the net radiation of emission from the earth to the atmosphere is more, under these
conditions the boundary layer height is small. the turbulence intensity is at a minimum,
and the stability class is "stable", The ·'neutral" stability class is the time when the sky
condition is overca.<;l (day or night), .md the turbulence, radiation and boundary layer is al
the average,
Many methods are reponed to estimate the atmospheric stability. Atmospheric st3bility is
characterized by several physical parameters (Kretzschmar and Mertens, 1980), Most of
these parameters 3re temperalUre profile near the surface. some indicators for the net
rJdi3tion (cloud cover) or standard deviation of wind direction, Another and belter way of
stability class detennination is the use ofObukhov length scale, which is considered to be
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the more appropriate one (Golder, 1972) or the convective velocity scale (Weil and
Brower, 1984).
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Figure 3.2 Qualitative Presentation of Atmospheric Turbulence Intensity,
Temperature Profile, and Radiation during Unstable, Neutral
& Stable Atmosphere
(Adopted from Erbrink, 1995)
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3.4 Plume Dispersion Modeling Concept
In 1921, OJ Taylor's analysis started the dispersion theory that described the behavior of
particles in homogeneous turbulence state. His analysis is considered to be very
important and was taken as the basis for many recommendations. Pasquill in 1976 came
out with some realistic formulations, which appear to be more reliable for the value of
lateral dispersion parameter cry (Irwin, 1983). The horizontal standard deviation cry and
the vertical standard deviation o"z of the plume shape were developed somewhm later, but
most of the work was done while providing the dispersion models with stability classes.
In the eighties a more physical approach was applied to the models. At that time.
classification and simple schemes were not used, but they coupled dispersion directly 10
physically meaningful parameters, which led to a next generation of dispersion models.
Principally, most of the dispersion models use the gaussian plume concept as a starting
point. considering height of the plume as llxis and determining the parameters O"y and Oz as
shown in Figure 3.3. The gaussian plume model approach is relatively simple and is
frequently used in the prediction of atmospheric pollutant dispersion (Husain. 1990). In
this research the air emission model selected work on the same principle as the gaussian
plume concept/approach. The other non-gaussian models also became applicable because
of a growing compulational capacity of non-mainframe computers and later the more
user-friendly workstations. The Monte Carlo models (or Lagrangian Particle Models) are
one of the non-gaussian models, which are capable of handling non-homogeneous
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turbulence. These models are based on the idea of describing the single motions of many
panicles in teons of mean and turbulent behavior.
The gaussian models can be applied to flat terrain, while Monte Carlo model is best
applied to·non-uniform teIT'din. Zannetti (1990) gives a detailed overview of all these
models. It is clear from the literature search that all these different models reflect the
reality that atmospheric processes are very complicated. Each model can only handle a
restricted subset of processes, depending on the purpose of the model and the available
input parameters, which detennines the models applicability and usefulness.
cr,
Fig. 3.3 The Gaussian Plume Concept (Adopted from Erbrink. 1995)
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3.5 Meteorology and Dispersion
The earth's atmosphere can be divided into different horizontal layers, depending on the
dominancy of physical processes. and these are mainly determined by the vertical
temperature gradient. The troposphere is the lower part of the atmosphere, where thc
temperature decreases with increasing height (up to JO-15 km), all weather processes like
evaporation. condensation, turbulence generation and dissipation take place in this layer.
From height> 15 km within the troposphere the temperature is constant for several
kilometers, but then starts increasing significantly, this stllge/layer is Ihe str:llOsphere,
which reaches up to 50 km.
The next layer of atmosphere is the mesosphere. the temperature drops until it reaches 10
Ihc minimum of 180 10 200 K. but then starts increasing in the thermosphere to high
values of over 1200 K. Figure 3.4 presents the detailed over view of thc atmospheric
layers.
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Figure 3.4 Temperature Profile in Atmospheric Layers (Williamson, 1973)
For dispersion problems the troposphere is the most imponam layer, since it is there thai
almost all air pollution processes lake place like dispersion, chemical reactions. uptake in
clouds and removal mechanism such as deposition
When pollutants, able to make their way into the stratosphere (e.g, through volcanoes. or
in the case of very resistant compounds by slow diffusion processes), they usually
become pan of a system with very low degrees of deposition and remain there for a
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longer time (sometimes many years), as one can see in the case with the stratospheric
ozone problem.
The troposphere layer is very different than stratosphere. In troposphere the turbulence
and the clouds influence are important factors, causing pollutants mixing much faster in
this layer. The troposphere layer can be divided into two parts thc lower and the upper.
The lower part is called the atmospheric boundary loyer (ABL), and the upper part the
free aJmosphere. Within the atmospheric boundary layer the influence of the surface is
large, that is heating and cooling of the air by the surface and friction are dominant
factors. While in free atmosphere these influence are no longer important. The physical
processes in the free atmosphere are detennined by pressure gradients (causing the wind),
density differences (causing cloud faonation, convective turbulence and subsidence), and
temperature effects (Erbrink, 1995). As one can observe that in most of the airemissions,
air pollutants occur near the surface (except those from aircrafts and rockets), therefore
the processes in the ABL are important to be understood from the viewpoint of
environmental problems. In the ABL the influence of the free atmosphere and the
influence of the surface interacts with each other, resulting in a large variety of wind,
temperature and turbulence profiles.
To describe the pollutant pathways through air, it is important to consider two important
factors. First, the description of the meteorologlcal processes in the ABL, which is
necessary in predicting the location of depositions, Ihe concentrations occurring in the air
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and the rate of changes in these concentration and deposition. Secondly, the concentrmion
gradient, which should be described mathematically.
In the ABL, the important parameters to be considered related to meteorology are:
mean wind field, (horizontal & vertical gradient being of greatest interest)
turbulent components in the wind field, and
height of the ABL
While the elements which are relevant to dispersion are:
emission data from stack (e.g. S02. NO~, PM elc. and the heat emission)
pollutant concentmtion patterns in horizontal and vertical direction: the shape
(gaussian - non-gaussian), Ihc height of the plume axis, and
chemical reactions and deposition in the production and removal process of
pollutants.
3.6 Model selection Criteria
An air pollution dispersion model is a mathematical expression for predicting the air
pollutants emissions. This includes mainly the effects of transport, dispersion, plume rise,
and chemical and physical transformation. After the Iraq's invasion of Kuwait. more than
700 oil wells were left on fire, emitling hundreds of IOns of air pollutant in Ihe
atmosphere every day after the war was over. This prompted an environmental crisis in
the Gulf region, which brought in the Gulf Regional Air Monitoring Program (GRAM?)
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in 1991. With the development of this program numerous models were tested llnd used to
study the local and regional scale environmental impacts of the plumes emilted from
those burning oil wells (Husain. 1995).
Many air pollution models were used in the Kuwaiti oil fire fields, to simulate the plume
originated from those wells. The applications and limitations of those models used were
summarized in Table 3.1 (WMO, 1992; Husain, 1995).
In this research the input is the meteorological data and total emissions from a source of
pollution, while the output consists of estimated pollutant concentrations. These
concentration results may be for various time periods and may be point estimates or a
spatial average. Air dispersion model are usually classified in to three categories:
1. Gaussian Model,
2. Box Model, and
3. Mass conservation Model
Gaussian and boll models are used for chemically non-reactive pollutants. while mass
conservation models are used for chemically reactive pollutants. The abovc-citcd models
have their own limitation and assumptions. The simplest of all is the box model, which is
used for area sources. The mosl widely used method for estimating air pollution
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dispersion is the use of gaussian plume model. This model is used for point sources, area
sources, and volume sources
Air PolluUon Models Used for Air Quality Studies During Kuwaiti Oil Fires
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To characterize the variations of pollutant in space and time, one has to petiorm either
monitoring/modeling, or the combination of these two methods. Air monitoring is an
expensive and time-consuming process, which requires skilled manpower and
sophisticated equipment (Oop and Stcyn 1991).
Pollutants emiued from thc source into the atmosphere are very complex and dynamic in
nature and it varies mostly with time and space and mostly depends upon meteorological
and topographical conditions.
Due to these limitations and constrains in air monitoring, air quality simulation models
arc used with the latest and highly sophisticated and reliable techniques. These models
are classified by source, pollutant, transformations and removal, distance of pollutant
transport, averaging time and m:my other parameters. Model selection for a particular
scenario, and for panicular situation should be the most accurate representative of
atmospheric transport, dispersion, and chemical tnmsfonnation for the required study
area. The extent to which a specific air quality model is suitable for evaluation of source
impact depends upon several faclOrs:
1. The availability of meteorological and topographical conditions of the area
2. The level of detail and accuracy needed for the analysis
3. The detail and accuracy of the database, i.e., emisslOn mventory,
meteorological data, air quality data
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4. The type of sources the model can handle (point, line, area, combination or
multiple sources)
5. The output options of the model. such as ~ than one averaging time
period. the highest concentration tables, and
6. TIle valid31ion of model under a given situation and condition.
All of the above relies heavily on experience, self-judgment and literature search.
Zannetti (1990) suggested a process for selecting an air pollution model. His process of
selecting a model is shown in Figure 3.5. Hunt el a1. (1991), suggested some basic
important JXlints for improving the air quality modeling system. these points are:
1. That the model should be capable of optimal utilization of detailed
meteorological information.
2. It should be well \'crsed in dealing with complex effects such as buoy.mt gas
emission or dense gas emission and dispersion from aroltrary heights in the
atmosphere over irregular terrain, buildings and coasllines. It should also be
able to calculate the vertical distribution of concentration, including ground
level concentrations.
3. II must accommodate the complex dispersion processes associated with short
time releases, deposition, and concentration fluctualions.
4. The model output should be in a form that is compatible with other calculation
methodologies for various purposes such as health effect and risk assessment.
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Averaging-Time
Fig. 3.5 Model Sel~tion Process (Source: Zanneui, 1990)
3.7 Model Selection and Comparison
Three US EPA air pollution mCKlels were examined in view of the selection criteria
discussed in section 3.6. These three models ISCST3, AERMOD, and CALPUFF are
compared in detail. The comparison between AERMOD and ISCSD is given in Table
3.2. Most of the features of AERMOD and ISCST3 models are same und some of them
arenotablydifferenl.
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After defining the study objectives and detailed analysis of the problem, the above three
models were reviewed as per guidelines and criteria discussed in the previous section, to
select onc model. The model selected for this research is AERMOD, which is a state-of-
the-art model in all the EPA's air quality models. as by superior technical fonnulation of
AERMOD and its better evaluation perfonnance relative to ISCST3, the Americ<lo
SocietylEnvironmenlal Protection Agency Regulatory Model Improvement Committee
(AERMlC) concluded that AERMOD could justify as a replacement for ISCSn for
Regulatory Modeling application.
In the model selection and comparison, the CALPUFF was screened out. The CALPUFF
model can be defined as a mulfi-Iayer, multi-species non-steady-state puff dispersion
model that simulates the effects of time- and space-varying meteorological conditions on
pollutant transport, transformation and removal. The CALPUFF was not selected in this
study because of the following facts:
1. It is basically a long range transport model (applicable beyond 50-100 km
distances)
2. Requires large modeling domains
3. Complex winds: non-uniform wind field is a controlling feature of the analysis in
CALPUFF.
4. In simplest mode, it requires the control file, and file of hourly, gridded
meteorological data (which is a multi-step process with CALMET)
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5. Also the land use and terrain heights are derived from programs and data provided
with the CALPUFF Modeling system compact disc, or self generated soflware or
data. Whatever method is chosen, this stage required several steps to oblain the
final file of geophysical parameters. This kind of information in the present
research work and for the required study area is difficult to obtain.
Because of the above faels it has been deduced that the CALPUFF is not viable for the
current study area and for the available meteorological data
The OIher two air dispersion models (ISCSTI and AERMOD) were compared as shown
in Table 3.2. As compared to ISCST3, AERMOD contains new and improved algorithms
fo,
1. Dispersion in both convective and stable boundal)'layer
2. Plume rise and buoyancy
3. Plume penetration into elevated inversion
4. Computation of vertical profiles of wind, turbulence. and temperature
5. The urban boundary layer, and
6. The treatment of receptors on all types of terrain from the surface up to
and above the plume height.
AERMOD is the updated/newer version of EPA air dispersion model. Also, AERMOD
duplicates most of the features available in Iscsn model. Therefore, the AERMOD
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model, which is sufficiently flex.ible and comprehensivc in nature, was selected for the
AI-Jubail desalination plant emissions study,
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T~blc 3.2 Comparison 01' I>l.~flcrsilln MlHlcl (A ERMOD VS ISCST3)
FEATURE
Sources types [hOlt cun
be modeled
Plume Rise
Meteorological Data
Input
Profiling
Meteorological Data
ISCST3
Point, 3Te;I, unu volume
In an)' conditIon the
ISCST3 model for
plume rise usc the
Briggs cqUlllion with
stuck-lOP wind speed
:IOU venical
tcmpcrnlurcgradicnl.
One leycl of datil is
accepted in this case
Only wind speed
profiled
AERMon
Point, llrea, and volume
sources
The AERMOD in stable
conditions for plume rise
usc the Driggs equations
with winds lind
Icmpcralure gradient al
SlllCk lop. while in
convective conditions,
plume rise is
superimposed on the
displacements caused by
modom convective
velocities.
Large number of data
lel/els can be utilized.
AERMOD creates profile
of wind. tempcmturc. and
turbulence. using all
uyuilublemeasuremcnt
Icyels
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COMMENTS
Both models lire capable of moclcling the
same types of sources.
AERMOD;s better beclluse in stable
conditions it factors in wind uod
tempcr-.aturc chllngcs above Illack top,
while in unstable condition it uses the
convective updmft and downdmfts
AERMOD can adapt multiple levels of
data to various stack and plume heights
AERMOD is much improved oyer
ISCST3
Jo"EATURE
Use of Meteorological
Data in Plume
Dispersion
Plume Dispersion
General Trcatmcnl
Urban Trcatment
Characlerizalion of the
Modeling Domain
Surf<lcecharacteristics
ISCSTJ
Stack-top variables for
all downwind dislance~
For plume dispersion
ISCST3 use Gaussian
treatment in horiwntul
and vertical direction.
ISCSTJ hlls only two
options 10 mudel rural
orurb;m
Choice ofrurnl or urban
AERMOD
Variables measured throughout
the plume depth (averdged from
plume centerline to 2.15 sigma-z
below centerline: changes with
downwind distances
AERMOD in stable conditions
uscsGaus~lan treatment in
horizontal lind vertical direction,
while in un~table conditions it
con~idered lhe non-Gaussian
probabilitydcnsily funclion in
vertical direction.
AERMQD Clm model all the
sources individually as rural or
urban, considering lhe city si7.e
and population.
Selection by direction and month
of roughness length, albedo, and
Bowen r.Jtio, gives more
flexibility
COMMENTS
AERMOD is more advance than
the ISCST3. It accounts for
metcorological data throughout lhe
plumc depth.
AERMOD in unstllble condilions,
gives more:lccurateconcelllration
of dispersion lhan ISCSTJ
AERMOD give variable urhan
lreatment liS 1I funclion of city
population, and have the option of
rural or urban
AERMODE is more
comprehensive and dctuilcd in the
seleclion of surflice characteristics.
(Adopted from U.S. EPA, 1999)
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FEATURE
Boundary Layer
Parametcrs
Mixed Layer Height
Terrain Depiction
Plume Dispersion:
Plume Growth Rates
ISCSTJ
Wind speed. mixing
hcight,and stability
c1l1sS
ISCST3 uses
intcrpol:ltion based
upon maximum
afternoon mixing height
Elevation at each
re<:cptorroint
It depends on the six
discrete PlIsquill.
Giffordstabilityelusses
AERMOD
Frietion vclocity. Monin-
Obukhov lcngth, Coovective
Velocity Sellle, Mechanical
lind Convective mi:c:ing
hei2ht, Sensible heat flux
AERMOD hils convective and
mechanicnlmi:c:inglayer
height, where convective
height is mainly based u!X'"
houri v sensible heat flux
Sr)(:ciultcrrain preprocessor is
used to obtllin hill lind
elevlltion points, by using thc
digilul elevation model
(DEM) data
Instead of Pasquill stability it
uses the vertical and
hori7.0ntulturbulence from
measurements, or the PBl
theory to cl:llcuillte the plume
growth rUles.
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COMMENTS
AERMOD provides p"rUllleters, which
arc used with up-to-date planetary
boundary layer (Pal). ISCSTI docs
00'
AERMOD uses hourly input data,
which gives morc realistic sequence of
the diurnal mixing height changes.
AERMOD terrain processor is more
adv:mce und eun usc digilul datu \0
obtain rcccptorclcvations
Use of turbulence based plulllC growth
with height dependence rather thBn
based on stability class give
AERMOD a substantial advancements
over ISCST3
FEATURE
Plum Interaction with
Mixing Lid: Convective
Conditions
Plume imeraclion with
Mixing Lid, Stable
Conditions
ISCST3
If plume ccntcr line is
above lid. zero ground
levclconcentration is
assumcd
The mixing Lid id
ignored in thisH is
assumed thatilS
infinilelyhigh
AERMOD
In this case three condition
are considered: a direct
plume thm is directed to
the ground in a downdraft,
an indirect plume that is
eaughtinun updraft lhat
reaches the lid and
eventually is broughlto
the ground,and u plume
thut penetrates the mixing
lid and disperses more
slowly in the stable layer
uloft(can re-entefthc
mixed layer and disperse
to tile ll!'OUnd'
A mech:lOical mixed layer
ncar tile ground;s
considered. Plume
renection from an elevated
lid is used 10 account for
the effects of sharply
reduced turbulencealofl
COMMENTS
The AERMOD trcnlmcnl.~ avoid any under
predictions suffered hy ISCST3 due to its
all or nothing treatment of the plume.
AERMOD's use of convcctive updrafts
and downdrafls in u probability dcnsity
function approach is a significant
advancement over ISCST3
AERMOD's use of mcch:mically mixed
layer is an advancemenl overthc very
simplistic ISCSTJ upproach
(Source: Adopted from U.S. EPA. 1999)
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Chapter IV
AERMOD MODEL FORMULATION
4.1 MODEL OVERVIEW
The following sections will briefly describe the AERMOD air dispersion model. based on
ils fundamental principles. necessary inputs and outputs. and its limitations.
4.1.1 Model Description
AERMOD is a steady state, plume. AMSIEPA Regulatory Model in a stable boundary
layer (SSL). This model can be used 10 compute impact of various pollut3n1s in boI:h flat
and complex terrain. AERMOD uses the Gaussian form for the distributions in both Ihe
vertical and horizontal dimensions for stable conditions. and in the horizonlal for
convective conditions. To calculate the venical distribution of concentmtions for
convective conditions. AERMOD uses a Bi-Gaussian prob3biJity density function (pdf)
Ihis behavior of distributions in Ihe Cal was demonstrated by Briggs in 1993.
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As shown in Figure 4.1. AERMOD is designed to work in coordination with two pre-
processors, AERMET and AERMAP. ABRMEf processes meteorological data, while the
AERMAP processes the terrain elevation data and produces receptor infonnalion, both
the output files from AERMET and from AERMAP are then fed into AERMOD for
further processing.
Fig. 4.1 Schematic Showing the AERMOD Air Dispersion Model with
Pre-Processors
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The schematic of AERMOD (Figure 4.1) consists of two pre-processors and the
dispersion model. The AERMET (Meteorological Pre-Processor) provides AERMOD
with the Meteorological infonnation needed to characterize the Planetary Boundary
Layer (PBL). PBL is the turbulent air layer next to the earth's surface Ihal is controlled
by thc surface heating and friction and the overlaying stratification. The PBL Iypically
ranges from a few hundreds meters in depth at night to 1-2 km during day. Major
development in understanding of the PBL began in the 1970's through numerical
modeling, field obsen'ations, and lahoratory simulations (Wyngaard, 1988).
Basically, the AERMET uses Ihe meteorological data and Ihe surface characteristics to
calculate boundary layer parameters like mixing height, friction velocity, etc.. which is
needed by the AERMOD. This dala, which is either measured off-sile or on-site. must be
representative of metcorology in Ihe modeling domain. Surface characteristics like
surface roughness, Bowcn ratio, and albedo. plus standard meteorological observations
like wind speed. wind direction. temperature, and cloud cover are inpuned into
AERMET, Thc AERMET then calculates the PBL par.tmeterslprofilcs which 3re friction
velocity (U.), Monin-Obukhov Length (L), convective velocity sC31e (W.), temperature
scale (9.), mixing height (2;), and surface heat nux (H). These par3meters are then p3ssed
to the interface (within AERMOD) where similarity expressions (in conjunction with
measurements) are used to calculate the vcrtical profiles of wind speed (U), lateral and
vcrticalturbulent fluctuations, potential temperature gradient, and potentialtempcf'.lture.
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The AERMAP characterizes the terrain and generales receptor grids and elevations for
the dispersion model. AERMOD also uses a new and simple approach about flow and
dispersion in complex terrain; the plume is modeled as either impacting and/or following
the terrain. This approach has been designed to be physically realistic and simple to
implement, avoiding the need to distinguish among simple, intermediate and complex
terrdins, as is required by the other presently available air regulatory models. (Synder et
al.. (985).
AERMOD has the option to construct venical profiles of wind speed, wind direction,
turbulence, and temperature. Temperature gradient is estimated using all available
meteorological obselVations. AERMOD is designed to run with minimum observed
meteorological parameters.
In 1987, Pain and Egan compared the performance of AERMOD with Rough Terrain
Diffusion Model (RTDM). Hanna and Pain (1989) and Hanna and Chang (1993)
compared the AERMOD with Hybrid Plume Dispersion Model (HPDM). Perry (1992)
compared the Complex Terrain Dispersion Model Plus Algorithms for Unstable
Situations (CfDMPLUS). All these models were compared with AERMOD using the
procedures in EPA's "Protocol for Determining the Best Performing Model". It was
concluded in the 1999, at the seventh modeling conference that AERi'vl.OD is more
effective, and better in performance as compare to the models listed in this section (Code
of Federal Regulations. 1997).
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AERMOD like most of the other air dispersion models requires an input run-stream file
and meteorological data files. The run-stream file, which contains the options how to run
the model. the meteorological data files, and the met data information, are explained in
Appendix-A.
4.1.2 Technical Description
This section will describe the basic formulation of the AERMOD dispersion model.
which includes the general form of concentration equation for terrain, and the dispersion
algorithms considering the convective and stable boundary layer
As mentioned in the previous section that AERMOD (like ISC) is a steady state plume
model, this means that it is applicable 10 source releases and meteorological conditions
Ihat arc assumed to be in steady state. AERMOD uses a simple two-layer (upper and
lower layer) concept about flow and dispersion over the terrain. In very stable conditions
the AERMOD assume that the lower layer of the plume remains horizontal while the
upper layer tends to rise over the terrain. While in neutral and unstable conditions, the
lower layer disappears and the eOlire flow with the plume tends 10 rise up and over the
terrain. Basically the AERMOD assumes that the plume exists in two stales and that the
concentration at a receptor, located at a position (x,y,z) is the weighted sum of the two
1. where the plume is horizontal (horizontal plume state)
2. where the plume trJ.\'e1s over the terrain (terrain response plume state)
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Mostly. in stable conditions, the horizontal plume dominates and is given greater weight
while in neutral and unstable conditions the plume traveling over the terrain is more
important or is heavily weighted, as shown in Figure 4.2 (Cimorelli et aI., 1998).
TP'<1 ~~:~~:,i
.................................................-0--
RtlleclinsSurl•••
TI:RRAlN
RESPONDING
I'UJMESTAll:
Figure 4.2 AERMOD Two State Approach. Total Concentration Predicted bY,AERMOD
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The general fonn of equation applied in AERMOD for calculating the total concentration
at any terrain elevation is:
CT(X"y"z,) =f x Ct.. (x"y"z,) + (1 • f) x Ct., (x,S"Zcrr)
Where:
(4.1)
CT(x"y"z,) = Total concentration (glro3) or (llglm3)
Ct., (x"y"z,) = Concentration from the horizontal plume state (glm3) or (llglm3)
Ct., (x"y"z.,,) =Concemmtion from the terrain following plume state
f = Weighting factor related to the fraction of plume material Ihat is below the
height (H,,), of the dividing streamline.
Z, = height of receplor from the stack base elevation (meter or feet)
~= effective receptor height (which is equal to 'z' in flat terrain) (meter or feet)
He =is a function of wind speed, "enical potential temperature gmdient and Ihe
height oftne terrdin influencing Ihe flow
In equation (4.1) the subscripts (e,s) represent the lotal concentration during convective
conditions 'c' and stable conditions ·s'. The first term on the right hand side of equation
(4.1), represents the contribution from the horizontal plume and is evaluated at a receptor
height 'z.'. The second equation on the right hand side represents the contribution from
the plume adjusted by Ihe terrain and is evaluated at an effective receptor height 'Z.ff'.
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Also in equation (4,1) the weighting factor T is a function of the fraction (1lI) of plume
mass that is below 'Ii,,' at the downwind distance of the receptor. The fraction '$' of a
mass below He is calculated by the AERMOD as:
H,
fCr(x"y"z,)dz
¢=;:-"----ICr(x"y.,z.)dz (4.2)
In neutral to unstable conditions (or in flat terrain for all conditions), He = 0, and thus
Q = O. Figure 4.3, will show the construction of the weighting factor and its relationship
in calculating the total concentration.
CTerCH+(l.f)c"..... Mass (MJabove 'J-!.'
f=O.5(t+Cl=Wei~htinl;faclor
"=~41(M.+M,)
Horizontal Plume
¥ Terrain Responding Plume
Figure 4.3 Construction of Weighting Factor and Calculating Total Concentration
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In the equation (4.1), the Cc.. (xr,y"z,) can be defined for convective and stable conditions,
which are ex.plained in the next sections.
4.1.2.1 Convective Boundary Layer (CBL) Concentration Equation
In 1959, Gifford proposed a concept for the dispersion algorithms in the convective
boundary layer (CSL). In this, the plume, which is randomly varying, is assumed to have
Gaussian distribution about its centerline in convective conditions. The mean or average
concentration in CSL is found by summing the conccntmtions of all the random
centerline displacements. This averaging process results in a skewed distribution, which
AERMOD represents as a bi-Gaussian p.d.f (i.e., one for updrafts and the other for
downdrafts). Figure 4,4 shows the superposition of updraft and downdraft plumes
(Cimorelli et aI., 1998).
"~\~ ---------']IIC
1
--{<--;;".,'
>:-~~~~-r~--- --
J t w, o.'fto""! __ft""~ ".,.~.,~"",
-uB ---'l'--__"·_,·_~....·,~r ..'""' _
Figure 4.4 AERMQD Dispersion in CBL Using TYiO Gaussian distribution
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In AERMOD the average concentration in the convective condition is due to three plume
contributions:
A 'direct' plume, which emanates from stacks and are sufficiently large
thai the downdrafts bring them down to the surface.
An 'indirect' plume which rises to the CBL top, delayed due to
buoyancy and then dispersed downwards.
A 'penetrated' plume, which represent the plume material with sufficient
buoyancy to escape the mixcd layer (Venkatram, 1983).
In convective conditions when Monin-Obukhov length (L) is less than zero (L < 0), the
general expression for the total concentration in the CBL for the horizontal plume is
Co (x"y"Z.)::: Cd (XTS"Z,) + C, (x,.y"z,) + Cp (X,ST'Z,) (glmJ ) or (flglmJ ) (4.3)
Where:
Cc(X"y"z,.)::: Total Concentration in CBL
Cd (x"y"z,.) ::: Direct Source Concentration Contribution
CT(x"y"z,.) ::: Indirect Source Concentration Contribution
Cp (xT.y"z,) ::: Penetrated Source Concentration Contribution
The lotal concentration for Ihe terrain responding slate is almost the same as thaI of
equation (4.3), only 'Z; is replaced by ''4', For more detail about equation (4.3), read
AERMOD description of formulation, draft document by Cimorelli el al (1998).
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4.1.2.2 Concentration in Stable Boundary Layer (SBL) by AERMOD
The concentnltion expression for stable condition (L>O) in AERMOD is almost the same
as in ISC3. The ISCST model uses the following equation to calculate the hourly ground
level concentration at the downwind distance 'x' and crosswind distance 'y' from the
Where:
C.(X"Y"Zf)~exp {-112 [Y/cryJz).D
It.u.(h).Cfy.O,
Q = Pollmant emission rate (mass per unit time)
K = Conversion faclor to calculate concentration in desired units
Oy = Standard deviation of lateral concentration distribution (m)
0, = Standard deviation of vertical concentration distribution (m)
u = mean wind speed (m1sec)
h=stuckheight (m)
D = Decay term
(4.4)
AERMOD uses the same equation (4.4). as used by ISCST for calculating the emission
concentration in stable condition with little modification and alteration. again for more
detailed infonnation on this the author suggest to study 'he draft document by Cimorelli
eta!. (l998).
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4.1.3 Data Acquisition
Suriace meteorological data for the year 1995. of the study site area were obtained from
MEPA. The data was supplied in raw form on diskettes. The raw surface data were
formatted and entered into the system. The format of data was already discussed in lhe
previous section.
Surface rTlCteorological data like wind speed & direction. ambient tcmperature. and
surface heat flux for the year 1995 were obtained from the raw data provided. The resl of
Ihe upper air and surface meteorological parameters were calculated, the details of which
are listed in the next section
4.1.4 Development of Meteorological Data for AERMOD
The minimum meteorological input data files (Surface File with PBL Parameters &
Profile File) required to perform the dispersion analysis by the AERMOD are described
below:
(I) Hourly Surface Observation/Surface File with PBL Parameters
(i) Wind speed & direction
(ii) Ambienttemperature
(iii) Surface heat flux
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The above parameters for the year 1995 were extracted from the on-site raw data
collected for the study area. The rest of the parameters were calculated and are discussed
below:
(Iv) Surface Roughne.'ls Height (z,,)
The surface roughness height (z,,), which is the height above the ground at
which horizontal wind velocity is typically zero, is taken as 0.01 m (Rehman et al., 1990
& 1994).
(v) Instrument Height (Zrcf) for Wind Speed
The Saudi Arabian Wind Energy Atlas (1986), has reported that all the
wind sensors are located at a height of 10 m above the ground surface at most of the
meteorological data acquisition stations. This height for the sensor has been
recommended by the World meteorological Organization (WMO). At some stations, the
sensors ,,",'ere installed at 7, 8. and 9 m above the ground surface. In this study the
instrument height (Zr.f) for wind speed were taken as 10 m above the surface (Rehman ct
al.,1994),
(vi) Albedo (y)
Albedo can be defined as the fraction of total incident solar radiation
reflected by the surface back to space without absorption. The values are given in Table
4.1.
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Table 4.1
Albedo of Ground Cm'ers by Land-Use and Season
Land Use Sorin2 Summer AutuDU1 Winter
Water (Fresh and Sea) 0.12 0.10 0.14 0.20
Deciduous Forcst 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.50
Coniferous Forest 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.35
Swamp 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.30
Cultivated Land 0.14 0.20 0.18 0.60
Grassland 0.18 0.18 0.20 0.60
Urban 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.35
Desert Shrubland 0.30 0.28 0.28 0.45
Source. User s GUIde for the AERMOD MeteorologIcal Preprocessor (AERMET)
(vii) Bowen Ration (/~.)
Bowen Ratio is an indicator for surface moisture. and can be defined as
the ratio of the sensiblc heat nux to the latent heat flux. mainly used for detennining the
planetary boundary layer parameters for convective conditions.
The values used are listed in Table 4.2, adopted from the user's guide for the AERMOD
metcorological pre-processor (AERMET).
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Table 4.2
Daytime Bowen Ratio by Land Use and Season Dry Conditions
Land Use SDrin2 Summer Autumn Winter
Water Fresh and Sea 0.1 0.1 0.1 2.0
Deciduous Forest 15 0.6 20 20
Coniferous FOTeSI 1.5 0.6 1.5 2.0
Sw 0.2 0.2 0.2 2.0
Cullivatedumd 1.0 1.5 20 2.0
Grassland 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
Urban 2.0 4.0 4.0 2.0
DesertShrubland 5.0 6.0 10.0 10.0
Source. User s GUIde for the AERMOD Meteorological Preproccssor (AERMET)
(viii) Friction Velocit)' (U.)
Friction velocity is a mcasure of the vertical transport of horiwntal
moment. It is calculated via dimensional analysis that defines the velocity scale for the
now near the surfacc (Kagan, 1995). In this study the friction velocity parameters are
calculated by using the equation (4.5). which was modificd by Mackay and Ycun in 1983
(Hicks, B.B., 1973: Mackay and Ycun.1983).
[U./UIO]2 = [0.65 + 0.07 UIOI x JO-J
Where
UlOis Ihe wind vclocity at JO m height above the Earth's sulface.
(4.5)
Therefore, [0.]2 =[UIO] 2[0.65 + 0.07 UIO] x JO-J
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U. = (VIe [0.65 + 0.07 Ulfl,.s}13J.6227 (4.6)
The final values were multiplied by the factor 3 10 make the data accounlable to the real
data as recommended by the U.S EPA AERMOD air dispersion Model.
Ox) Turbulent Velocit}· Scale (W.)
The turbulent Velocity Scale (W.) parameter is calculated using
the equation given in the User's Guide for the AERMOD Meteorological Preprocessor
(AERMET) as shown below:
Where:
g = 9.81 mlscc2
H = Sensible heat nux (watts/m2)
Z;<::: Convective Mixing Height (m)
Cp = Specific heat Constant of air = 1004.67 JlKg-K
T = Tempcmture in (K)
p =Dry air density =1.275 kglmJ
(x) Monin·Qbukhov Length (L)
(4.7)
The Obukhov length is parameter, which gives a relation between
parameters characterizing dynumic. thennal and buoyancy processes. This parameter was
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first described by Obukhov in 1946, and later on in 1954 was modified by Monin and is
then was called as Monin-Obukhov length. The value of L has often been used to make
diagnosis of the atmospheric conditions like stable, neutral, or unstable. Many researchers
use a partition such as:
Stable if 0 < L < 1000 (meters)
Neutral if IL I> 1000, and
Unstable condition if -1000<L <0
Basically. the quantity L is a (vertical) length scale (Erbrink. 1995). 'L' reflects the
height to which the friction forces arc dominalll over buoyalll forces. In stable conditions
L is positive. because of the downward (negative) sensible heat flux to the soil. where
heat is converted into radiation and is sent into space in situations without clouds. In
neutral conditions the L is close to zero and in unstable conditions L is negative because
ofa positive heat flux.
The Monin-Obukhov parameter for this research is calculated using the equation given in
the User's Guide for the AERMOD Meteorological Preprocessor (AERMET). is shown
below
Whore
L= -[p Cp T V,'ll [k gH]
p= Dry air density = 1.275 kglmJ
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(4.8)
Cp =Specific heat Constant of air = 1004.67 llKg.K
g = 9.81 m/sec2
k = Von Kerman constant =0.4
H = Sensible heat flux (W/m2)
U. = Friction velocity (m/sec)
Placing the constant values in equation (i), it is modified to
L = -326.44094 x [(TxU.J ) I H] (4.9)
Equation (4.9) has been used to find the Monin-Obukho'l length for the AERMOD model
in this study.
4.2 Run-stream File for the AERMQD Model
The AERMOD model was used to simulate the ambient concentration of different
pollutants for various averaging periods, from AI-lubail Desalination Plant (lOP)
emissions. lOP is located at 100 kIn north of Oammam, and to the eastern coast of Saudi
Arabia. The lOP is one of the biggest water desalination plant in the world. producing
approximately 253 million gallons per-day (mgd). Studies are underway to expand the
desalination water capacity of lDP. which is considered 10 supply another 817300 m)/day
(S.W.c.c., 1995)
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The run-stream files/data available for AERMOD model is discussed in the following
sections.
4.2.1 Emission Inventory
The complete emission inventory of the primary pollutants from the Jubayl desalination
plant, considering the production capacity of 253 mgd (AI Mutaz, I.S., & Wagialia. K.M.
1990), is described in detail in this section. Table 4.3 summarizes the properties of fossil
fuel oil, which is mainly used in most of the MSF desalination plants in Saudi Arabia.
The properties of fossil fuel used in other plants are same as used in AI-Jubail
desalination plant (Abrams, el. aI., 1989).
Tltble4.3
Fossil Fuel Properties
Physical Properties
Specific Gravity
Viscosity at 50°C
Appearance
Flashpoint(°C)
Heating Value (Btu/lb)
Composition
Sulfur
Nitrogen
A,h
Moisture
Vanadium
Nickle
Sodium
A'h
Hydrocarbon
Source: Abrams, et aI., 1989.
0.875 (source: Husain. T. 1995)
184.4 (centistokes)
Nannal
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18492
3.5wt.%
0.24wt.%
0.00985 wt.%
0.0622 wt.%
40 ppm
16.05wt.%
9.65 wt.%
0.00985 wt.%
30.5%
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It has been clear from the literature search that a typical MSF desalination plam will
consume about 16.62 kWh, of energy 10 produce I m) of desalinated water (AI-Mar..lfie
and Darwish, 1989). In addition to that 15% of energy will be added for using evacuating
ejectors, therefore the total energy consumed by the MSF plant with a boiler efficiency of
85% to produce I m) of fresh water will be 19.78 kilowatts-hours (AI-Mar.1fie and
Darwish,1989).
The total production of desalinated water from AI-Jubail MSF desalination plant in Saudi
Arabia is 253 mgd. Therefore, to calculate the lotal amount of pollutant emission from
IDP while producing 2S3mgd of desalinated water will be:
Asweknowthat
0.003785 m) = I gallon
Therefore, I m) = 264.2 gallon
also I kWh = 3413 Btu
19.7&4 kWh = 3413 x 19.78 =67509 Btu
19.7&4 kW =67509 Btulhr
Therefore, producing 253 x 106 gallons will required 64647 x 106 Btulhr. The boiler is
working with an efficiency of 85 %, and the oil used in burning have a heating value of
18492 Btu/lb:
= 6.4 X 10 10 (Btulhr) I (0.85 x 18492) (Btullb)
= 34,95944 IbIhr
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The total fuel consumption by lubayl MSF desalination plant to produce 253mgd of
water is 1,585,749kglhr.
We know that Sulfur in fossil fuel is convened into 502, which is shown as below
Equation (4.10) shows that. about 32 kg of sulfur produces 64 kg of 502. or
I kg of sulfur produces 2 kg of 502.
(4.10)
From Table 4.3, it has been clear that the sulfur content in fuel is 3.5 % by wI. Therefore,
the total sulfur content from the total fuel consumed in lOP will be:
=0.Q35x 1585749kglhr
= 55501 kglhr
The 502 gencrdtcd from the plant while huming 1585749 kg/hr of fuel is
= 55501 x2
= 111002 kgfhr
Therefore, the 501 produced is 30,833 glsec.
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The other important pollutant is NO.. the fonnation of NO, (more precisely in Ihis study
N02) can be attributed to two distinct chemical kinetic process. One is called the
"thennal NO;' and another is "fuel NO;'. Thennal NO,/NOl are mainly generated by the
oxidation of atmospheric nitrogen present in the combustion air, while the fucl NO,/N02
are fonned by the oxidation of nitrogen present in the fuel.
It has been reported that the total NO, (i.e. Thennal and Fuel) emissions from an
industrial boiler while burning residual oil is 60 IbsllOOO gallons (U.S. EPA, 2001). To
calculate the fuel NO, emissions, it has been shown previously in Table 4.3, that the
percentage of nitrogen present in the fossil fuel is 0.24 % by wI. Therefore the total Fuel
NOl emitted will be:
Fuel (N02) = 22 + 400 (Nl (lbsllOOOgailons)
Where: N is the percentage, by weight, of the nitrogen present in oil
= 22 + 400 (0.24/
= 45.04lbs of NOv'IOOO gallons
(4.11)
Similarly, the thennal N02 emitted from the plant is 14.% Ibs of N021 1000 gallons.
Fonn equation (4.11) the amount of fuel N02 generated is 45.04 IbsllOOO gal. Also it is
calculated that by burning 1000 gallons of fossil fuel in industrial or commercial boilcr
will generate a total of 60 Ibs (27.2 kg) of N02 (U.S EPA, 2001). The residual fuel used
in the AI-Jubail desalination plam has a heating value of 1&492 Btu/lb, and specific
density of 0.875.
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Therefore,
Density(R. Oil) = (O.875){I000 kglm3) = 875 kg/m3
Or Density(R. Oil) = 1929.375 Ibsfm3
From the above density calculations we can conclude that 1 Ib of residual oil is equal to
5.1 x 10.4 m3 by volume. The heating value of residual oil is 18492 Btu/lb, so the total
volume of oil burned to produced 64647 x 106 Btu/hr of energy, will be 1811.95 m3lhr.
Now we know that:
Therefore,
1 m3 = 264.2 gallons
1811.95 m3lhr= 4,78,718.9 gallonslhr
As it has been state{) earlier that by burning JOOO gallons of residual oil in the ooiler will
generate a total (thermal and fuel) of 27.2 kg of N02• Therefore, by burning 4.78,718.9
gallhr will generate total N02 of 13021.15kgl hr, or the total N02 emission from AI·
Jubail desalination plant is 3616.98 g1sec.
The third imponant pollutant is the Paniculate matter (PM). again based on previously
given Table 4.3, the ash contents by \V\.% is O.cX)985.
Therefore. the total PM emitted from the JDp while burning 1585749 Kglhr of fossil fuel
willbc:
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PM in fuel = 1585749 x 0.ססOO985
PM in emission = 156 Kgfhr, or
PM in emission =43.3 g/se£. of fine particulate
4.2.2 Source Input Data
As all the stacks in IDP are placed together therefore, in this study it has been considered
as a single point source and will be assumed as one single stack emission. Thc
coordinates for the stack were entered as (0.0. 0.0). The other source parameters and their
respective \'alues, which were entered into the AERMOD model, arc:
Ponutant emission rates as been calculated in previous section
A stack height of 65 meters (typical height)
Stack gas exit temperature were assumed to be 440 K
Stack gas exit vclocity of 12 mlsec was assumed (Memon, 2000), and
Stack inside diameter was taken as (.5 meters
4.2.3 Receptor Information
An option of Cartesian grid receptor network was selected to estimate the short tcrm and
annual averages concentrations at various reccptor grids. The receptor grid network is
extended 50 km in each direction from 27° 02' N & 49° 38' E, covering the King Abdul
Aziz Naval base, Al-Ajam city, Najma, Jhaab (gas oil seperator plant), Jaziral Al Batinah,
Abu Ali, and AI Qatif city. The receptor network developed for this study is shown in
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Figure 4.5. The vertical axis in Figure 4.5 and in all other figures (in chapter 6). which
shows the AERMOD emission result are in North South direction.
00-4CJX().oo-.-3O:lCO.oo-.-2OXO.oo-.-lOClOQ.OO
Di1llon«(rn<,.,..j
I<'igure 4.5 Receptor Grid for AERMOD Model Runs
4.2.4 Selected Output Options
The AERMOD model provide user with an option to select various output options for
viewing and studying the generated results. In this study the following output options
were selected:
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High value summary table for different averaging times for separate receplOrs
Overall maximum value summary tables
Average annual values,and
Daily and hourly average values table.
A sample run-stream file for AERMOD model is presented in Appendix-B
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Chapter V
STUDY AREA
5.1 AI . Jubail Desalination Plant (JDP)
IDP is located on the shores of the ArabiaIPersian Gulf and in center of Saudi Arabia's
major oil producing region. AI-Jubail, thc largest of the Kingdom's new cities, is a major
cornerstone of the Kingdom's economic development program. The infrastructure of Ihc
industrial city of AI-Jubail is established on a site covering 1,030 km! and its population
is estimated to be that by the year 2010 the city will accommodate 290.000 inhabitants.
AI-Jubail Industrial City (lie) is considered to be one of the leading industrial cities of
Saudi Arabia with a total investment of $46 billion. This accounts for almost 60 per cent
of thc Kingdom's non-oil exports and has registered sustained annual pnxluction growth
of 4%. He is also the largest convener of natural gas resources to added value
petrochemicals with 6 to 7 per cent market share of world's petrochemicals.
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The city of Jubail receives most of it fresh water from Al-Jubail desalination plant. The
AI-Jubail power and desalination plant is one of the largest in the world. It consists of ten
Boiler-Turbo-Genemtor (BTG) sets of about 130 MW output each. Each one of the ten-
backpressure turbines feeds low-grade steam to four M$F distillers (i.e. forty distillers in
IOlal are installed). Thirty distillers have 19 stages in the recovery section and 3 stages in
Ihe rejection section each. The remaining ten distillers have 17 stages in the heat recovery
and 2 stages in the heat rejection section.
The evaporators are designed for operation at a brine top temperature of 9O.6"C with a
production of 5.2 MOD and a top tempcmture of lI2.8°C with a production of 6.29 MOD
(AI-Sofi, et aI., 1987: AI-Mudaiheem. 1991). Figure 5.1, shows the complete delail of the
AI-Jubail MSF desalination plant.
Due 10 the projected increase in population and industries in the city of AI-Jubail an
environmental assessment on air and water quality is required. This study has been
conducted to observe if there is any dnlstic impacts/affects from AI-Jubail desalination
plant on the surrounding environment.
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Figure 5.1 Schematic diagram or AI-Jubail MSF Desalination Plant
(Source: AI-Sofi et aI., 2001)
In this research an EPA air dispersion model was used to simulate the plume and to
estimate the concerned pollutants from the lDP. Also Ihe available meteorological data
for Ihe said region was examined. Emission concentrations were predicted while using air
dispersion model, and in the end the computed results were analyzed and compared with
the local regulating agency's standards. This study will basically provide an estimate of
different air pollutants emitted from the Al-Jubail desalination plant and its deposition at
various receptor points and city. Figure 5.2 shows the Al-Jubail plant and some of the
cities surrounding the plant. The coordinates and location of these cities/places in the
sludyarea are shown in Table 5.1.
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TableS.1
Coordinates and Locations or Receptor Points
Sit<
""""'"1
2
3
,
,
6
7
8
,
10
0.00
'000
-45000
-50.000
30,000
<10,000
"',000
-15.000
-10.000
35.000
0,00
·'000
45.000
'000
-50,000
-35,000
-20.000
25.000
35.000
-50,000
andBuildin )
Figure 5.2 AI·Jubaii Desalination Plant and Surrounding Cities
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Chapter VI
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
6.1 Air Quality Standards
Air quality has been a major environmental issue for a long time. This is because of the
threat of possible global climate change and the "greenhouse effect" that are caused by
anthropogenic emissions.
All types of emissions into the atmosphere must be controlled in order to maintain a clean
environment for man and nature. Therefore, it is important 10 control alllhesc emissions
from the industries and any other sources, also il is important to determine the quality and
concentration of the emissions. Environmental regulatory agencies have established
ambient air quality standards, to set legal limits for all kind of emissions to protect the
environment and public health.
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Rapid technology advancement and industrialization has greatly increased the
productivity in Saudi Arabia, but at the same time it has poses many serious
environmental degradation problems (Rehman et aI., 1990). In the initial period of
industrialization, more importance was given to productivity than to the quality of
environment. However, in the last IWO decades more attention has been focused on Ihe
impact of industrial pollutants. In Saudi Arabia, the Meteorological and Environmental
Protection Administration (MEPA), a branch of the Ministry of Defense and Civil
Aviation. is responsible since 19705 for the preparation of environmental standards for
different types of environmental pollutants (Rehman et aI., 1990).
The Clean Air Act (CAA). which was lasl amended in 1990, requires Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) to sets National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQs) for
pollutants considered harmful to public health and to the environment. The criteria
pollutants for various averaging periods. as set by MEPA are almost the same as develop
by the NAAQs. These standards are presented in Table 6.1.
The Clean Air Act (CAA) established two types of national air quality standards. Primury
Swndards are implemented to protect public health, including the health of sensitive
populations such as asthmatics, Children, and elderly peoples. Secondary Standards SCi
limits to protect public welfare, including protection against decreased visibility, damage
to animals, crops, vegetation, and buildings. These standards arc set by the regu1.atory
agencies using the best scientific evidence available relating the levels of emissions to
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adverse effects to human health and (0 the environment (Office of Air Quality Planning
and Standards, 2001)
Table 6.1
MEPA Air Quality Standards
A~~~~~~e I Sta~~c::aa;:um 1 Standard Type 1 Exceedences
Sulfur Dioxide (S02)
I ~ Hour I 730 J.lgm' (0.28 ppm) I
I 365J1gm' (0.14 ppm) I
80flgm" (0.03 ppm)
Particulate Matter (PM)
Secondary
Primary I OllCeaYear
24 Hour I 340 I-lgm' I Primary & Secondary I Doce a Year
I 80l-lgm' Primary & Secondary
Nitrogen Oxide (Define as Nitrogen Dioxide, N01)
I 660 I-lgm' (0.35 ppm) I Primary & Secondary I Twice a Month
lOOJ.lgm· (0.05 ppm) Primary & Secondary
Photochemical Oxidants (Define as Ozone, 0,\)
I-Hour I 295J.lgrn· (0,15ppm) I Primary&Serondary I Twice a Momh
Carbon Monoxide (CO)
I Hour
8-Hour
40.0mgm· (35,Oppm)
IOmgm' (9.0ppm)
Primary
Primary
Twice a Month
Twicca Monlh
Hydrogen Sulfide (H1S)
I Hour 195J.lgnl (O,14ppm)
24 Boor I 40l-lgm' (O.Q3ppm) I
Fluorides (F)
Twice a Momh
OllCcaMooth
30-Day
Lead (Ph)
ljJ.sm" (O.(X)I ppm) I I
QuaJteTlyAvcragc I l.5l-lgm·
(Mo<hficd from Amm. 1994)
I Primary & Secondary
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6.2 Data Analysis and Processing
The main steps, involved in this resean;h for data analysis and processing, are shown in
Figure 6.2. One yem (1995) of upper air and surface meteorological data were used and
processed to obtain daily maximum and minimum mixing height values.
As described prevlously in section 4.1, AERMOD requires two types of meteorological
data files, which are provided by the AERMET meteorological preprocessor or
fonnatting the data files manually. One file consists of surface scalar pardmeters, and the
other consists of vertical profiles of meteorological data. These meteorological data files
are described brieny in section 4.2 and 4.3, for applications involving the elevated terrain
effects. The receptor and terrain data will need to be processed by the AERMAP tcrrain
preprocessor program or can be generated manually, as done in this case. The output files
generated by the preprocessors (AERMET & AERMAP) are in such a fonnat that it is
directly acccptable to the AERMOD model. The other infonnation, like source emissions
data and model control parameters, were prepared and stored in separate files.
The AERMOD model was used to print the highest concentrations, and 20 maximum
concentration tables. Hourly and daily concentralion values were calculated, as well as
the annual average concentration values and were compared and checked against the
maximum concentration allowed in the MEPA Air Quality Standards as shown in Table
6.1.
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Ma~imurn 20 Output Tables
DajlyOUlpUIValu~s
Annual Output Values
Figure 6.1 Flow Diagram of Data Analysis and Processing System
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6.3 Sulfur Dioxide Results
6.3.1. I-Hour Average Concentration Level
Concentration values for I-hour average were calculated using the air emission
AERMOD model. The results were then compared against the MEPA"s maximum
concentration standard of 730 Ilgm-J. The concentration values obtained for the AI-Jubail
MSF desalination plants were shown in Appendix-C. A total of 441 average
concentration points were calculated. out of which twenty values exceeded the standard
maximum concentration. Figure 6.2 shows the concentration plot for the MSF
desalination plant at AJ-Jubail, Saudi Arabia.
t'igllre.6.2 I·Hoor Al·erage Concentration (Ilglm') PiotorS02 rOT the Year 1995
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The areas where the MEPA standards have been violated are the South East pan at
(Figure 6.2) - 40000 meter (Long), 5ססoo meter (Lat) from the point of emission, the
other highest concentration was calculated at -5000 meter (Long), 25000 meter (Lat)
(mainly open sandy area).
It has been observed that the frequency of exceedence based on hourly average varies
from a minimum of2 in August to 3 in January, 10 10 times in the month of July.
6.3.2 Daily Average Concentration Lc,·e1
SO:J concentration values were simulated to calculate the daily avemge concentration
levels at each grid and discrete receptor points for the year 1995. The estimated average
daily concentrations were also compared against the MEPA average daily standard
concentration value of365~gm-l.
The emission result shows that only 5.2% of the total value exceeded the daily average
emission concentration values. The highest concentration values based on average daily
estimates for the year 1995 arc given in Appendix-B. The maximum 50 daily highest
concentration values for the year 1995 are shown in Figure 6.3
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Rank
Figure. 6.3 Plot of 50 Highest Concentrations of S02 on 24·Hour (Daily) Average Basis for
the Year 1995
A total of 23 values exceeded the j\l1EPA standard value of 365)Jgm"3. Analysis of S02
concentrations based on daily average data (Appendix·C) shows that values greater than
the standard 365/lgm"3 were estimated at the King Abdul Aziz Naval Complex and
towards the Persian Gulf as shown in Figure 6.4.
Values al other locations were insignificant. because of the fael that they were within the
limits of maximum concentration of 365)Jgm-3.
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Long DiSlanct("""~rs)
Figure. 6.4 Daily Average Concentration (J.Ig1mJ) Plot of 502 for the Year 1995
6.3.3 Annual Aver-age Concentration Level
Annual average 502 concentration results for the year 1995 are presented in Appendix-C.
The six highest annual concentrations result. along with their respective locmions are also
shown in Appendix-B. The annual avcrage 502 emissions result is ploltcd as shown in
Figure 6.5. It has been observed from the AERMOD emission results that only 14 values
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exceeded the MEPA standard of 80llgm") for the year 1995, and the excecdance is only
by IOllgm-). AERMOD results show that over ninety percent of the annual average
concentration emission from the Al-Jubail desalinalion plant is within the MEPA
standard. Therefore we can say that the estimated annual average concentrations of 502
are within the safe limits of specified MEPA standards.
-~.OO-4OQOO.OO-30000.00-20000.00-10000.00
Figure. 6.5 Annual Average SOl Concentration (llg/mJ ) Plot of AI-Jubail MSF Desalination
Plant for the Year 1995
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6.4 Nitrogen Oxides Results
6.4.1 Hourly Average Concentration Level
Hourly average ambient air concentration of NO~ contributed by AI-Jubail desalination
plant for the year 1995 is shown in Appendix-D. These emission concentration results
were compared against the MEPA maximum concentration standard of 660 ~gm-3. It
was estimated from the emission result that only eight values exceeded the specified
allowable limit of MEPA. Figure 6.6 shows the concentration plot for I-hour average
concentration levels of NO~. Maximum 20-concentration level was generated for the year
1995, and is shown in Figure 6.7.
Figure 6.6 I-Hour A'o'erage Concentration (llglmJ) Plot of NO. for AI-Jubail
Desalination Plant
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Figure 6.7 Plot 0(20 Highest Concentration le~'els of NO,oo I-Hour Anrage Basis for the
Yearl9:'J5
6.4.2 Annual Average Concentration Level
Annual average emission concentration results of NO. from AI-Jubail desalination plants
are shown in Appendix-D, all these concentration results from AERMOD were compared
against the MEPA maximum standard 1 year NO, concentration of 100 flgm"3. and it was
found that mosl of the concentration resulL were within the standards. The six highest
concentration values were shown in Appendix-D.
The annual average concentration results for NO, were found to be more than ninely ninc
percent within the MEPA regulatory limits. The Annual Aver.tge concentration plot for
NO. is drawn and is shown in Figure 6.8.
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figure 6.8 Annual Average Concenlration (Ilglml) Plot of NO, for AI·Juball
Desalination Plant
6.5 Particulate Matter Results
6.5.1 Daily Average Concentration Level
Particulate concentration values were estimated 10 determine the daily average
concentration levels at each grid and discrete receptor point for the year 1995. Estimated
average daily particulate concentrations were compared against the avenlge daily
standard value of 340 ~gm-J as specified by MEPA. The emission results at each grid
point are shown in Appendix-E. The concentration plot, as shown in Figure 6.9, and the
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Figure 6.9 Daily Average Concentration (flg/m') Plot of Particulate Matters
for the Year 1995
AERMOD emission result shows that all the values for PM are with in the standard limit
and that the paniculate concentration levels at all the grids are much lower than the
specified MEPA standards.
The maximum 20 particulate mailer concentrations were plotted as shown in Figure 6.10.
the result also satisfied the MEPA standards for highest PM concentration.
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Figurt.' 6.10 Plot of 20 Highest Concentration (~glm1 Le\'els of Particulate Matters On
Daily A\'crage Basis for the Year 1995
6.5.2 Annual AH!rage Concentration Level
Annual avemge particulate concentration for the year 1995 afC presented in Appendix-E,
thc result generated by AERMOD is compared with the MEPA standard of 80 lJ.gm'3. it
was observed that all the values were far below the MEPA standard. Figure 6.11, shows
the concentnltion plot for PM on an annual average concentrillion base, which satisfied
the ~PA standards for PM.
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Loni. Dlmnee l""',,"}
Figure 6.11 Annual Average Cootentralion (llglmJ) Plot of Particulate Matters for the
Year 1995
6.6 Analysis of the Results
The analysis of the results indicates that the pollutants of concern from Al-Jubail
desalination plant were S02 and NO•. The Sulfur dioxide results showed that some of the
emission results (3 to 5%) for all the averaging period were above the standard limits.
However. the NO. limits were within the range for annual average, and only 1.81% of the
concentration level is exceeded in 24-hour averaging period. In case of paniculate matter
the estimated concentrations were well within the MEPA standard limits.
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From the concentration plots and AERMOD results il was found that the higher
concentrations were found to be towards the North East (Persian Gulf) side of Al·lubail
desalination plant.
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Chapter VII
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF BRINE DISCHARGE
USING CORMIX-l
7.1 CORMIX System
Brine discharge with high concentrdtions of total dissolved solids (TDS) and elevated
temperatures to the ocean from desalination plants can cause a potential problem and may
threaten thc benthic environment. To deal with this the EPA CORMIX computer code
model will be used 10 investigate thc brine discharge from Al-Jubail MSF desalination
plant. Suggestions will be made, regarding the high TDS (salinity) and elevated
temperature in thc discharge water to the ocean.
The Cornell Mixing Expen System (CORMIX) represents a robust and versatile
computerized methodology for predicting both the qualitative features (e.g. flow
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classification) and the quantitative features (e.g. dilution ratio, plume tmjectory) of the
hydrodynamic mixing processes resulting from different discharge configurations in all
types of ambient water bodies, including small streams, large rivers, lakes, reservoirs,
estuaries, and coastal wllters (Mukhtasor et aI., 2001)
The CORMIX consists of a series of software systems for analysis, prediction, and design
of tox.ic or conventional pollutant discharges into diverse water bodies, with emphasis on
the geometry and dilution characteristics of the initial mixing zone, including the
evaluation of regulatory requirements. CORMlX a U.S EPA approved system, which
emphasizes on the prediction of plume boundary interaction and provides extensive
documentation of input data verification, hydrodynamic model selection, and
documentation of simulation results (Doneker and Jirka, 200 I).
CORMIX is approved and used for environmental impact assessment of mixing zones
resulting from point source discharges (Akar and Jirka, 1991; Donekar, and Jirka. 1990).
The methodology contains systems to model submerged single-pon (CORMIX.l), which
predicts the geometry and dilution characteristics of the effluent. It has been proved that
CORMIX-I works better than 95% on submerged single-port designs, while CORMIX2
is developed for multi-port diffuser configurations. Three commonly used types of
submerged multi-port diffuser discharges are accumulated in CORMlX2 under the same
genera! emuent and ambient conditions as CORMIX I. It has been shown that CORMlX2
applies betler than 80% of the multi-pon designs. CORMIX3 analyzes the buoyant
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surface discharges, which are originated when an effluent enters a larger water body
laterally, through a canal, channel. or near-surface pipe. Also the CORMIX3, in contrast
to CORMIXI and CORMIX2, is limited to positively or neutrally buoyant effluents. In
CORMIX3, different discharge geometries and orientations can be analyzed including
flush or protruding channel mouths, and orientations normal. oblique, or parallel to the
bank (Akar and Jirka, 1991; Donekar, and Jirka, 1990; Jones et aI., 1996). The other
major assumptions in CORMIX models are as follows:
All subsystems require that, the actual cross-section of the water body be
described as a rectangular straight uniform channel that may be bounded
laterally or unbounded. The ambient velocity is assumed to be uniform
within that cross-section
In addition to a uniform ambient density, CORMlX allows for three
generic types of ambient stratification profiles to be used for the
approximation of the actual vertical density distribution.
All CORMIX subsystems in principle are steady-state models, however
recent developments and with the new version of CORMIX the analysis of
unsteady mixing in tidal environments can be petformed.
All CORMlX systems can predict mixing for both conservative and first-
order decay processes, and can simulate heat transfer from thermal
plumes.
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As it has been observed that the Al-Jubail desalination plant is discharging the brine in a
submerge fashion. the brine discharge pipe is releasing effluent from the plant into the
Persian Gulf at a depth of 4 meter (Abdul Azis et al., 2000). Therefore, in this research
CORMIXI system will be used to simulate the IDS and elevated temperature results.
7.2 CQRMIX Technical Description
This section will describe the formulation and technical description of the CORMlX
computer code system. All the CORMIX sub-models assume steady-state ambient
discharge conditions. All these sub-models within the CORMlX system can be used to
predict the geometry and dilution characteristics of effluent flow from different
discharging systems
CORMLX system with submerge discharge/plume, the concentration profile can be
calculated by using the following formula
(7.1)
Where C(n) is the lateral concentration (any units), 'n' is the coordinate position
measured transversely away from the centerline (meters), Cc is the centerline
concentration (any units), 'e' is the natural logarithm base, and 'b' is the local plume half
width (meters) (Jirka ct aI., 1996).
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The CORMIX system is enhanced in perfonnance by the CORJET, which conlribute as a
part of the CORMIX system. The model basically works on the assumption of Gaussian
profile for jet velocity u, buoyancy 'g', and concentration 'c', as shown in Figure 7.1.
".
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Figure 7.1 General Three-Dimensional Trajectory or Submerged Buoyant Jet in
Ambient Stratified Cross flow (Adopted from Jirka el al.. 1996)
Where, 'D' is the diameter of the brine discharge jet (meter), 'ho' is the heigh! of the jet
from the surface bed (meter), 'Uo' is the discharge velocity (m1sec). 'Po' is the brine
density (kg/m3l, 'Co' is the concentration of discharge (ppb, mg/I or degrees), 'b' is the
half plume width (meter), 's' is the center of the plume. 'g' is the gravitational force
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(mlsec2), 'U., and 'Po' are the ambient velocity and density. From Figure 7.1, it is clear
that there are three main fluid forces acting on the jet plume; the entrainment force in the
x-direction, the buoyant force in the z· direction, and the drag force nonnal to the jet.
Where the jet velocity 'u', the Buoyancy 'g', and the concentration 'co is calculated by
the system, using the equation as shown t:x:low:
(7.2)
In equation (7.2) the subscript 'c' denotes the centerline values, while the 'b' represent
the jet width. and 'A' describe the dispersion ratio which is always greater than I for the
scalar quantities. For more infonnation on these equations (entrainment, buoyant, and
drag), the author would suggest to read Jirka (1999).
7.3 CORMIX DalJllnpul
The main input data required by the CORMIX systems are the discharge configurations
and discharge site information, the ambient conditions and pollutant characteristics. In all
these the most important factors that can influence the mixing or dilution of the plume are
the ambient depth, ambient velocity and effluent discharge velocity, all these will be
discussed in detailed in the next sections
All the CORMIX systems have the same data input features. All data is entered
interactively in response to the CORMlX system prompts and is totally guided by the
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system. The user is asked for a complete specification about the site/case descriptions,
ambient conditions, discharge characteristics, and regulatory definitions, which will be
discussed in thc proceeding sections. The whole input data can be entered in an open
fannat that is not concern for letter case or decimal placement (Jirka et a!., 19%).
7.3.1 Site Identification Data
The first basic input data and the information needed for the program (system) to
operate/run is a two-pan identifier for labeling the output and the computer file name.
Site identifier data is necessary to specify the site/case labels. which help in the
identification of printed omput records and also aid in good record keepin~. The
CORMlX provide one label for SITE NAME. and another for DESIGN CASE,
7.3.2 Ambient Data
All CORMIX analyses are usually carried out under the assumption of steady-state
ambient conditions. Even though the actual water environment is never in a true steady
state. this assumption is usually adequate since mixing processes are quite rapid relative
to the time scale of hydrographic variations. In highly unsteady tidal reversing nows the
assumption is no longer valid and significant concentration build-up can occur. CORMIX
will assess this situation and compute some re-entrainment effects on plume behavior.
As this research is concerned with the desalination plant in the Persian Gulf, in the
CORMlX system the water body will be taken as unbounded. Therefore. the focus of
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study will be on unbounded discharge. and the ambient input data requirements for the
CORMlX will be as follows:
(I) HydrographicData
If the detailed hydrographic data from field surveys or from hydraulic numerical model
calculations are available, Ihen the "cumulntive ambient discharge" from the shore to the
discharge location for Ihc discharge cross-seclion is calculated. Values for the
ambient/average depth (HA) and ambient velocity (VA) are calculated for input
specifications. The dislanct! from the shore (DI5TH) for the outfalllocalion is typically
specified as the cumulative ambient discharge divided by the product UA times HA.
When detailed hydrographic data are unavailable, data or estimates of thc vcnically
averaged velocity at lhe discharge location can be used to specify HA. VA, and DISTB.
(2) Water Depth (HD)
The actual water depth at the submerge discharge location (00), for CORMIXI & 2,
must be specified. In CORMlX a check is used so that the HD depth should not differ
more than +/~ 30% of that of average deplh HA. This restriction is included to prevent
CORMlX misuse in several dischargdambient combinations involving strongly non-
unifonn channels. In highly non-unifonn conditions, HD is the variable that usually
influences the near field mixing, while HA is important for far field transpon and never
influence the near field.
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(3) Manning (n)1 Dal"Cy-Weisbach Friction Factor (0
Manning's "n" or the Darcy-Weisbach Friction Factor 'T' is specified for the ambicnt
roughness characteristics. If the unbounded case represents a large lake or coastal area. it
is often preferable 10 use the friction factor T. Typical 'f values for such open water
bodies' I"'ange from 0.020 to 0.030, with larger values for rougher conditions.
(4) Ambient Density
Ambient density specification in the water body is an important parameter for the correct
prediction of effluent discharge plume behavior. In CORMIX the option is provided to
describe whether the ambient water isjresh or non-fresh (i.e. brackish or saline). If the
ambient water is fresh and above 4 "C, the system provides the option of entering ambient
tcmperature data so that the ambient density values can be computed internally. In saline
waler conditions the density of water is usuaJly specified. Thc CORMIX also specifies
the user to input whether the ambient density (or temperature) is unifonn or non-
uniform within the water body. and most importantly within the expected plume regions.
In case of uniform conditions the average ambient density or average temperature must
be specified.
(5) Wind Speed (UW)
The next important input parameter for CORMlX system is the wind speed (UW). Wind
speed is not an important factor in case of near-field mixing, but may critically affect the
plumc behavior in the far field. This is especially important for heated discharges in the
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buoyant spreading region. Wind speed data from an adjacent meteorological station is
usually sufficient for that purpose. Basically the wind speed categories which are
measured at 10 m level are:
Breeze (0 -3 mls)
Light wind (3 -15 mls)
Strong wind (15 - 30 mls)
If the data for the wind is not available then it is recommended that a value of 2 mls
should be considered for a conservative design condition.
7.3.3 CORMIX Discharge Data
In Ihe discharge data, CORMlX-1 requires different paramelers. Figure 7.2 defines the
geometry and flow characteristics for submerge single pon discharge. For the discharge
geometry, CORi\lIX-1 requires the specification of6 data entries, such as:
I. Location to the nearesl bank (i.e. left or right), as seen by the observer looking
downstream in Ihe direction of flow
2 Distance to the nearest bank
3 Port radius (or cross sectional area for non circular shape ports)
4. Height of the port (He,) cenler above lhe bonom
5. Vertical angle of discharge (theta) between the port centerline and a horizontal
plane. Angle theta range between - 45" and 90°. As an example the vertical angle
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is 90" for a discharge pointing vertically upward. and it is 0" for a horizontal
discharge.
6. Horizontal angle of discharge (sigma), which is measured counterclockwise from
the ambient curren! direction. Angle sigma nmges from 0" and 360°. as an
ex.ample the horizontal angle is 0° (or 360') when the port poin!s downstream in
the ambient flow direction, and it is 90°, when the port points to the left of the
ambient flow direction.
Plan View
-+
u.
-+
Nearest Bank
Cross· Section
D. uu• dpo. C.
Figure 7.2 The Geometry and Flow Characteristics for a Submerge Single
Port Discharge
In order to prevent any misuse or inappropriate system application, CORMIX-I checks
the specified geometry with the three important criteria, which are:
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1. The port height (ho) value must not exceed onc third of the local water
depth (lID) value
2. The pon diameter value must not exceed lID's value for near-venical
designs and one third of the HD's value for ncar-horizontal designs, and
3. The pycnocline (a lOne or level of strong density change that separates the
upper and lower levels of the water column) value must be within the 40
to 90 percent range of HD's value.
The port height restriction implies that CORMIX·l may only be applied to SUbmerged
discharge applications. For port discharge characteristics_ CORMIX-I requires the
specification of 3 pammeters. These specifications include:
The discharge flow rute (Qo) or discharge velocity (Uo)
The discharge density or discharge temperature for an essentially
freshwater discharge, and
The discharge concentration of the material of interest.
The specification of the pollutants in the effluent is described in the next section.
7.3.4 Pollutant Data
CORMlX can handle three types of pollutants discharges, and these are:
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1. Conservative Pollutant:
In this case the pollutants does not undergo any type of dccay or growth
process
2. Non-Conservative Pollutant
In this case the pollutants are considered to undergo a first order decay or
growth process. The coefficient of decay (positive number) or growth
(negative number) should be specified in units per day.
3. Heated Discharge
In this case the discharge will experience a heat loss to the atmosphere at a
point where the plume contacts the water sulface. It is therefore imponant
to specify the discharge condition in tenns of excess temperature above
the ambient temperature in DC, and the sulface heat exchange coefficient
in W/(m20c).
7.4 Geographical Description of the Site
The study was camed out for AI-Jubail desalination plant, situated at the Persian Gulf.
The sea region adjacent to the Al-Jubail desalination plam, where the brine is discharged
is shallow and the seabed is mainly consists of Seaweeds (Abdul Azis et aI., 2000).
Figure 7.3 shows that the marine basin in the area of study is very shallow, the sea depth
ranging from 3 to 8 meter over a long distance from the shore (Abdul Azis et aI., 2000).
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In figure 7.3, the 2-meter contour is approximately 1-2 km, S-meter comour 2-4 kID. and
IO-meter contour is 4-6 kID away from the shore. In the southeast of desalination plam is
the Naval Base, the commercial pan, and the biggest petro-chemical complex in the
world.
Figure 7.3 Persipll Gulrbehl"t~n LaL 26" 52· & 26~ 55' N and between Long.
49" 45' & 49" 52' E. Study Site and Depth Contours
(Adopted from Abdul Azis el aI., 2CXXl)
The brine discharge pipe from AI-Jubail desalination plant is about 2000 meter away
from the shore, and al a depth of 4 meter. While the seawater intake is at the depth of 2.5
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meter, making it a typically coastal subsurface intake. The characteristics of brine
discharge pipe are shown in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1 Characteristics of Outfall
OUTFALL
Length (meter)
Diameter (meter)
Depth of Discharge (meter)
1
2000m
0.9 m (Adopted from Salibi, 2(01)
14m
(Adopted from Abdul AZlS et aI., 2000)
7.5 Data Acquisition for CORMIX
The complete input data. which will be required to run CORMIXI, are as follows. The
Average Depth of seawater is taken as 5 meter, while the Brine Discharge Depth is taken
as 4 meter, both these numbers an: adopted from Alxlul Azis et aI., (2000).
In this case the study region is the Persian Gulf, therefore the Unbounded option has
been selected to run the CORMlX-1. Usually, in unbounded case the Darcy-Weisbach
friction factor 'f is adopted and these values ranges from 0.02 to 0.03, with larger values
for rougher conditions (Jirka et al.. 1996). Therefore, a value of 0.025 is selected.
Morton et aI., in 1996, studied the MSF desalination plants situated at the Persian Gulf.
They reponed that the Average density of the Persian Gulf seawater is 1027.5 kglm3,
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while the brine from the MSF desaJination plam has the discharge density of 1046.5
kg/m3•
Similarly, theporl diameter of 0.9 meter was selected as reported by Salibi in 20(H. The
Discharge flow rate for the Al-Jubail MSF desalination plant was reported by AI-Mumtaz
& Wagialla in 1988, according to them MSF desalination plant with a production
capacity of 253.5 million gallons per day has a net discharge of (Brine) about 371 million
gallons per day, which is about 16.25 m 3/scc. Therefore the effluent flow rate entered
into CORMIX-I, is 16.25 m3/sec.
An Ambient velocity of 0.5 mlsec was selected based on Abdul Azis et a!., (2001), who
indicated that the Persian Gulf currents are generally of moderate nature. The average
annual wind speed is taken as 5.0 mlsec, from the data used previously for running the
AERMOD.
In the discharge analysis the first pollutant of interest is the Temperature. It was found by
Abdul Azis et a!., (2000), that the annual average ambient seawater (Persian Gulf)
temperature is 26.06 "c. While Khawaji & Wie (2001), reported that for the MSF
desalination plant. working with the top brine temperature (TBT) of 90 - 100 "C, has a
brine discharge temperature of 33.0 "c. Therefore, a temperature rise of 6.94 degrees was
simulated through CORMrx-l to find its affects on the surrounding environment.
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Elevated seawater temperature related to brine discharge of thennal effluent from MSF
desalination plants has shown drastic impacts upon Ihe marine organisms (Monon et aI.,
1996). From different researches it has been found that the elevated temperature and
increased salinily minimizes the overall concentration of dissolved oxygen in the
seawmer, which might restrict the life forms oflhe marine organisms.
The other pollutant of interest was total dissolved solids (TDS). Thc avcrage Persian Gulf
seawaterTDS (ambient TDS) was reponed by Mumtaz and Wagialla (1988), to be 45000
ppm. while the brine discharge from AI-Jubail desalination plant have a concentration of
TDS of 70,000 ppm.
All of the above parameters were plugged into the CORMI:X-l to predict the
concentration profile for the brine discharge from Al-Jubail desalination plant. The
results from these simulations arc discussed in the next sections.
7.6 Results and Analysis of Elevated Thermal Discharge from AI-Jubail
Plant
The results from CORMlX-l for the elevated thermal dischurge is shown in Appendix-F,
which depicts that the thennal plume first rises and then slowly falls back towards the
bollom of the sea while spreading sideways in the near field mixing region (NFR). The
results also show that the temperature drop in the beginning of the discharge is very sharp
till the plume touches the bottom of the sea at 2.77 meters from the point of discharge.
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Within this distance the plume has significant mixing, and the centerline dilution is 30
times than at the point of atlachment.
As the plume (effluent stream) travels farther along the downstream, the temperature
drops gradually, the plume temperature drops almost equal {Q the ambient seawater
temperature at a distance of 101.41 meters from the point of discharge.
The thennal results from CORMIX-I were compared with the sulface water quality
standards proposed by U.S. EPA. which stated that there should be no direct heat
additions within 1500 feet of the shoreline and no thermaJ alteration, which would cause
temperature to deviate from ambient temperature by more than 2.2 °c (Surface Waler
Quality Standards, 2(02). Also the elevated temperature should not retain in the ambient
atmosphere for more than 4 months. The results from CORMlX-l showed that the brine
thennal discharge is within the standards limits. The results shows that in approximately
5 minutes the plume elevated temperature drop down almost equal to the ambient
temperature while covering a distance of 101.41 meters along the downstream.
In Figure 7.4, we can assume that the thennal dilution is same for the surface and the
bottom of the sea. because of the fact that the discharge area is very shallow. The contour
in Figure 7.4 also showed that within a radial distance of 50 meter from the point of
discharge the mixing and thennal drop is very fast.
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Figure 7.5 Temperature Drop (eC) Versus Downstream Distance
Figure 7.5 depicts that dilution is the function of distance from the point of discharge.
The Concentration plot (Figure 7.5) also showed thatlhe effluent plume auached to the
bollom of the ~a at approximalely 4.91 meter from the point of discharge. Within this
distance. as shown in Figure 7.5, the plume has significant mixing and the dilution is
rapid. While as the effluent plume travels downstream, it continues with more gradual
drop in tempemture and in mixing.
From the results of CORMlX·l and from the above figures, it has been clear that the
thennally elevated brine discharge from Al-Jubail desalination plant has got no drastic
impacts on the marine environment in the Persian Gulf, as compared to the criteria given
by the U.S EPA surface water quality standards.
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7.7 Results and Analysis of Elevated Total Dissolved Solids (TDS)
Discharge from AI-Jubail Plant
The CORMIX-I results as shown in Appendix-G, were generated for the elevated TDS
effiuent discharges from AL-Jubail desalination plant. These results were then compared
with the U.S. EPA sulface water quality standards. According to U.S EPA ocean
discharge regulations, lower concentration (i.e. near to zero) of IDS (Salinity) in the
seawater or higher concentration (i.e. twice the ocean ambient concentration) ofTDS can
impact the ocean biota/marine life if exposed to these extreme concenlrations for longer
lime (Del Bene el al.. 1994).
The CORMlX-I results proved Ihat after discharging Ihe concentrated brine, the plume
travels a distance of 3 meters downstream and 31 meters in lateral direction within 3 to 4
seconds. and dilute the higher concentration of IDS to 4700 ppm above the ambienl
concentration, The CORMIX-l simulation further shows that the IDS concentration
gradually decreases to a concentration of 1370 ppm as the efnuenl Sl1-eam travels along
the downstream.
Figure 7.6 shows that in Ihe beginning of the brine discharge Ihe mixing and dilution of
TDS is fast, lill the distance of 217 meter, downstream. After this, the plume travel
slowly in the downstream direction and has gradual dilution/mixing in that region.
Similarly Figure 7.7 shows IDS concentration distribution in the fonn of contour lines, it
has been concluded from the result and from Figure 7.6 and 7.7. that the TDS
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concentration distribution from AI-Jubail desalination plant into the Persian Gulf has gOI
no drastic impact on the benthic/marine environment. The concentrated brine discharge
from Al-Jubail desalinalion plant takes only 5 10 6 minutes to dilute the concentration
from 25000 ppm to 1300 ppm above the ambient level. Therefore we can say that the
concentrated TDS brine discharge from the Al-Jubail desalination plant is with in the
limits as specified by the U.S. EPA surface water standards.
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Figure 7.6 Total Dissolved Solid Versus Downstredm Distance
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Chapter VIII
Conclusions and Reconunendations
8.1 Conclusions
The following conclusion are drawn from this study:
I. AERMOD model was found 10 be one of the most suitable and reliable for this
research 10 study the short range/near source dispersion behavior of air born
pollutants emitted from AI-Jubail Desalination plant.
2. In view of the nature of the fossil fuel used in generating steam for AI-Jubail
desalination plant, the most important type of pollutants examined were sulfur
dioxide (S02). nitrogen oxide (NO,), and particulate maller (PM).
3. The estimated annual average concentration of S02 was found mostly within the
MEPA specified standard of 80 ~glmJ. However, there were some points where
the concentration exceeded only by 10 IlglmJ above the MEPA standards.
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4. The NO, annual average concentrations were mostly within the limits. However,
the I-hour average NO, concentration was exceeded by less than I percent of the
total.
5. The daily (maximum 340 IJ.gm·3) and annual (maximum 80 Ilgm-') average
estimates for PM were well within thc safe limits of MEPA standards.
6. Among all available hydrodynamic mixing models, CORMIX was found to be the
most suitable and user friendly for this study.
7. The results generated by CORM1Xl for the elevated thennal discharge from AI-
Jubail desalination plant, shows no exceedence whatsocver as compared to the
suriace water quality standards specified by the U.S EPA, which states that there
should be flO direct heat addition within 1500 feet of the shoreline, and no thennal
deviation which would cause temperature to deviate from ambient temperature by
morethan2.2°C.
8. The results for the elevatcd TDS concentration in the brine shows that the dilution
in the NFR was reduced to 1300 ppm from 25000 ppm above the ambient level,
which is within the criteria standards sets by the U.S. EPA for the suriaee water,
according to which IDS (salinity) concentration in the NFR should not be twice
the ocean ambient concentration.
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8.2 Recommendations
Based on this study the following recommendations are made
1. Emission rates used in the simulation should be validated with actual
measurements from Al-Jubail desalination plant.
2. Meteorological and ambient air monitoring stations at the site should be installed
and operated.
3. Instead of generating the geographical file manually, OEM files should be
created for tbe site and should be used in the AERMOO model, 10 get more
precise readings at the grid points
4. A detailed physical oceanographic study of the region should be conducted, for
effective use of any hydrodynamic mixing model. Daily measuremenl of brine
discharge should be recorded. Also detailed characteristics of brine should be
done on periodical basis.
5. Monitoring of seawater quality in the near field region (NFR) of outfall should
be done on a regular basis. Such information will help in validating
hydrodynamic models results.
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APPENDIX-A
AERMOD Modellnp."
The AERMOD model basically requires w run-stream setup file. the meteorological
data file, and receptor & terrain data file. TIle run-stream setup file consists of n variely
of data. like modeling options. souree location and panuneter data. receptor locations.
meteorological data file specifications, and output options. The meteorological data is
another basic input data file required by the AERMOD. AERMOD requires two types of
these meteorological data files, one includes the surface scalar panuneler.> and the other
tomains the venical profiles of meteorological data, both these dala files can be develop
manually or by the AERMET pre-processor. When there is an elevated terrain effects
im'olved, the receptor and terrain data are processed by AERMAP and inputted into the
AERMOD model
Basically, AERMOD provides several modeling options, which includes dispersion
options.. source options, receptor options., meteorological options, and output options.
Within dispersion options., we have the choice of using stack-tip downwash and can use a
routine for processing averages when calm winds or missing meteorological data occur.
Funhrnnore.....-e have the option of either specifYing: shon-tenn 8vmlgc:s. which can be
calculated in a single run ofthe model or selecting overall period averages.
Source option makes the model capable of handling multiple sources. including point.
volume, line, and area source types.
A·I
ln the Receptor Options......e can specify multiple receptor net.....orks in a single run.
Elevated receptor heights can be inputted so that the effects of terrain above (or below)
the stack base may be modeled. Elevations may also be specified in order to model
flagpole receptors.
For Meteorological Options. AERMOD uses a file of Surface Boundary Layer (.sfc)
parameters and a file of Profile (.pfl) variables. The profile variables include wind speed.
wind direction. and turbulence parameters. AERMET. the meteorological·preprocessor.
gener.ltes these files.
Several options are available for the OUtput that is produced by AERMOD. The three
basic types of printed output available in AERMOD are:
(I) Summaries of high values by receptOl" averaging period and source group
combination.
(2) Summaries of overall maximum \'alues for each averaging pericx1 and source group
combination. and
(3) Tables of concurrent values summarized by receptor for each averaging period and
source group combination (EPA 19983).
AERMOD requires a specific run-stream file. which is defined from a
ke)'\~:ordlparameter approach. This run·stream has five functional pathways. A two-
charnclCr ID that is placed at the beginning of each run-stream file defines each pathway.
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These pathways are listed below in the order in which they are inpuned to the model
(EPA 1998a):
co - Specifies lhe job COntrol options
so - Specifies the SOurce infonnation
RE - Specifies the REceptor information
ME - Specifies the Meteorological informatiOll
OU - SpecifIeS the OUtPUI Options
Each line in the: input run-stream file consists of a pathway ID and a parameter lisl. Many
rules should be followed while structuring the run-stream files for AERMOD. For
instance. the CO pathway should always comes first and is followed by the inpuls for lhe
SO pathway. Next. the beginning of each pathway is identified with 3 STARTING
keyword and the end of each pathway is identified with a fINISHED keyword. All
numeric input data are assumed to be in metric unilS otherwise has 10 be specified in the
model.
If one does not specify keyword options. the AERMOD model will reson to default
OptionS. Such defauh options are lisled below (EPA 1(983):
Use elevated terrain algorithms requiring input of terrain height data
Use stack-tip downwash
Use the calms processing routines
Use the missing data processing routines
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Use upper-bound concentration estimates for sources influenced by building
downwash from super-squat buildings
Use of a 4 hour half life for exponential decay of SCh for urban sources
The first run-slrt:am input file for the AERMOD is the CO Pathway. which contains
keywords that provide the overall control of the model run. The mandatory keywords for
the CO Pathway are STARTING. TITLEONE, MODELOPT, AVERTlME.
POLLlITID, RUNORNOT, and FINISHED. The STARTiNG key">'Ord simply
indicates the beginning of an input pathway. TITLEOJ'll'E is a user-specified title line.
MODELOJFf keyword controls the modeling options that are selected for a model run
via a series of secondary wOl'ds.
In the model the secondary keyword DFAULT specifies that the regulatOry default
options will be used. CONe specifies that concentration values will be calculated.
FLAT indicates the use of non-default option of assuming nat terrain. NOSTD indicates
that the non-defaull option of no stack-tip downwash is used. NOCHKD indicates that
the non-default option of suspending data checking will be used for non-sequential
meteorological data files. NQWARN indicates that the option of suppressing the
delailed list of warning messages in the main output file. Finally. the secondary keyword
SCREEN indicates thaI the non-default option for running AERMOD in a screening
mode will be used.
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AVERTlME identifies the averaging periods to be calculated. POLLUTID identifies
the type of pollutant that is to be modeled. RUNORNOT is a very useful keyword that
instructs the model to either run Ihe model executions or not. If Ihe user chooses lli1J.. the
run-stream setup file will be processed and Ihe input errors are reported. but the
dispersion calculations will nol be carried out. Fll''lSHED. the final mandatory keyword
for !he CO Pathway indicates that the user is finished with these inputs.
The second pathway in the input run-slream file is the SO Pathway. which contains
keywords that define the source information for a panieular model run. The STARTING
and FINISHED keywords are mandatory for all five pathways. The other mandatory
ke)'Words for this pathway include LOCATION. SCRPARAM. and SRCGROUP. The
LOCATION keyword identifies a particular source 10. Each individual source requires
liS own 10. It specifies the source lype (one of the thrtt source Iypes point. volume. or
arca) and the location of that source. SRCPARAM specifies the source parameters for
thc source ID selected in thc previous LOCATION command. 5RCGROUP simply
specifies the way in which Ihe sources are grouped for calculation purposes. The SO
Palhway offers some optional keywords. When a source is influenced by nearby
buildings. it would be beneficial to include Ihe optional keyv.·ords BUlLDHGT and
nUILDWID. as building dimenSIOns will affeci downwash effects.
The third pathway in the input run-stream file. the RE Pathway. contains keywords that
define Ihe receplor information. Within the RE Palhway. the user can specify either a
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polar receptor network or a Cartesian grid receptor network. After selecting one of these
we can then identify the receptor locations within the network. and the boundary around a
particular source. All of the receptor data are preprocessed by AERMAP in order to
obtain receptor elevations and terrain height scales. This data is included in the
AERMAP.our file or can be entered manually by taking the elevation pointS of the site
from the site contour maps.
For AERMOD one has to define a modeling domain, which is the aru that contains the
receplOB that are being modeled. It is also the geographic area in which the effect of
terrain is considered. The user can specify this area in either the UTM or the
longitude/latitude coordinate system. The reccptoB are specified in AERMAP in the
same way that they are specified in AERMOD. Users can identify discrete receptors and
either Canesian or polar grid networks.
The founh pathway in the input run-Stream file. the ME Pathway, contains the keywords
that define the input meteorological dala for a panicuillf model run, The ME Pathway
has severnl mandatory keywords including SURFILE. PROFILE, SURFDATA,
UAIRDATA, and PROfBASE. Of course. the STARTING and FINISHED keywords
are used as well.
The SURFriLE specifies the filename and the format for the input surface
meteorological data file. This surface data file is generated by the AERMET
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p~processor. This file contains an abundance of dala that is necessary for the efficient
prediction of the dispersion of pollutants. The data included in the SURFlLE are: year.
month. day. Julian day. hour, sensible heat flux. surface friction velocity, com'ec!ive
velocity scale. vertical potential gradient. height of the convcctively-gener.ned boundary
layer. height of the mechanically-generated boundary layer. Monin·Obukhov length,
surface roughness length. Bowen ratio. albedo. wind speed. wind direction. height at
which wind was measured. temperature used in computations, and height at which the
tempel"3ture was measured.
The PROFILE speciries the filename and format for the meteorological data rile. Like
the surface file, the profile file data are generated by the AERMET preprocessor. This
file consists of one or more records for each hour of data. Contems include year. month,
day. hour, measurement height. top flag (=1 or =0), wind direction. wind speed.
lemper3lure at current level. standard deviation of the wind direction. and standard
deviation of the venical wind speed.
AERMET. which generates the profile and surface files. is designed to run as a 3-slage
process and operate on three types of dara. These three types of data are National
Weather Service (NWS) hourly surface observations. 1\'WS twice-daily upper air
soundings. and data collected from an on-site measurement program (EPA 1998b). The
three Sti:lges are apparent in Figure-A.
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In the first stage of AERMEf, Ihe data is extracted and quality assessment (QA) of the
data has been performed. The second stage merges all these data into 24-hour period and
writes it to an intermediate file. The third and final stage reads the merged data file and
develops the necessary boundary layer panunetcn for dispe!'5ion calculalions by
A£R,'10D. The last two output files from stage-3 will contain all the necessary
meteorological data required by the AERMOD 10 perform dispersion analysis.
There will be no processing header records in these files. bUI there will be a single record
at the beginning of the file with the boundary layer parameters that will idemify the site.
which is used in the processing.
The surface parameters provided by AERMET are the Monin-obukhov unglh (l),
surf3CC friction velocily (101,), surface roughness length (10). surface heat nux (H). and lhe
conveclive scaling velocily (w.). AERMET also provides estimates for the convcctive
and mechanical mixing layer heights. l.r and :,"'. Although AERMOD is capable of
eSlimating meteorological profiles with data from as little as one measurement height. it
will usc as much dala as thc user can provide for defining the venical struclure of the
boundary layer. I:n addilion 10 PBl parameters, AERMET passes all measurements of
wind. tempen:tture, and turbulence in a form comlXltible 10 AERMOD.
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APPENDIX-B
Sample AERMOD run-stream file
.. AERMOD Model is Run to Estinllltc The Ambient Conccntrations
.. of SOl as a Rcsuh of AI·Jubail Desalination Plant Emissions
•• Located al AI·Juooil City in The Kingdom ofSaudi Ambia
CO STARTING
TITLEONE
MODElOn DFAULT CONC
AVERTIME I 24 PERIOD
POLLUTIO S02
RUNORNOT RUN
CO FINISHED
SO STARTING
•• As Default option is selecl~J therefore ~ffects of~l~vat~d terrain are
•• included. so it is important 10 specify lhe source base elevation abo"e
•• mean sea level on the lOCATION card. n~re in this example il is 24.Om (MSL)
LOCATION STACKI POINT 0.0 0.0 24.0
•• POINT SOURCE QS(gfs) HS(m) TS(K) VS(mls) DS(m)
•• Parameters
SRCPARAM STACK I 30833.065.0440.012.01.5
BUILDHGT STACK I 36·24
a-,
RUILDWID STACK 1 35.036.233.235.4 32.6 38.334.233.0
STACK1 25.626.324.328.933.5 23.633.935.6
8TACKI 22.323.4 26.3 24.929.8 31,833.3 34.9
STACK 1 15.316.418.916.829.428.633.534.6
STACKI 36.535.223.935.9
SRCGROUP ALL
SO FINISI-1ED
RE STARTING
RE ELEVUNIT FEET
REGRIOCARTCGI STA
XYINC -50000. 21 5000, -50000. 21 5000.
REGRIDCART CGI ELEV 1276.276.318.318.220.220.220.171. 171. 145. 112. 112. 108. 112. 112. 112. 115. 115.115. 00. 00.
RE GRIOCARTCGI ElEV 2276.276.318.318.220.220.220.171. 145. 108. 112. 112. 106. 112. 112. 115. 115. 00. 00. 00.315.
REGRIDCARTCGI EI.EV 3338.276.220.220.210.171.171.145.145.145.145.145.108.112.108.115.108.00. 00.00.325.
REGRIDCARTCGI ElEV 4276.220.220.220.218.171.171.145.108.145.145.118.142.108.108. 69.108. 00.235.235.00.
REGRIDCARTCGl ELEV 5250.220.220.220.201.171.171. 142.142.118.145.108.125.380.115. 69.115.115. 00. 00.00.
REGRIDCART CGl ELEV 6220.220.203.203.203.171. 165. 142. 142. 125. 125. 108. 118. 118. 115. 75.230. 00. 00. 00. 00.
REGKIDCART CGl ELEV 7220.220.215.203.203.164.164.164.142.142.118.118. 125. 118. 69. 225.225. 00. 00. 00. 00.
REGRIDCARTCGI ELEV 1220.203.203.203.203.174.164.164.164.164.110.118.125. 300. 220. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00.
RE GRIDCART cal EtEV 9 190. 203. 203. 203. 203. 164. 164. 164. 164. 164.306. 120. 69. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00.
RE GRIDCART CG 1 ELEV 10 190. 190. 135. 135. 135. 210. 164. 118. 76. 76. 76. 76. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00.
REGRIDCART COl ELEV 11 190.190.135.135.135.135.135.210. 76. 76. 76. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00.
RE GRIDCI\RT CGl ElEV 12 190. 190. 1J5. 1J5. 135. 135. 135. 118. 76. 76. 76. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00.
RE GRIOCARTCGl ElEV 13 200. 170. 135. 76. 76. 66. 60. 79.225. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00.
RE GRIDCART CO I ELEV 14 200. 112. 118. 120. 66. 66. 66. 79. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. UO. 00. 00. 00.
RE GRIDCART COl ELEV 15 200. 112. 112. 110. 110. 66. 00. 79. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00.
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REGRIOCARTCGI ELEV 16177. 177. 70.70. 00. 00. 00. 00.00. 00. 00. 00.00. 00.00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00.00.
REORIIX:ARTCGt EtEV 17177.177. 70.79. 00 00. 00. 00.00. 00. 00. 00.00. 00.00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00.00.
REORIDCARTCOI ELEV 18177. 125. 79.00. 00. 00. 79. 00.79. 00. 00. 00.00. 00.00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00.00.
REORIDCARTCGI ELEV 19125.125. 79.00. 00. 00. 79. 79.79. 00. 00. 00.00. 00.00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00.00.
REORIOCARTCGl EI.EV 20125.125.125.00. 00. 00. 00. 00.00. 00. 00. 00.00. 00.00. 00. 00, 00. 00. 00.00.
REGRIOCARTCGl ELEV21 79. ]9.00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00.00. 00. 00. 00.00. 00.00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00.00.
REORIOCARTC011-III.L , 00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.
RE GRIDCART CO I HILL 2 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00.
RE GRIDCART CO I IIILL 3 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00.
REORIDCARTCGIIIII,I. 400.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.
REGRI~nrolHI~500.00.ro~.ro•• 00.00.00.••• 00.OO.00.ro~.OO.
REGRIOCARTCGI I-IILI. 600.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.
REORIOCARTCOIIIILI. 700.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.
REORIOCARTCGl HILL ROO. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00.
REGRIOCARTC011IILL 900.00.00.00. 00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.
REGRIOCARTCOIIIILL 1000.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.
RE GRIDCART COl HILL II 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00.
RE GRIDCART Cal HILL 12 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00.
RE ORIDCART COl HILL lJ 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00.
REGRIOCARTCGlIItLL 1400.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00.
REGRIOCARTCGl HILL 1500.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.
REGRIOCARTCGIIIlLL 1600.00.00.00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00.
REGRIDCARTCGllltLL 1700.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.
RE GRIDCART CGI I-IlLL 18 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00.
REGRIDCARTCOllltLL 1900.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.
RE ORIOCART COl I-ItLl.20 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00.
RE GRIDCART COl BILL 21 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00. 00.
RE GRIOCART COl END
RE FINISHED
B-3
ME STARTING
SURFFILE annl.SFC
PROFFILE annl.PFL
$URJDATA 12345 1995 Juboil,KSA
UAIRDATA 12345 1995 JuboiLKSA
DAYRANGE )-366
uPROFBASE is used to specify the base dev. (AMSL) for potential temp.
t t profile generated by AERMOD for use in plume rise calculation.
•• this should correspond to the base elev. for main met. to .....er. which in this
•• examplc is 24 m and is same as the source base elevation.
PROFBASE 24 METERS
ME rlNISHED
OU STARTING
OU RECrABLE ALLAVE J=lRST SECOND
OU MAXl'ABLE ALtAVE 20
OU FINISHED
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APPENDIX-F
CORMIX SESSION REPORT FOR ELEVATED TEMPERATURE:
CORMlX: CORNEI...l. MIXING ZONE EXPERT SYSTEM
COIU.1.IX-G1 Vmion 4.IGT
SITE NA..'-1EILABEL: AI-lubail Saudi Arabia
DESIGN CASE: MSF Desalination Plant
Fll..E NAME: E:\cormix\Mansoor.prd
Using subsystem CORMlX 1: Submerged Single Port Discharges
Start of session: 0711612002-14:27:14
...........................................................
SUMMARY Of 1l\'PUT DATA:
-------------
AMBIENT PARAMETERS:
Cross-section _unbounded
Average depth HA .Sm
Deptll II dis.charllc HD '" 4 m
Ambient velocity UA '"' 0.5 mls
Dan:y-Wl:isbachfrictionfac;1Of F =0.025
Wind ~~Loc:ily UW .. 5 mfs
Stnl:.rlQllOlI T)1lC STRCND '"' U
Surfacelknsuy RHOAS .1027.Sk&lm"3
Bol:lQIll den$iry RHOAB • 1027.5 kglm"3
DISCHARGE PARAMETERS: Submerged Single Port Discharge
Neartslbank • left
Disr.:r.ncelOhank D1STB -2000m
Port dJ.3meter DO ,",0.9 m
PorI Cl'osS+ScctionaJ ;arca AO .. 0.6362 m"2
Ductwre vclo!;'ly UO" 2554 mfs
Di~~ flownt/: QO .. 16.25 m"Jls
D!I;Chuge port height HO ",O.2m
Venicaldls.:h.:lrgeang1e TIIETA =4Sdcll
Horizonlal dischrge an~le SIGMA = 90 deg
Discharge densuy RHOO '" 1CM6.5 k"m~3
Densitydiffereoce DRHO =·19kglm"]
BuoyaN 3CCCkr.alXln GPO = -0.1813 mls~2
DisclwlC oor.::eIltm"'" CO '" 6.9J del:. C
Swfxr hc;It ucNnze corff. KS = 0.000007 mil
CorfficlCntofdecay KD .O/s
DJSCHARGElENVIRONMENT LENGTH SCALES:
LQ =O.80m J.m ,,40.7~m Lb = 23.57 m
LM =53.57m Lm·=99999m Lb' .. 99999m
NON-DIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS:
Port drtl:simemc Froudc number FRO = 63.23
Veloxlly"'lio R ",51.09
F-I
MIXING ZONE I TOXIC DILUTION ZONE I AREA OF INTEREST
PARAMETERS:
TOlI;ic:discilarge
WaterquaJityRandards;pccificd =no
RegulalDrymixinczone
:~~:~~~= :~.:.":= .
HYDRODYNAMIC CLASSIFICATION:
IFLOW CLASS = NH5 I
._-----_.
Thisf\owconfiguralionappliestoalayet"corrcspondilll~thefullwater
deplhIII the diselwp:sitc.
~1::~:.~=~.,,".:~:~:.4:: .
MIXING ZONE EVALUATION (hydrodynamic and regulatory summary):
x-Y-Z Coordinate syslem;
Origin isioc:ltedalthebooombelowlhc: porlQenlet::
2000m from the leflb.tnklshore.
Number or display Reps NSTEP _ 200 per rrxxlulc.
NEAR-FIELD REGION (NFR) COf'lr,'DITIONS :
NOIe: The NFR is lhe ZOIIC of strong initial mixing. hllas no regulauxy
implkalion. However. lhis informallon may be useful for lhe discharge
designer because lhe mi ..ing in lhe NFR is 1I.""ally sensi,ive 10 the
dlscharredesignrondilions.
Pollua.a..... con::enlrauonaledgenfl\'FR .. O.J8deg_C
DilullonatedgeofNFR : 18_3
J'Io1'RI...oa"on: x_IOIAI m
(eelllerhneeoordmales) )'_173.25m
z_Om
l\'FRplumedimensoons: 1I.lf-width: 14.91 m
lllidness .. 4m
Buoyancy assessment·
T1le effluelll: densily is greater lh.atl the sunoundlllg .mbtenl waler
densllyalthed,sctu.r,ele>'el.
Therefore, lbeeffillCfll is I\'EGATIVElY BUOYA!" :and will tend 10 SIn}; to..-artls
thebollom.
Nea,·fieldinstabililybc:/tavlOr:
Thediscllargeflow ....iI1e..pc:rieoceinslabilitie$wilhfulivenicalmi..ing
in lhenear·field
TtlCrem:lybebenlhlCimpaclofhlghpollu~nlconceTlU:attOt'lS.
FAR-FIELD MIXING SUMMARY:
Plwne becomes ~ertlC:LIly fully mi..ed ALREADY rN NEAR-flEU) 11 0 m
F-2
do..mua.m and contillUCS as venically milled into lhc far-field.
PLUME BANK CO/'lliACf SUMMARY:
Plume in unbounded seclion does no! contact bank in this simulalion.
.............................
TOXIC DlLUfION ZONE SUMMARY
~~;.~~::~~~~~:~.~:.s~mulalion.
REGULATORY MIXING ZONE SUMMARY
~::;;::::==~:::qualiI)'SUrdardhaV'elxen5peCmed.
FINAL DESIGN ADVICE AND COMAffiI'Il.'TS
The discharge pori Of nouIe poilllS lOW3fds the nelII"CSI b.nk.
Since this 15 an lJI'I,'USUAl. DESIGN. check whed1er you have specified
correuly lhc pori horizontal angle (SIGMA).
REMINDER: The user must take note lhal HYDRODYNAMIC MODELING by any known lechnique is
NOT AN EXACT SCIENCE
EXlell5i"ecomparison with field and labol1ltorydata has 5bown thai lhe
CORMlX predictions on dilutions and concentrations (with associaled
plumc p>metries) are reliable for lhe m:ajorily of cases and are aeeurate
10 within aboul +-5O':l(Slancbn:l deviation),
As a fUTttlCr~fcl!uard.CORMIX ....·i1lI1CJ181~ predictions whelle'"eT iljLldges
lhcdcsil'lconfipnation as highly complex and unr:cmin for prediaion.
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CORMIXI PREDICTION FILE FOR ELEVATED TEMPERATURE:
CORNELL MIXING ZONE EXPERT SYSTEM
SubsystemCORMIXI: Submerged Single Port Discharges
CORMIX-GI Verston4.1GT
CASE DESCRIPTION
SilenamcJllbd: A1-JubaiISaudiArabia
Designcasc: MSFDesalillOllionPlanJ:
FILENAME: E:\ronni:l\Mansoor.prd
TilPeswnp: T~JIll1614;21:IS2002
ENVIRONMENT PARAMETERS (metric units)
Unboundedseclion
HA '" 5.00 HD. 4.00
UA ::: O.500F .. O.02SUSTAR,.,().2795E-01
uw = S.Wl UWSTAR=O.589OE-02
Uniformdcnsityalvironmcnl
STRCNOz, U RHOAM '"' 1027-SOOO
DISCHARGE PARAMETERS (metric units)
BANK _ LEFT DISTB '" 2000.00
DO '" 0.900 AO • 0.636110 '" 0.20
THETA", 45.00 SIGMA.. 90.00
UO '" ~S43QO .. 16.2S0 =0.1625£+02
RHOO .. 10.t6.5OOJ DRHOOz-.I900E...02 GPO _.1813E+OO
CO = O.69JOE+01 CUNITS= eXl. C
lPOLl= 3 KS ..().71OSE-OS KD aO.OOOOE+OO
FLUX VARIABLES (metric units)
QO =O.1625E+02 1010 ..0.4151£+03 JO ..·.29J7E+OI SIGNJo- -1.0
As$Oc,at<:d length 5C1~ (meters)
LQ = 0.80 LM .. 53.51 lIn '" ,w.1S Lb '" 23-S7
Lmp .. 99999.00 Lbp ., 99999.00
NON·D1MENSIONAL PARAMETERS
f'RO '" 61.23 R .. 51.09
"'LOW CLASSIFICATION
I flowcb$.s(CORlIIIXI) .. NH5
I Applic:able la)~ depch HS.. 4.00
MIXING ZONE I TOXIC DILtrrlON I REGION OF INTEREST PARAMETERS
CO '" O,69-l0E.OJ CUNITS,. dell- C
NTOX ,. 0
NSTD '" 0
REGMZ .. 0
XI!''! '" 2{Q).00 XMAX = 2000.00
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X-Y-ZCOORDlNATE SYSTEM;
ORIGIN is Ioca\ed lithe boUomlJld bclowlbettllleJ o(lbe port;
2OXl.00 m from Ibe LEFT bulk/sboR.
X·uis points downstream, Y-axb points I) 1eft.Z.:uis poil1lS upward..
NSTEP =200 display inlCn'l.l$ per Ift)dule
------
NOTEOlldiluliod~vllues for th.is HEATED DISCHARGE (lPOU=3):
S .. hydrodyJwnicdilutions.includebooyancy(bclIt)kl$seff«U.bul
provided plume hu swface CO!ltal:t
C -C'Dl'l'e$JlOIlding temperatlJJe values (alwa)'$ in "lIegC"!).
indudc:hea.tiosl.ifany
BEGl1'll' MODJOl: DISCHARGE MODULE
COAA'OA ATtACHMENT illll1ledi.~lyfollowing the disclw"ge.
x Y Z S C B
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.0 0.694E+01 0.64
END OFMODIOI: DISCHARGE MODULE
BEGIN CORJET (MODllO): JETIPLUME NEAR·FIEl.D MIXING REGION
BOllom-anachedjet molion.
Profiledefinilions:
B_Gaussian lie (37'i»half·widlh. nonnal IOlrlljeclory
H.tIfwalljelal1.achedlOboll()m.
S .. hydrod)TWrticcrntcrline dilution
C"f;enterlineconcc.uouion(inc:ludesrell:1ioneffcctS.. if ill1Y)
x y z
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.12 0.00
0.00 0.28 0.00
0.00 0.44 0.00
0.00 0.60 0.00
0.00 0.76 0.00
0.00 0.92 0.00
0.00 1.08 0.00
0.00 1.24 0.00
0.00 1.36 0.00
0.01 1.52 0.00
0.01 1.68 0.00
0.01 1.84 0.00
0.01 2.00 0.00
om 2.16 0.00
0.01 2.320.00
0.02 248 0.00
om 2.64 0.00
0.02 2.76 0.00
0.02. 2.92 0.00
0.02 3.08 0.00
om 3.24 0.00
0.03 3.40 0.00
S C B
1.00.694£+01 0.45
1.00.694Eo+(lj 0.47
1.0 O.694E+(I1 0.49
1.00.694£+(11 O.SO
1.0 O.694E..a1 0.52
1.0 0.694£+01 O.SoI
1.0 0.694£+01 0.56
1.00.694E+OI 0.57
1.00.694E+01 0.59
1.0 0.694£+01 0.60
1.0 0.694£+01 0.62
1.0 0.694£+01 0.6.1
1.00.694£+01 0.66
1.0 O.694E+OI 0.67
1.0 0.694E+01 0.69
1.0 0.694E+01 0.71
1.0 0.694E+01 0.73
1.0 O.694E+OI 0.75
1.0 0.694£+01 0.76
1.0 0.682E+OI 0.78
1.0 0.667E+OI 0.19
I.l 0.652£+01 0.81
1.I 0.638.£..01 0.8.3
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O.oJ 3.><1 0.00 1.1 0.625£+01 0.85
0.04 3.72 0.00 1.1 0-612£+01 0.86
0.04 3.88 0.00 12 0.6OOE+OI 0.88
0.04 '.04 0.00 12 0.588£+01 0.90
0.04 -1.16 0.00 12 0.58OE+OI 0.91
O.OS 4.32 0.00 12 0.569£-+01 0.93
O.OS .... 0.00 1.2 0.558E'!'01 0.95
0.06 '.64 0.00 I.J 0,548E+oI 0.97
0.06 '.80 0.00 I.J 0.538E+QI 0.98
0.06 '.96 0.00 1.3 0.528E+01 1.00
0.07 5.12 0.00 13 0.519£+01 1.02
0.07 5.28 0.00 I.' 0.510£-+01 1.04
0.08 ,..,. 000 I.' O.502£+QI I.OS
0.08 5.56 0.00 1.-1 OA96E+01 1.07
0.08 5.72 0.00 I.' 0.488£+01 1.08
0.09 5.88 0.00 I.' 0.480£+Ql 1.10
0.09 '.04 0.00 I., O.465E+(J1 1.14
0.10 '.36 0.00 I> 0.458£+01 1.16
0.11
." 0.00 1~ 0.451£+01 1.110.12 •." 0.00 I., 0.444£...01 1.19
0-12 6.8' 0.00 I.' 0.437£+01 1.21
0.13 '.96 0.00 I., 0.433E+OI J.22
0.13 7.12 0.00 I., 0.426E+01 1.24
0.1-1 7,28 0.00 1.7 0.420E+OI 1.26
0.14 7." 0.00 1.7 0.415E+OI 1.28
0.15 7.'" 000 1.7 O.409E+01 1.29
0.16 7.76 0.00 1.7 0.403£+01 1.31
0.16 7.92 0.00 1.7 0.39&£+01 1.33
0.17 '.08 0.00 I.' 0.393£+01 1.35
0.18 8.2-1 0.00 I.' 0.388E+01 1.36
0,18
'36 0.00 1.8 0.384E+OI U8
0.19 8.52 0.00 1.8 0.3791:+01 1.40
0,20
'"
0.00 1.9 0.37-1E..OI 1.41
0.20 .84 0.00 1.9 O.369E+<l1 1.43
0.21 9.00 000 1.9 O.365E..o1 1.45
0.22 9.16 0.00 1.9 0.36Of+C1 1.41
0.23 9.32 0.00 1.9 0.356£...01 l.48
0,2-1 9.48 000 2.0 0.352E..OI J.50
0.24 9.64 0.00 2.0 0.34810+01 J.52
0,25 9.76 0.00 2.0 0.345E..01 J.53
0.26 9.92 0.00 2.0 O.34IE+01 1.55
0.27 10.08 0.00 2.10.331E+01 J.51
0.28 10.2-1 000 2.10.333E+01 1>9
0.28 10,39 000 2.10.329E"()1 I.'"
0.29 10.55 000 2.1 0.326E+01 1.62
030 10.71 0.00 2.20.322E+01 1.64
0,31 10,87 000 2.20.319£..01 1.66
0.32 Il-OJ 0.00 2,20.31510+01 1.68
0.33 ILlS 0.00 2.20.3I3E+01 1.69
0.34 11.31 0.00 2.2 O.309E'!'01 1.71
0.35 11.47 0.00 2..3 O.306E+OI 1.72
0.36 11.63 0.00 2.30.303£+01 1.74
0.37 11.79 0.00 2.30.3OOE+OI 1.76
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0.38 11.95 0.00 2.30.297E+01 1.78
039 12.11 0.00 2.4 o.294E-Hl1 1.80
0.40 12.27 0.00 2.4 G.29IE-Hl1 1.81
OA' 12.43 0.00 2.40.288E-Hl1 1-83
0.42 12.55 0.00 2.40.286E-Hl1 1.85
0.43 12.71 0.00 2.4 0.283E+01 1.86
0." 12.87 0.00 2.50.28IE+01 1.8S
0.45 13.03 0.00 2.5 0.278E+OI 1.90
0." 13.19 0.00 :u 0.275£+01 1.92
0." 13.35 0.00 2.5 0.273E+01 I."0.49 13.51 0.00 2.6 0.27OE+01 1.95
0'0 13.61 0.00 2.60.268E+OI 1.91
0.51 13.83 0.00 2.60,265E+01 1.99
0.52 13.95 0.00 2.60.263£+01 2.00
0.53 14.11 0.00 2.10.261£+01 2.02
0.54 14.27 0.00 2.70.259£+01 2."
0.5<> 14.43 0.00 2.1 O.256E+01 H16
0>7 14.58 0.00 2.70.254E+OI 208
058 14.14 000 2.8 0.252E+01 209
0.60 14.90 0.00 2.8 0.250£+01 2.11
0.61 15.06 0.00 2.80.248E+01 2.13
0.62 15.22 0.00 2.8 0.246£+01 2.15
0.63 15.34 0.00 2.80.244E+01 2.16
'"
15.50 0.00 2.9 0.241£+01 2.18
060 15.66 0.00 2.9 0.24OE+01 2.20
0.67 15,B2 0.00 2.90.238E+01 2.21
0.69 15.98 0.00 2.90.236E+OI 2.23
0.70 16.14 0.00 3.0 0.234E+OI 2.25
0.12 16.30 0.00 3.0 0.232E+OI 2.27
0.73 16.46 0.00 3.0 0.230£+01 2.29
0.75 16.62 0.00 3.00.229E...o\ 2.31
0.76 16.14 0.00 3.10.227£..Q\ 2.32
0,77 16,90 0.00 3.1 0.225E+01 2..lJ
0.79 17.06 0.00 3.10.224E+OI 2.36
0.80 17.21 0.00 3.1 0.222E+O\ 2.31
0.82 17.37 0.00 3.20.220E"OI 2.39
0 .. 17.53 0.00 3.20.219E...oI 2.41
0.115 17.69 0.00 3.2 0.217E+01 2.43
0.111 17.85 0.00 3.20.215£..01 2.45
0.88 18.01 0.00 3.20.214E+OI 2.47
0.90 18.13 0.00 3.30.212£+01 2.48
0.91 18.29 0.00 3.30.21IE+OI 2.50
0.93 18.45 0.00 3.30.209E..Q1 2.52
0.95 18.61 0.00 J.J O.20SE..Q1 2.53
0.96 1877 000 J.4 O.206E+01 2.55
0.98 18.93 000 J.4 0.205E+OI 2.57
1.00 19,08 000 3.4 0.203E+O\ 2.59
1-01 19,24 000 3.4 0.202E+OI 2.61
1.03 19.40 000 3.50.200E.,.(I1 2.63
1.06 19.52 0.00 3.5 O.I99E+OI 2.64
1.06 19.68 0.00 3.5 0.19&1'+01 2."
1.08 19.84 0.00 3.50.197E+OI 2.68
J.JO 20.00 0.00 3.60.195EHlI 2.69
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1.12 20.16 0.00 3.60.I9-1E+01 2.11
1.14 20.32 0.00 3.60.193E+01 2.13
US 20." 0.00 3.60.191E+01 2.15
1.11 20.63 0.00 3.1 0.19OE+01 2.n
1.19 20.19 0.00 3.7 0.189E+01 2.79
1.21 20.91 0.00 3.10.IS8E+01 2.S0
1.23 21.07 0.00 3.10.I87E+OI 2.82
L25 2123 0.00 3.10.I85E+01 2.84
1.21 21.39 0.00 3.80.184E+01 2.86
1.29 2US 0.00 3.80.183E+01 2.01
131 21.11 0.00 3.S 0.182£+01 2.89
1.33 21.81 0.00 3.S 0.180E+01 2.91
1.35 22.02 0.00 3.90.179£;.01 2.93
1.31 22.18 0.00 3.90.178E+01 2.95
1.38 22..10 0.00 3.90.I11E+OI 2.96
1.40 22.46 0.00 3.90.176E+OI 2.98
1.42 22.61 0.00 4.00.175E+01 3.00
.." 22.18 0.00 4.00.174E+01 3.02
1.41 22.94 0.00 4.00.173E+01 3.1>1
1.49 23.09 0.00 4.00.112£+01 3116
1.51 23.25 0.00 4.IO.l7IE+OI 308
i.S3 23.41 0.00 4.10.110E-HlI 3.'"
155 2351 0.00 4.10.169EHlI 3.11
151 23.69 0.00 4.10.168E+<I1 3.13
1.59 23.85 0.00 4.2 0.161£+<11 3.15
1.61 24.01 0.00 4.2 O. I66E+O I 3.16
..... 24.16 0.00 4.20.I65E+OI 3.18
166 24.32 0.00 4.20.164E..{l1 3.20
168 24.48 0.00 4.30.163E+01 3.22
1.11 24.64 0.00 4.3 0.162£+01 3.24
1.13 24.80 0.00 ..1.3 0.16IE<{)1 326
1.15 24.96 0.00 4.30.160E"01 3.28
1.77 25.01 0.00 4.40.159E+01 3.29
1.79 25.23 0.00 4.40.15S£+01 HI
1.82 25.39 0.00 4.40.157E+OI 3.33
.." 25.55 0.00 4.40.157E-o-{l1 3.351.87 25.71 0.00 4.50.156E.,.(l1 3.31
LS9 25.87 0.00 4.5 0.155£+01 339
1.92 26.02 0.00 4.50.154£+01 HO
..94 26.18 0.00 4.50.153E+OI 3.42
1.97 26.34 0.00 4.60.152£+01 3."
1.98 26.46 0.00 4.60.152£+01 3.46
2.01 26.61 0.00 4.60.15IE+01 348
2.04 26.77 0.00 4.60.ISOE<{)1 3.49
2.06 26.93 0.00 4.70.149£..01 3.51
2.09 27.09 0.00 4.70.14SE.,.(l1 3.53
2.11 27.25 0.00 4.70.147E+01 3.55
2.14 27.41 0.00 4.70.147£+01 3.57
2.17 27.56 0.00 4.8 0.146£+01 3.59
2.19 27.72 0.00 ·U 0.145E+OI 3.61
2.21 27.84 0.00 4.80.144£-o-{l1 3.61
2.24 28.00 0.00 4.80.I44E+OI 3 ..
2.27 28.15 0.00 4,90.143£+01 3.66
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APPENDIX-G
CORMIX SESSION REPORT FOR TOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS:
CORMIX: CORNELL MIXING WNE EXPERT SYSTEM
COR.VJIX-GI Version 4. lOT
SITE NAMFJl..ABEL: Al-Jubail Saudi Arabia
DESIGN CASE: MSF Desalination P1.nt
FILE NAME: E:'connix\MansoorTDS.prd
U~ing subsystem CQRMIXI: Submerged Single Port Discharges
Start of session: 0711612002-14:55:32
...................................................
SUMMARY OF INPUT DATA:
AMBIEfIrl"T PARA~fETERS:
Cr055~ '"'llnbounded
Average depth HA _Sm
Depth al discharge HD '" 4 m
Ambicm velocily UA. 0.5 mls
Darcy-WcisbachfriclionfaclOf F =0.025
Windvelocily UW .. 5m's
Stratification Type STRC/'I.'D = U
Swfaec<!ensily RHOAS '" 1017.5 kglm"3
Bonom density RHOAD '" 1027.5 kglm"J
DISCHARGE PARAMETERS: Submerged Single Pon Discharge
Ncarcstbll.!lk _left
Disl~ncc 10 bank D1STB .. 2000 m
Pon diameter DO .. 0.9 m
Pon c~·scclional3Tc3 AO '" 0.6362 m"2
Discharge ~kx:lly UO .. 2554 mls
D15ct!Mrcflowratc QO .. 16.25m"31s
[Mdwge port ~I&hl HO .. 02 m
Venical discharge ang.le THETA'" 45 del.
Honzonlal disclwte anl-!t; SIGMA", 90 de&
Dl.>dJargedens.ity RHOO -1046.5 k@lm"3
o."nsity differeoce DRHO _ -19ks!m"3
Buoyanlaccelualion GPO .. .Q.1813m1s"2
D,scharie cor,,:cmral,on CO '" 25000 ppm
Surfxc hnl uchanle codf. KS .. 0 mls
Cocfflcll:nlofdttay KO .. Ols
D1SCHARGElENVIRONMENT LENGTII SCALES:
LQz:O.80m Un=40.75m Lb_23.57m
L>"1 .. S3.57m Lm·",9999'9m Lb'",99999m
NON·OIMENSIONAL PARA~1ETERS:
Pun densimell"lc Froude number FRO = 63.23
Vdocllyralio R .51.09
G-I
MIXING ZONE I TOXIC DILUTION ZONE I AREA OF INTEREST
PARAPttETERS:
Toxic disdwgt;
WllerqualitystandlrdsptXiflCd allO
ReJuII1Drymixinlzoac
:::~':.:~~ :~.:.~= .
HYDRODYNAMIC CLASSIFICATION:
IFLOW CLASS = NH5 I
._--------_.
This flow COlIfilunllioll appI~ to I Layer con-esponding to me full WIler
depth It the discharte t.ite.
::1::~.c.I::.~:.::.~::.r: ••••••••••••••••••••••
MIXING WNE EVALUAnON (hydrodynamic and regulalory summary):
X-Y-Z Coordinalc sylitem'
Orilin is located II ll'le bottom belowthc: port center:
2000mfromlheleftbanklshore.
Number ofdispLly steps NSTEP _ 200 per module.
I\'EAR-FIEI..D REGION (NFR) CONDmONS :
Note: The hE is the zone of slJOllg init~1 ml~ing. 11 has no !"Cgu1awry
implicalion. H",_'·cr.lhis information may be uliCfu1 for the discharge
dcsir:nc:r bc:cauliC lhe mj~ing in the NFR is usually IiCnsil;ve 10 the
dischargedes;gnco!'ldilions.
Pollutllntconcenlrationlledgeofr-'FR", IJ6S.7229ppm
Di1ullonII ed,eof t>o'FR _IS.3
l\"FR Location: J;" 101.41 m
(cclllerlinc.coon:Ii~tcs) yal7J.25m
z_Om
NFR plume dimcnslQlrS: ha1f-""dtb _ 14.91 m
thidnesli:4m
Buoyancy asse...sment:
The effluent denSJly is PUle, I~n lhe SWToundlng ambient "'"iller
densily 11 the discwfC Ie~el.
Tbcrcforc. the emuelll is NEGATIVELY BUOYA.."'T and will lend 10 sink IOWVlb
""bo<~
Ncar·field instability behavior:
ThcdlscharEe now will experien<:e insmbirilles with full venicalmiJ;ing
in thcocar-ficld.
Thcrcmaybebcnlhicimpaclofh;ghpullutantconcent,alions..
FAR-FIELD MUONG SUMMARY:
Plume becomc:s vcnocal1y fully mlAed AlMADY 1./lJ NEAR-REl.D Ir 0 m
downstream and rontlfII.IQ as ..email)" milled Into the far-field.
G·2
PLUME BANK CONTACI' SUMMARY:
Plume in unbounded section does 110I contael. bmk in mis simulation.
TOXIC DILunON ZONE SUMMARY
~~=~:::~.~:.~mulation.
REGULATORY tillXING ZONE SUMMARY
~~.~..Z::=.e:~::~e: quality stancbrd M"e been speciftal.
ANAL DESIGN ADVICE AND COMMBo.'TS
The d~hugeport or noule poiru lawards the~ bank..
Since mis is an UNUSUAL DESIGN. check ...·helba you h.,'e specified
COlTecllytheponhorirontlllangle(SIGMA).
REMINDER: The user must take note mat HYDRODYNAMIC MODELING by any known technique is
NOT AN EXACT SCIENCE.
El1cnsive comparison ...,m flcld and Iabor.atory datil has shown lIIal the
CORMlX prcdictionson diltnions and conccntntions (...im associated
plumc: geometries) are relilble forlhe majorit)' ofcue:sand are lICCIII'IlC
l(l ..ithinabout ...-50'10 (standatd deriation).
As a fwthcr safeguard. CaRMIX will 1101 give predictions whenevcritjudges
the designoonfiguration as highlycomplCJ\ and unccrtain for prediction
G-3
CORMIXI PREDICTION FILE FOR TOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS,
CORL"IIEll.. MIXING ZONE EXPERT SYSTEM
Subsystem CORMlX 1: Submerged Single Port Discharges
CORMIX-GI Version 4.1GT
CASE DESCRIPTION
Site namel1abeJ: AI·lubail Saudi Arabia
Design case; MSF Desalinalion Plant
FILE NAME: E:'v::ormix\.\1ansoorIDS.prd
Time stamp: Tue luI 1614:55:332002
ENVlROl\'MENT PARAMETERS (metric units)
Unbounded section
HA = 5.00 HD ,.. 4.00
UA = O.SOO F '" O.O"J USTAR ..0.2795£-01
UW '" 5.00J UWSTAR:O.j89OE-02
Uniforrnden5ilyenvin)nmcnt
STRom.. U RHOAM", 1027.5000
DISCHARGE PARAMETERS (metric units)
BANK .. LEFT DISTB = 2000.00
00 =- 0.900 AO.. 0.636 HO .. 0.10
THETA", 45.00 SIGMA., 90.00
UO '" :BS43 QO .. 16.250 =O.162SE.;.{)2
RHOO ",1046..5000 DRHOO.·.19OOE+02 GPO ","",1813£...00
CO = 0.2500£+05 CUNlTS. ppm
rPOLL .. I KS .,(l.OOOOE+OO KD ..o.ooooE+OO
FLUX VARIABLES (metric units)
QO =0.1625£+02 MO ..o.415IE+O) JO :-.2947£+01 SIGNJO= -1.0
A»oci:lledlen~hscales(metefSl
LQ = 0.80 LM .. 53.S1 Lm '" 40.15 Lb .. 23.S7
Lmp = 99999.00 Lbp '" 99999.00
NON·DlMENSIONAL PARAMETERS
FRO = 63.23 R .. 51.09
fLOW CLASSIFICATION
I Flowcl3SS(CORMIXIl '" NH5 I
I Apphc3bleli)"crdepthHS'" 4.00 I
MIXING ZONE I TOXIC DILUTION I REGION OF INTEREST PARAMETERS
CO ,. O.2.500E..05 CUNIT~ ppm
l'iiOX '" 0
NSTD '" 0
REGMZ", 0
Xll'i'T '" 2000.00 XMAX '" ~OOO.oo
G-4
X-Y-Z COORDINATE SYSTEM:
ORIGIN is located al the botlom ard below the cenler of the port:
2000.00 mrrom the LEFT bankldlo«:.
X-axis plilllS downsueam. Y-axis plilllS 10 left. Z--uis pliru~
NSTEP ..200 di5pb.)· intervals per moduk
BOOrN MaDIO!: DlSCHARGE MODUlE
COANDA AITACfiMEI.,'T immediately following the discharge.
x Y Z S C B
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.0 0.250£+05 0.64
END OF MOD 101: DISCHARGE MODUlE
BEGIN CORSET (MODllO): JETIPLUME NEAR-FlELD ~nXJNG REGION
Bouom-atlaCltedjelmolion.
Profiledefinitiom:
B=Gaussianlle(17%)half-....idlh.normallOttajectory
Half walljet. attaChed 10 bottOm.
S .. hydmdynamiccenlCTlinedilulion
C_cente:Jlineconc:enmtion(inc:ludcsl'QC1ioneffceu.ifany)
x y z
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.12 0.00
0.00 0.28 0.00
0.00 0.44 0.00
0.00 0.60 0.00
0.00 0.76 0.00
0.00 0.92 0.00
0.00 1.08 0.00
0.00 1.24 0.00
0.00 1.36 0.00
0.01 1-52 0.00
O.QI 1.680.00
O.QI 1.84 0.00
0.01 2.00 0.00
O.QI 2.16 0.00
0.01 2.31 0.00
0.01 2.48 0.00
0.01 H.4 0.00
0.Q1 2.76 0.00
0,01 1.91 0,00
0.Q1 3.08 0.00
0-03 3.24 0.00
0-03 HO 0.00
0.03 1.56 0.00
0.04 3.n 0.00
0.04 1.18 0.00
O.Q.I -I.Q.$ 0.00
S C B
1.0 0.150£-+-05 0.45
1.0 0.250£+05 0.47
/.0 O.250E+05 0.49
1.0 0.250£...05 0.5{l
1.0 0.2SOE.05 0.52
1.0 0.2SOE.05 0.s4
1.0 0.15OE+OS 0.56
1.0 O.2SO£+OS 0.51
1.0 O.2SOEM 0.,59
1.0 0.2SOE+OS 0.60
1.0 0.250E+05 0.62
1.0 0.250E 05 0.64
1.0 0.250£ 05 0.66
1.0 0.2SOE+OS 0.67
/.0 0.250£+05 0.69
/.0 0.2SOE+OS 0.71
1.0 0.2SOE+(l5 0.73
1.0 0.25OE+OS 0.75
1.0 0.250E+05 0.76
1.0 O.246E+-05 0.78
1,0 0.24QE 05 0.79
1.I 0.2l5E OS 0.81
1.I 0.230E+05 0.83
1.1 O.lliE+OS 0.85
1.1 0.221E+OS 0.86
1.2 0.216E+OS 0."
1.2 0..212E+OS 0.90
G-5
0.0< 4.16 0.00 1.2 0.209£+05 0.91
0.0> 4.32 0.00 12 O.203E+<lS 0.93
O.os 4.48 0.00 12 0.201£...m 0."
0.116 ,... 0.00 13 O.l97E+05 0.97
0.116 '.80 0.00 13 0.194£+05 0.98
0.116 '.96 0.00 J.3 O.19OE+OS 1.00
0,07 s.n 0.00 J.3 0.187E+05 1.02
0.07 5.28 000 I.' 0.184£+05 1.0<0.08 ,,, 0.00 1.4 0.181£.05 1.0>
0.08 ,.,. 0.00 I.' 0.179E...05 1.070.08 5.71 0.00
'"
0.176E+05 1.08
0.09 ,." 000 1.4 0.113£-+05 1.10
0.09 '.00 000 I., O.170E+05 1.12
0.10 6.20 0.00 I., O.J67E+{}5 1.14
0.10 6.36 0.00 I.' 0.165E+-05 1.16
O.lI 6.52 000 I.' 0.162£+05 1.110.12 6.68 000 I.' 0.160£+05 1.19
0.12 '.84 000 I.' 0.158£+05 121
O.ll '.96 0.00 I., 0.156£+05 1.22
0.13 7.12 0.00 I., O.I~E+OS 124
0.14 m 0.00 1.1 0.151£+05 1.26
0.14 7.44 0.00 1.1 0.149£+05 1.28
0.15 7.60 000 1.1 0.147£+05 1.29
0.16 7.76 000 1.7 0.145£+05 I.JI
0.16 1.92 0.00 1.1 0.143£+05 1.33
0.17 '.08 0.00 I.' 0.141£+05 1-350.18 8.24 0.00 I., O.14OE+OS 136
0.18 '.36 0.00 I., O.I3SE+()5 1.38
0.19 8.52 0.00 I., 0.136£+05 1.40
0.20 8.68 0.00 I.' 0.135£+05 l...t[0.20 '.84 000 I.' 0.133E+05 \.430.21 '00 0.00 I.' O.l)JE+-OS 1.450.22 .16 0.00 I.' 0.130£..05 1..17023 9.32 0.00 I.' 0.128£+05 1.48024 9A8 000 2.0 O.121Eo{l5 1.50
024 ... 0.00 2.0 O.125E-o:'i l.S2
0.25 9.76 0.00 2.0 0.124£+05 1>3
0.26 9.92 0.00 2.0 0.123£..05 1.55
O:!J 10.08 000 2.1 0.12IE+05 1.57
0.28 10.24 000 2.1 0.120£+05 l.59
028 10.39 0.00 2.1 0.119E+05 1.60
0.29 10.55 0.00 2.1 o.II7E.Q5 1.62
0.30 1071 0.00 2.2- 0.116E.Q5 I."Oll 10.87 000 2.2 0.115E+05 1.06
o.n 11.03 000 2.2 0.1I4E+05 1.68
0.33 11.15 000 2.2 0.1 I3E+05 1.69
0,34 lUI 000 2.2 0.IIIE+05 1.71
0" JI ...7 000 2.3 0.IIOE.05 In
0.36 11.63 000 2.3 0.I09E'{)5 1.74
0.37 11.79 0.00 2.3 O.IOSE+05 1.76
0.38 11.95 000 2.3 O.I07E+05 1.78
039 12.11 0.00 2.4 O.I06E+05 1.80
0.40 12.27 0.00 2.' 0.105E.05 1.81
G.jj
0.41 12.43 0.00 2.4· O.I04E+05 1.83
0.42 1205S 0.00 2.4 0.103E...os 1.85
0.43 12.71 0.00 2.4 O.I02E-tOS 1.86
0.44 12.87 0.00 2.5 0.101E+05 1.88
0.4S 13.03 0.00 2.5 O.I00E+05 1.90
0.46 13.19 0.00 205 0.992E+Ool 1.92
0.48 IDS 0.00 2.5 0.982E~ 1.94
0.49 13.5 1 0.00 26 0.973E~ 1.95
O.SO 13.67 0.00 2.6 O.964E.o.. 1.91
0.51 !J.83 0.00 2.6 0.956E+04 1.99
0.52 13.95 0.00 2.6 0.949E+04 2.00
o.n 14.11 0.00 2.7 0.941E+04 2.02
054 14.27 0.00 2.7 0.932E+04 2.04
0.56 14.43 0.00 2.7 0.924E~ 2.06
0.57 14.58 0.00 2.7 0.916£+04 2.08
0.58 14.74 0.00 2.8 0.908E+04 2.09
0.60 14.90 0.00 2.8 0.9OOE+04 2.11
0.61 15.06 0.00 2.8 0.892E~ 2.13
0.62 15.22 0.00 2.8 0.885E+04 2.15
0.63 15.34 0.00 2.8 0.879E+04 2.16
0.65 15.50 0.00 2.9 0.872E+04 2.18
0.66 15.66 0.00 2.9 0.865E+<l4 2.20
0.67 15.82 0.00 2.9 0.857E+04 2.22
0.69 15.98 0.00 2.9 0.85OE+04 2-23
0.70 16.14 0.00 ].0 O.844E+04 2.25
0.72 16.30 0.00 3.0 0.837£+04 2.21
0.73 16.46 0.00 3.0 0.830E+04 2.29
0.75 16.62 0.00 3.0 0.823E-j0()4 2.31
0.76 16.74 0.00 3.1 0.819E+04 2.32
0.77 16.90 0.00 ].1 0.812E+().i 2.:34
0.79 17.06 0.00 3.1 0.806£+04 2.36
0.80 17.21 0.00 3.1 0.8OOE+04 2.]7
0.82 17.37 0.00 3.2 0.793E+04 2.39
0.8J l1.n 0.00 3.2 0.781E+04 2.41
0.85 17.69 0.00 3.2 0.78IE+04 2.4]
0.81 17.85 0.00 ].2 0.175£+04 2.45
0.88 18.01 0.00 3.1 o.nOE+04 2.47
0.90 18.13 0.00 ].3 0.765E+04 2.48
0.91 18.29 0.00 3.3 0.76OE+04 2.50
0.93 18.45 0.00 3.] 0.754E+04 2.52
0.95 18.61 0.00 3.] 0.749E+04 2.53
0.96 l8.17 0.00 3.4 0.743£+04 2.55
0.98 18.9] 0.00 3.4 0.738E+04 2.57
1.00 19.08 0.00 3.4 0.732E+04 2.59
1.01 19.24 0.00 ].4 0.727£+04 2.61
1.03 19.40 0.00 3.5 0.722E+04 2.6]
1.0S 19.52 0.00 ].5 0.718E+04 2.64
1.06 19.68 0.00 ].5 0.713£+04 2.66
1.08 19.84 0.00 ].5 0.108E+04 2.68
1.10 20.00 0.00 3.6 0.1O]E~ 2.69
1.12 20.16 0.00 3.6 O.699E+04 2.11
1.14 20.32 0.00 3.6 0.694E+04 2.73
1.15 20,48 0.00 3.6 0.689E+04 2.75
G-'
1.17 20.63 0.00 3.7 O.684E+04 ,.n
1.19 20.79 0.00 3.7 0.68OE+04 '.79
121 20.91 0.00 3.7 0.676E+Q4 '.80
1.13 21.07 0.00 3.7 0.672E+{)4 '.82
1.25 21.23 0.00 3.7 0.667E+Gt '.84
1.27 2U9 0.00 38 0.663E+04 2.86
1.29 21.55 0.00 38 0,6S9E+Q4 2.87
131 21.71 0.00 3.8 O.6S4E+Q4 2.89
133 21.87 0.00 3.8 0.6SOE+Q4 2.91
13' 22.02 0.00 3.' 0.646E+04 2.93
1.37 22.18 0.00 3.' 0.642£+04 2.95
1.38 22.30 0.00 3.' 0.639E+04 ,.%
1.40 22.46 0.00 3.' 0.635E+00* 2.98
1.42 22.62 0.00 4.0 0.631E+04 3.00
1.44 22.78 0.00 4.0 0.627£+04 3.02
1.47 22.94 0.00 '.0 O.62.3E+04 3."
1.49 23.119 0.00 4.0 0.619E+04 3.1)6
151 23.25 0.00 4.1 0.615£+04 3.08
U3 23.41 0.00 4.1 0.61IE+04 309
l.55 23.57 0.00 '.1 0.608E+04 3.11
1.57 23.69 0.00 '.1 0.605£+04 3.13
159 23.85 0.00 4.' 0.601~ 3.15
1.61 24.01 0.00 <2 0598E"" 3.16
I." 24.16 0.00 .., 0.>94.... 3.18
1.(>6 24.32 0.00 .., 0.59OE+04 3.20
1.68 24.48 0.00 4.3 0.587£+04 3.22
1.71 24.64 0.00 '.3 0.583£+04 3.24
1.73 24.80 000 4.3 0.5SOE+(14 3.26
1.15 24.96 0.00 'J O.s77E+Ol 3.18
1.77 ZS.07 0.00 4.' 0.574£+04 3.29
1.79 25.23 0.00 ... 0.571E+Ol 3.31
1.82 25.39 0.00 .. 0.567E+04 3.33
1.84 25.55 0.00 4.4 0.564E+04 3.35
1.87 25.71 0.00 .., 0.561£+04 3.37
1.89 25.87 0.00 4.5 0.558£+Q.1 3.39
1.92 26.02 0.00 ., O.554E.,.o.1 3.40
1.94 26.18 0.00 4' 0.551E+Ol 3.42
1.97 26.34 0.00 4.' 0.548E+04 3.44
1.98 26.46 0.00 4.' 0546E+04 3.46
2.01 26.62 0.00 4.' 0.543E+04 3.48
2." 26.77 0.00 4.' 0.54OE+04 3.49
2.06 26.93 0.00 4.7 0.537E+Q.1 3.51
2.09 27.09 0.00 4.7 0.534E+Q4 W
2.11 27.25 0.00 4.7 0.53IE.004 3"
2.14 27.41 0.00 4.7 O.528E+04 3.57
2.17 27.56 0.00 4.8 0.525E+04 3.59
2.19 27.72 0.00 4.8 0.522E+04 3.61
2.21 27.84 0.00 4.8 O.520E+Q4 3.62
2.24 28.00 0.00 4.8 0.517E+Q4 3."
2.17 28.15 0.00 4.' 0514E+O-I 3.66
229 2831 0.00 4.' 0.512E+04 3.68
2.32 28.47 0.00 4.' O.509E.004 3.70
2.35 28.63 0.00 4.' 0.506E..04 3.72
G-8
2.38 28.79 0.00 '.0 0.504£-+04 3.74
2.40 28.94 0.00 '.0 0.501£+04 3,76
2.43 29.10 0.00 '.0 0.498£+04 3.78
2.45 29.22 0.00 '.0 O.496E...04 3.79
2.48 29.38 0.00 '.1 0.494E-Kl4 3.81
", 29.53 0.00 '.1 0.491£+Q4. 3.83
2.54 29.69 0.00 '.1 0.489£+04 3.85
", 29.85 0.00 '.1 0.486E-+Q.I 3.87
2.60 30.01 0.00 52 0.484E-+Q.I 3.89
2.63 30.16 0.00 52 0.431£+04 3.91
2.66 30.32 0.00 5.2 0.479E+<l4 3.93
2.69 30.48 0.00 '.2 0.476E+Q.$ 3.95
2.71 30.59 0.00 '.3 0.474£+04 ..96
2.74 30.75 0.00 '.3 0.472£+04 3.98
2.71 30.91 0.00 53 0.470E+04 '.00
Cwnlilati"e traveltime .. 3.=
END OF CORJET (MODIIO): IETIPLUME NEAR-FIElD MlXlNG REGION
BEGIN M00133: LAYER BOUNDARY IMPlNGEMENTIFULL VERTICAl. MlXlNG
Contro!vollilneinnow:
X Y Z S C B
2.7730.910.00 5.3 0.470E+04 4.00
Profiledcfinilioll$'
BV: byer deplh (vertically mixed)
BH=lOp-halhalf·width_inhorironulplanenonnailOtnljee:1Ory
ZU =- upper p1Urtlc boundary (Z-coordin,lIe)
ZL=-Iovol9"plllITlebou.ndary(Z<oordinate)
S .. h)"drodyna.nuc:aveage(bulk)dilll1ioo
C = avef1lge (blllk) COnc:mtrallon (inc:luOe5 reKuon effects. if any)
x y Z , C BV OH ZU Zl.
·J.23 34.84 0.00 5.) 0.470£+04 000 0.00 0.00 0.00
-0.76 34,84 0.00 '.3 0.470£+04 '00 1.08 '00 0.00
-0.28 34.84 000 '.3 0.470E..Q4 4.00 l.52 '.00 000
O.!Q 34.84 0.00 '.J O.·HOE+04 '.00 2.15 4.<10 0.00
1.15 J..... 0.00 '.J 0.470E+04 4.00 2.41 '.00 0.00
1.62
"."
0.00 '.J 0.470E+{).a '.00 2.601 '.00 0.00
~_IO
""
0.00 '.J 0.47OE..04 '00 2.85 '.00 0.00
2.58 3<." 000 '.J O.·S70E+{).a '.00 J." '00 0.00
3.05 3<." 000 6.2 O.4()IE+04 4.00 3.:!3 4.00 0.00
3.53 3<." 000 7.' 0.336£+04 '.00 J.<O '00 000
Cumulat"'elravellimc:_ ,.=
ENDOF MOD Ill: LAYER BOUNDARY IMPING£MENTIFULL VERTICAL MIXING
G·O
Phase 1: The plume is VERTICALLY FULLY MIXED O\'er the entire layer depth.
Pmfiledefinitions:
B\'=byerdeplh(vaticallymixed)
BH _lnllSSian lie (37'1» haI(·....W in horiwnW plane IlOnN.IIO lrIjenory
ZU = upper plume boundary (Z<oordillate)
ZL .. Iowerplumc: boundary (Z-coordinate)
S _hydrod)'lUmicceTlleTlinediluIKm
C .. centerlineco~nlr:uion(illCludc§rc:aclioneffecls.ifan)')
x y Z
3.53 34.$J 0.00
3.80 35.53 0.00
4.(11 36.22 0.00
4.35 36.91 0.00
4.62 37.60 0.00
4.91 38,30 0,00
5.19 38,99 0.00
5.48 39.68 0.00
S.n 40.37 0.00
6.07 41.(11 0.00
6.37 41.76 0.00
6.67 42.45 0.00
6.9743.140.00
7.28 43.83 0.00
7.59 44.53 0.00
7.90 45.22 0.00
1.22 45.91 0.00
8.53 46.60 0.00
8.Il6 47.29 0.00
9.1847.99 0.00
9.5148.680.00
9.84 49.37 0.00
10.17 50.06 0.00
10.SO SO.7S 0.00
1084 51.45 0.00
ILl8 52.14 0.00
11.52 52.83 0.00
11.B7 S3.S2 0.00
12.22 SUI 0.00
12.5754.910.00
12.92 55.60 0.00
13.28 56.29 0.00
13.6J 56.98 0.00
13.99 5767 0..00
14.36 58.37 0.00
14.72 59.06 0,00
15.09 59.75 0.00
15.46 60.44 0.00
IS.S4 61.14 0.00
16.21 61.83 0.00
16.59 62.52 0.00
16.97 63.21 0.00
IUS 63.90 0.00
S C BV BH ZU ZL
7.4 0.336E+04 4.00 2.77 4.00 0.00
7.5 0.331£.o.t 4.00 2.84 4.00 0.00
7.6 0.327E~ 4.00 2.90 4.00 0.00
7.7 0.324£+04 4.00 2.97 4.00 0.00
7.8 0.320E+04 4.00 3.04 4.00 0.00
7.9 0.316£+04 4.00 3.10 4.00 0.00
8.0 0.313E+04 4.00 3.17 4.00 0.00
8.1 O.310E+flA 4.00 3.24 4.00 0.00
8.2 0.306£.o.t 4.00 3..30 4.00 0.00
8.2 0.303£+04 4.00 3.37 4.00 0.00
8.3 0.300£+04 4.00 3.43 4.00 0.00
8.4 0.297E+04 4.00 350 4.00 0.00
8,5 0.294£+04 4.00 356 4.00 0.00
8.6 0,29IE+04 4.00 3.63 4.00 0.00
8.7 0.289E+OJ 4.00 3.70 4.00 0.00
8.7 0.286£+04 4.00 3.76 4.00 0.00
8.8 0.284£+04 4.00 3.83 4.00 0.00
8.9 0.281£+0-1 4.00 3.8'9 4.00 0.00
9.0 0.279£+-G! 4.00 3.96 4.00 0.00
9.1 0.276£+0-1 4.00 4.02 4.00 0.00
9.1 0.274£+04 4.00 4.09 4.00 0.00
9.2 0.272E-0-04 4.00 4.15 4.00 0.00
9.3 0.269E+Oo1 4.00 4.22 4.00 0.00
9.4 0.267E+OJ 400 4.28 4.00 0.00
9A 0.26SE.QJ 4.00 4.35 4.00 0.00
9.5 0.263E.QJ 4.00 .l...:I1 4.00 0.00
9.6 0.26IE+OJ 4.00 .l..·H 4.00 0.00
9.6 0.259E.04 4.00 4.5-1 4,00 0.00
9.7 0.2S7£+OJ .:1.00 .l..60 4.00 0.00
9.8 0.255E+04 400 4.67 .:1.00 0.00
9.9 0.254E+04 4.00 4.73 ·tOO 0.00
9.9 0.252£+04 4.00 4.80 4.00 0.00
10.0 0.2SOE+04 4.00 ·U6 4.00 0.00
10.1 0.248£+04 4.00 4.92 4.00 0.00
10.1 0.247£+04 4.00 4.99 4.00 0,00
10.2 0.245E+04 4.00 5.05 4.00 0.00
10.3 0.243£+04 4.00 5.11 4.00 0.00
10.3 0.242£+04 4.00 5.18 400 0,00
10.4 0.2-lOE+OJ 4.00 5.24 UK! 0.00
10.5 0.239E+04 4.00 5.31 4.00 0.00
10.5 0.137E+OJ 4.00 5.37 4.00 0.00
10.6 0.236E+04 4.00 5.43 4.00 0.00
10.7 0.234E+04 ·l.oo 5.50 4.00 0.00
G-IO
17.74 ".00 0.00 10.7 0.233E+04 '.00
'"
4.00 0.00
11.12 .'-', 0.00 10.8 0.231£+04 4.00 5.62 4.00 0.00
11.51 65.98 0.00 10.9 0.230£+04 4.00 5." '.00 0.00
18.90 66.67 0.00 10.9 0.229£+04 '.00 5.75 '.00 000
19.30 67.36 0.00 11.0 0.227E+04 4.00 5.81 4.00 0.00
19.69 68.06 0.00 11.1 0.226E+04 4.00 5.117 4.00 0.00
20.09 68.75 0.00 11.1 O.2:l5£+().I. 4.00 ,." 4.00 0.00
20.49 ".44 0.00 11.2 0.224£+04 4.00 6.110 4.00 0.00
20.90 70.13 0.00 11.2 0.222E~ 4.00 '.06 4.00 0.00
21.30 70.82 0.00 11.3 O.22IE+04 4.00 6.13 400 0.00
21.71 71.52 0.00 11.4 0220E+04 4.00 6.19 4.00 0.00
22.12 72.21 0.00 11.4 0.219E+04 4.00 6.25 4.00 0.00
22.53 72.90 0.00 11> 0.218£+().I. 4.00 6..11 4.00 0.00
21.9-S 73.59 0.00 11.5 0..216£+04 4.00 6" 4.00 0.00
23.36 74.28 0.00 11.6 0.215E+04 4.00 6..£4 4.00 0.00
23.78 74.98 0.00 11.7 0.214E+04 4.00 6.50 4.00 0.00
24.20 75.67 0.00 11.7 0.2I3E+04 4.00 6.56 400 0.00
24.62 76.36 0.00 11.8 0.211£+04 4.00 6.63 4.00 0.00
25.05 n", 000 11.8 0.2I1E+04 4.00 .." 4.00 0.00
25.47 77.74 0.00 11.9 0.210E.;.04 4.00
'"
4.00 000
25.90 ".44 0.00 12.0 O.2Q9E+04 4.00 6.81 4.00 0.0026.33 79.13 0.00 12.0 O.W8E+O-t 4.00 6.87 4.00 0.00
26.77 79.82 0.00 12.1 0.207E+04 4.00 •." 4.00 0.00
27.20 SO>l 0.00 12.1 0.206E+04 4.00 7.00 4.00 0.00
27.M 81.21 0.00 12.2 O.20SE+(lJ. 4.00 7.06 4.00 0.00
28.08 81.90 0.00 12.2 O.2OJE-t04 4.00 7.12 4.00 0.00
28.52 .", 0.00 12.3 0.203E+04 4.00 7.18 4.00 0.00
28,% 83.28 0.00 12.4 0.102E+(lJ. 4.00 7.25 4.00 0.00
29.41 H97 0.00 12.4 0.201E+04 400 7.31 4.00 000
29.86 84.67 0.00 12.5 O.200E+O-t 400 7.37 4.00 000
30.31 85.36 0.00 12.5 0.2OOE..(l4 4.00 7.43 4.00 0.00
30.76 ...os 0.00 12.6 O.I99E+O-I 4.00 7.49 4.00 0.00
31.21 86.74 0.00 12.6 0.198E+O-I 400 7.55 4.00 0.00
31.67 87.43 0.00 12.7 0.197E+04 400 7.62 4.00 0.00
32,12 88.13 0.00 12.8 O.I%E+04 4.00 7.68 400 0.00
32.58 88.82 000 12.8 0.195£+04 4.00 7.74 400 0.00
33.04 89.51 0.00 12.9 0.194£.04 4.00 7SO 4.00 0.00
33.51 90.20 0.00 11.' O.I94E+04 4.00 7" 4.00 0.00
33.97 90.89 0.00 13.0 0.193E+04 4.00 7.92 4.00 0.00
".44 9l.59 000 13.0 0.192E+O-1 4.00 7.98 4.00 0.00
34.91 92.28 000 III 0.19IE+04 4.00 •.'" 4.00 000
35.38 92.97 000 13.1 O.I90E+04 4.00 8.10 4.00 000
35.S5 9Hi6 000 13.2 0.19OE+O-I 4.00 8.17 4.00 000
36.33 94.35 0.00 13.2 O.I89E+04 4.00 8.23 400 0.00
36.SO ".os 0.00 13.3 0.1 88E+(lJ. 4.00 8.29 400 000
37.28 95.74 0.00 13.3 0.187E+04 4.00 8.35 400 000
37.76 96,43 0.00 13.4 0.187E·04 4.00 8.41 400 000
38.24 97.12 0.00 13.4 O.I86E.Q.1 4.00 8.47 4.00 0.00
38.73 97.81 0.00 1B O.I85E+04 4.00 8.53 400 0.00
3911 98.51 0.00 1B O.I85E+04 4.00 ", 400 0.0039.70 99.20 0.00 13.6 O.I8JEM 4.00 '.65 '00 0.00
40.19 99.89 0.00 13.6 0.183E+04 4.00 8.71 '00 000
40.68 lOO.S8 0.00 13.7 0.18310+04 4.00 8.77 400 000
G-II
41.18 101.21 0.00 13.7 0.182£+04 '.00 U3 '.00 0.00
41.67 101.97 0.00 13.8 0.18IE+04 '.00 8.89 '.00 0.00
42.17 102.66 0.00 13.8 0.18IE+04 '.00 8.95 '.00 0.00
42.67 103.35 0.00 13.9 0.180£+04 '.00 9.01 '.00 0.00
43.17 104.04 0.00 13.9 0.179E+04 '.00 9.07 •.00 000
43.67 104.74 0.00 14.0 0.179E+04 '.00 9.14 '.00 000
44.17 I05A3 0.00 14.0 O.178E.o{l4 '.00 ,.20 '.00 0.00
..... 106.12 0.00 14.1 0.177E+04 '.00 9.26 '.00 0.00
45.19 106.81 0.00 14.1 O.I77E+04 '.00 9.32 '.00 0.00
45.70 107.50 0.00 14.2 0.176E+04 '.00 9.38 '.00 0.00
46.21 108.20 000 14.2 0.176E.;.04 '.00 9." '.00 0.00
46.72 108.89 0.00 14.3 0.175E.;.04 '.00 ,-'" '.00 0.00
47.24 109.58 0.00 '43 0.174E+04 '.00 ,.,. '.00 0.00
47.75 110.27 0.00 14.4 O.I7~E.;.()4 '.00 '.62 '.00 0.00
48.27 110.96 0.00 14.~ 0.173E.;.04 '.00 9." '.00 0.00
48.79 111.66 0.00 J4.5 0.173E.;.()4 '.00 9.74 '.00 000
49.31 112.35 0.00 14.5 O.I72E.;.04 '.00 9.79 '.00 000
49.83 11].04 0.00 14.6 O.J7JE+04 '.00 9.85 '.00 0.00
50.36 113.73 0.00 ,.. O.I7JE.;.04 '.00 9.91 '.00 0.00
50.89 114.42 0.00 1~.7 0.170£+04 '.00 9.97 ~.OO 0.00
SUI 115.12 0.00 14.7 0.11OE+04 '.00 10.03 '.00 0.00
51.9.1 115.81 0.00 14.8 O.I69E.;.Q4 '.00 10.09 '.00 0.00
52..18 116.50 0.00 14.8 O.I69E.;.04 '.00 10.15 '.00 0.00
53.01 117.19 0.00 14.9 0.168E.;.04 '.00 10.21 '.00 0.00
,,-" 117.88 0.00 14.9 O.I68E+04 4.00 10.27 '.00 0.00
".08 118.58 0.00 15.0 0.167E+04 '.00 1033 '.00 0.00
".62 119.27 0.00 15.0 0.167E.;.04 '.00 10.39 '.00 0.00
55.16 119.96 0.00 15.1 O.I66E.;.04 '.00 10.45 '.00 0.00
55.70 120.65 0.00 15.1 O.I66E.;.04 '.00 10.51 '00 000
56.25 121.34 0.00 15.1 O.I65E.;.04 '.00 10.57 '.00 0.00
36.79 121.04 0.00 15.2 O.I65E+O-1 '.00 10.63 '.00 0.00
57.34 122.73 0.00 15.2 O.I~E+04 '.00 10.69 '.00 0.00
57.89 12342 0.00 15.3 O.I64E.;.04 4.00 10.75 '.00 0.00
58.4-1 124.11 0.00 15.3 0.163E+04 '.00 10.80 '00 0.00
58.99 12·UI 0.00 15.4 0.163E+04 '.00 10.86 '00 000
59.5-1 125.50 0.00 15.4 0.162E+0-I '.00 10.92 '.00 0.00
00" 126.19 0.00
'"
0.162E.;.().I -1.00 10.98 4.00 0.00
00." 126.88 000 15.5 0.16IE+O.i '.00 11.04 '.00 0.00
61.21 127.57 0.00 15.6 0.16IE.;.{)-l '.00 ILIO '00 0.00
6l.n 128.27 0.00 15.6 O.I60E.Q-\ '.00 11,16 '00 0.00
62.33 128.% 0.00 15.6 0.16OE+0-I '.00 11.22 '00 0.00
62.90 129.65 000 15.7 0.159E+0-I -1.00 IUS '00 0.00
.". 130.34 0.00 15.1 0.159E.(14 4.00 II.J] ~.OO 0.00().I.03 13103 0.00 15.8 O.158E+QJ '.00 IU9 -1.00 0.00
().I.59 131.73 0.00 15.8 0.158E.;.Q4 ~.OO 11.45 '.00 0.00
65.16 \32.-12 000 15.9 0.158E+04 4.00 lUI '.00 0.00
65.13 133.Jl 000 1,5.9 O.l,57E+04 '.00 11.,57 '.00 0.00
66.31 133.S0 0.00 15.9 0.1,57E+0-I 4.00 11.63 '.00 0.00
66.88 134.49 0.00 16.0 O.I56E+04 4.00 11.69 '.00 0.00
67.46 135.J9 0.00 16.0 O.I56E+QJ '.00 II.7~ '.00 0.00
68.03 135.&8 0.00 16.1 O.I,5,5E+QJ '.00 11.80 '.00 0.00
68.61 136.51 000 16.1 O.15,5E+OJ '.00 11.86 '.00 0.00
69.19 137.26 0.00 16.2 0.155£+04 '.00 11.92 '.00 0.00
G-12
69.77 137.95 0.00 \6.2 0.1S4E-+Q4 4.00 11.98 4.00 0.00
1036 138.6.5 0.00 16.3 0.1S4£i'04 4.00 .,.. 4.00 000
70.94 139.34 0.00 16.3 O.l53E+04 4.00 12.09 4.00 0.00
71.53 140.03 0.00 16.3 0.153E+04 4.00 12.15 4.00 0.00
72.12 140.72 0.00 16.4 0.153E+04 4.00 12.21 400 000
72.71 141.41 000 16.4 0.152E+04 4.00 12.27 4.00 000
13.30 142.11 000 16.5 0.152E+04 4.00 12.33 4.00 0.0013.8. 142.80 0.00 16.5 0.15IE+04 4.00 12.39 4.00 0.00
74.48 143.49 000 16~ 0.151£+04 4.00 12.44 4.00 0.00
"... 1~.I8 0.00 16.6
0.15IE+04 4.00 12.30 4.00 0.00
75.68 144.87 0.00 16.6 0.15OE+04 4.00 12.56 4.00 0.00
76.28 145.57 0.00 16.7 0.15OE+04 4.00 12.62 400 000
76.88 146.26 0.00 16.7 0.150£+04 4.00 12.67 4.00 0.00
n.ot8 146.95 0.00 1<8 0.149£+04 4.00 12.73 4.00 0.00
78.08 147.64 0.00 16.8 0.149£+04 4.00 12.7'9 4.00 0.00
78.68 148.34 0.00 16.8 0.148E+04 4.00 12..85 4.00 0.00
1929 149.03 0.00 16.9 0.14&£+04 4.00 12.91 4.00 0.00
1990 149.72 0.00 16.9 0.148£+04 4.00 12.96 4.00 0.00
8O~1 150.41 0.00 17.0 0.147£+04 4.00 13m 4.00 0.00
81.12 151.10 0.00 17.0 0.147E+{l4 400 13.08 4.00 0.00
81.73 151.80 000 17.0 0.141£+04 4.00 13.14 4.00 0.00
82.34 152.49 0.00 17.1 O.I46E+04 4.00 13.19 4.00 0.00
82.- 153.18 0.00 17.1 0.146£+04 4.00 13.25 4.00 0.00
83.57 153.87 0.00 112 0.146£+04 4.00 13.31 4.00 0.00
SJ.19 154.56 0.00 112 0.14SE+04 4.00 13.37 4.00 0.00
84.81 155.26 0.00 17.2 0.145E+04 4.00 13.42 400 0.00
85.43 155.95 0.00 17.3 0.145£+04 4.00 13.48 4.00 0.00
86.05 156.64 0.00 17.3 0.144£+04 4.00 1354 4.00 0.00
86.68 15733 0.00 17.4 O.I44E..Q4 4.00 13.60 4.00 0.00
81.30 158.02 0.00 11. 0.144£+04 4.00 13.65 400 0.00
87.93 158.12 0.00 I1A 0.143£+04 4.00 13.71 4.00 0.00
88.56 159.41 0.00 17.5 0.143£+04 4.00 !J.n 4.00 0.00
69.19 160.10 0.00 17.5 0.143£+04 4.00 1J.83 4.00 0.00
89.82 160.79 0.00 17.6 0.\42£...04 4.00 13.88 400 0.00
90.45 161.48 0.00 17.6 O.142E-+<l4 4.00 13.94 400 0.00
91-08 162.18 0.00 11.6 O.I"2E+04 4.00 14.00 4.00 0.00
91.72 162.87 0.00 17.7 O.I"I£...o.t 4.00 14.05 4.00 0.00
92.35 16l.56 0.00 11.7 0.141£+D.a ".00 14.11 4.00 0.00
92.99 16-4.25 0.00 17.8 0.141£+04 4.00 14.17 4.00 0.00
93.63 164.94 0.00 17.8 0.140£+04 4.00 14.23 400 0.00
94.27 165.64 0.00 17.8 O.I40E-H>.a 4.00 14.28 4.00 000
~.91 166.33 0.00 17.9 O.14OE+04 4.00 1"4 4.00 0.0095,. 167.02 000 17.9 0.14OE+04 4.00 14.40 4.00 0.00
96.20 167.71 000 18.0 0.139E+04 4.00 14.45 4.00 0.00
96.85 168.JO 0.00 18.0 0.139£+04 4.00 lUI 4.00 0.00
97.50 169.10 0.00 18.0 0.139£+04 4.00 14.57 4.00 0.00
98.14 169.79 0.00 18.1 0.138£+04 4.00 14.62 4.00 0.00
98.79 170.48 0.00 18.1 0.138£+04 4.00 14.68 4.00 0.00
99.45 171.17 0.00 18.2 0.138£+04 400 14.74 4.00 0.00
100.10 171.87 0.00 1.2 O-l37£..-{14 4.00 14.79 4.00 0.00
100.75 172.56 0.00 18.2 0.137E+O.a 4.00 14.85 4.00 0.00
101.41 173.25 0.00 18.3 0.137£+04 4.00 14.91 4.00 0.00
Cumu1.::llivclravcll1mc .. 240.scc
G-13
Entire region U llCC\lpied by Phase I.
P1wne doe$ not re-5tn.lify Inlhi51low reJioa.
END OF MOD154: VERTICAllY MIXED PLUME IN WEAK CROSS·FLOW
•• End orNEAR-FIELD REGION (NFR)··
CQRMIXI: Stlbmerpl Sinde Pat Discharges EndorPrcdictionFiIc
G-14




